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ABSTRACT 

Computer simulation is a proven technology and countless studies have been performed 

to demonstrate its applicability to the analysis of a wide range of construction operations 

including aggregate production, earth-moving, mining, and tunneling. The presented 

research describes a rnethodology that leads to irnprovements in the appeal of simulation- 

based tools within the construction industry and the simplification of their development 

process. 

A study was fint undenaken to investigate and develop various techniques. concepts and 

methods of potential benefit as related to the research objective. This study resulted in 

the successful development and implementation of three custom simulation tools for 

euth-movîng, aggregate production and site de watering operations. An anal y sis of the 

success factors of these tools as well as their limitations led to the identification of a 

critical set of features. This set was used as the basis for the formalization of five 

concepts: special purpose simulation rnodeling, graphical modeling, integrated modeling. 

modular and hierarchical modeling, and the hybrid tool development and utilization 

approach. This set of concepts was then cornbined, with the help of object-onented 

modeling concepts, into a unified modeling methodology. 

A computer system called Simphony was then developed based on the unified modeling 

methodology. The design and implementation of Simphony was guided by the principles 

of object-oriented application frameworks. Case study results showed that novice 

developen are able to produce new Simphony-based tools at a Pace that exceeds that of a 

programmer using a commercial development system by a factor of six. F h e r  results 

from other studies showed ihat the simplification factor can be as high as sixteen. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Construction engineering and management is a discipline that deals with the production 

aspects of realizing a facility from conception to delivery. Elements of construction 

management include: 

1. Feasibility studies and economic anal ysis 

2. Budget and cash-flow planning 

3. Construction contract preparation 

3. Cost and schedule estimation 

5. Methoh planning and anaiysis 

6. Production anal ysis 

7. Cost and schedule monitoring and control 

8. Revenue and payment management 

9. Equipment and material management 

Construction projects are unique due to their cornplexity. scale and cost. Unlike 

manufacturing, every construction "product" or project is unique with regards to such 

things as: 

1. Materials or material combinations used 

2. Equipment and supplies required 

3. Engineering design and requirernents 

4. Construction methods involved. 



As a result, cornputer-based methods have been developed to assist constniciion 

engineen. The most common systems are those used for estimating the cost and 

schedule of n project. This research deals with simulation based techniques that improve 

the overall process of project planning, estimating and analysis. 

1.2 Cornputer Simulation as a Project Planning Technique 

The most important factor in planning a construction project is a clear and accurate 

understanding of the construction methods invol ved. During the estimating stage, thi s 

understanding translates into the predicted duration and resource requirements for the 

involved activities. Formal representation of this knowledge in the form of a computer 

mode1 rnakes it possible for the plamer' to easily experiment with different possible 

arrangements of the construction methods. Variations can be applied to crew 

compositions, activity sequences and resource types. By experimenting with different 

scenarios, the planner can optimize the construction operation and generate representative 

project plans. 

Despite its obvious potentiai, the use of computer simulation for planning construction 

projects has been Iimited mainly to academia and a few large contractors who can afford 

to employ dedicated simulation professionals. 

' The term "Plan" or "Roject Plan" is used genericdy to refer to al1 related aspects of a 

project plan including estirnates and schedules. "'Planner" is used to refer to the penon 

responsible for preparing a project plan. 



The overall objective of this research is to develop an approach that improves the appeal 

of computer simulation and transfomis it into an accepted tool that fits naturally within 

the industry's information technology frarnework. To achieve this objective. the 

following sub-objectives and steps were identified: 

1. Develop. test and validate three simulation-based tools for the modeling and analysis 

of three diverse construction methods and deploy them in an industry setting 

2. Analyze the results of industry implementation and identify a set of key features such 

simulation tools should posses 

3. Formalize the set of simulation concepts that described the identified features 

4. Combine the formalized concepts into a unified modeling methodology 

5. Develop, test and vdidate a simulation system based on the unified methodology 

1.4 Research Summary 

To achieve the stated objectives, research was done in two phases. Dunng the fint phase. 

three developments were undertaken to investigate and develop various techniques. 

concepts and methods of potentiai benefit as related to the research objective. Three 

construction methods were chosen: earth-moving. aggregate production and site 

dewatering. In each case, the pmcess fundamentais were fiat studied, followed by an 

identification of the requirements for the custom simulation tool to be developed Based 

on drese requirements, a cornputer based simulation tool was developed, validated and 

implemented with a local construction Company. The three case studies were then 

analyzed together to obtain the set of features that were critical to the tools' success. The 

analysis dso identified the limitations of the developed tools and the set of fimher 

requirements. 



During the second phase of research, the collective experience gained from phase 1 and 

the identified set of requirements were used in the development of a unified modeling 

methodology. A computer application based on the developed rnethodology was then 

developed and tested. 

Chapter 2 will Rrst provide a surnrnary of the state-of-the-art in project management 

techniques inciuding computer simulation. Chapters 3 through 5 will discuss the three 

initial case studies done as part of the fint phase of research. Chapter 6 will present the 

result of the case study analysis and the list of identified requirements. Chapter 7 wili 

introduce the unified modeling methodology and its contributing concepts. Chapter 8 

will present the details of the computer sysrem based on the developed methodology. 

Chapter 9 will innoduce an enabling technology from the software engineering discipline 

that was critical to the successful implementation of the software system. Chapter 10 will 

discuss the various tests and case studies performed to examine the flexîbiiity. 

effectiveness and usability of the developed methodology. In Chapter I l ,  the final 

discussion is provided. 



Chapter 2 - Background 

2.1 Project Planning Techniques 

There is a host of techniques for planning construction projects. Most are general project 

management techniques which are not specific to the construction industry. Others have 

been developed to deal with specific situations such as repetitive construction activities. 

The basic process of planning a project involves three steps. Fint, activities required to 

complete the work are identified and their duntion determined. Second. the activities are 

sequenced in a logical manner. Third, a project schedule is prepared. 

Bar charts are the simplest form of communicating the schedule requirements of a given 

project. With bar charts, the most basic project activities are represented in the form of 

horizontal strips on a time-scaled graph. Resource requirernents, relationships to other 

activities, and progress are sometimes shown on these charts. 

Cornputer systems such as Primavera and Microsoft Project simplify the task of 

consmicting and managing bar chart based plans. These systems also provide both 

facilities for representing large projects hierarchically and methods for leveling resources 

in order to calculate the total project duration, 

The cntical path rnethod (CPM) is the undedying method used by these systems to 

calculate project duration. One of the Limitations of CPM is its assumption that activity 

durations are constant. In reality, construction activities are affected by many factors and 

their duration cannot be determined with certainty. Program Evaiuation and Review 

Technique (PERT) was developed to mode1 this uncenainty . PERT networks are similar 

to CPM networks with the difference king that activity duration is represented with Beta 



distributions. Based on the central Iimit theorem, this activity information is combined to 

predict a nomally distributed total project duration. 

Monte-Carlo simulation is a more general, probabilistic approach to scheduling. Activity 

duration can be represented using any stochastic distribution. The total project duration 

is obtained by performing a number of simulation mns. On each nin, the activity 

durations are sampled randomly and the total project duration is calculated. The result is 

a computer-generated distribution of the predicted project duration. This method allows 

for the formal representation of the element of risk in project plans. 

It is worth rnentioning that severai speciahzed techniques were developed to deal with 

special types of construction projects, mainly those that include npetitive or cyclic 

activities such as the building of a high-rise or the construction of a highway. An 

example of such a technique is the Linear Scheduling Method (Johnston 198 1). 

The majority of the described methods work best when the activity resource requirements 

are available when needed. Some developed methods of resource allocation can be used 

to "level" a given schedule in order to obtain a revised schedule (Russel and Dubey 

1995). However, it has k e n  shown that these methods fail to represent certain basic 

reaiities of a construction project particularl y the way in which construction projects are 

characterizcd by complexity, dynamic interaction between resources and processes 

(Paulson et. al. 1987), and the varying construction methods utilized based on specific 

project conditions. 

This led to the development of simulation based planning techniques where the 

construction process was represented using a fomal mode1 that allows for the analysis of 

dynamic situations. 



2.2 Generat Computer Simulation 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Computer simulation is defined as the process of designing a mathematical-logical model 

of a na1 world system and experimenting with the model on a computer (Pristker 1986). 

Early simulation users were required to build a model by wnting programming code, 

mainly in FORTRAN, and experimenting by directly manipulating the computer 

program. This was foilowed by the invention of simulation specific programming 

environments where usen write simulation specific code or access a provided function 

library. "Modeling" is the term used to descnbe the process of specifying a given 

simulation model. In the next phase of development, a host of systems that allowed for 

alternative model development were introduced. This meam that modelers no longer had 

to write code directly. Graphitai modeling made it possible to define the simulation 

model by creating, manipulating and linking a number of available basic building blocks. 

This meant that users no longer had to be proficient in prograniming. A detailed accounr 

of the history of simulation concepts and systems is found in Kreutzer (1986). 

There are rnany ways of modeling a given problem. These generally fa11 into two 

categories; continuous and discrete-event. With continuous modeling, differential 

equations are used to describe the progress of a given activity. However, when 

mathematical modeling is not possible, the discrete event approach is utilized. 

Discrete-event simulation views a model as a set of events and transitions. 

Transformations are processed as part of event handlen and no relevant transformations 

are assumed to occur during transitions. Entities represent the active elements of the 

model. They travel throughout the event network and nigger transformations. An 

7 



important component of a discretesvent simulation is the simulation event monitor, 

which is responsible for managing the event calendar. The described concept is now 

illustrated below with a simple example. Assume that trucks arrive at a concrete batch 

plant and await their tum for loading fresh conmte from a mixer. When they finish 

loading, they proceed to their destination. The described mode1 is illustrated using an 

event diagram as shown in Figure 2-1. 

Transition Duration: Inter-mïvd Time ( 
// Schedule Anival 

\ \ 1 
Mixer Waiting Queue 1 \\ 

Check Mixer Status 

Figure 2-1 Sample Discrete-Event Mode1 Representation 

The 'Truck Arrival" event is first added to the event calendar during the initialization of 

the simulation. When the event is processed as part of the event handler, the amival of 

the next tmck entity is fint scheduled to occur. Then the status of the mixer is checked. 

If it is busy then the âruck entity is added to a queue. Othenvise, the 'Truck Departure" 



event is scheduled. During the processing of the 'Truck Depanure" event, which occun 

when a Ioading operation has ken completed, the status of the waiting queue is checked. 

If there are any waiting truck entities, then the fint one is removed from the queue so that 

it can start loading. The transition duration between each 'Truck Amval" event is based 

on the desired inter-arriva1 time of trucks. The transition duration between the 'Truck 

Amval" and 'Truck Departure" event depends on the desired truck Ioading time. Table 

2-1 explains how the content of the event calendar changes as the above mode1 is 

processed. The descrîbed scenarîo is based on a truck inter-arriva1 time of 15 minutes 

and a loading time of 20 minutes. The last column of the table shows the content of the 

event caIendar in terms of the entity nurnber, event and simulation time. Note how the 

event calendar aiways sorts its content according to the scheduled tirne of the events. 

Table 2-1 Sample Discrete-Event Simulation Processing Session 

Current 
Event 
None 
Truck Arrive 

Truck Amve 

Truck Deport 

Truck A n i v e  

Truck Depm 

Truck A m v e  

Truck A m v e  

Truck Depart 

Current 1 m e r  1 Queue 
Entity Status 1 Content 
None f Free Empty 
1 1 BWY E ~ P ~ Y  

Event Calendar 1 
Content 1 



2.2.2 Objectsriented Simulation 

The object-oriented paradigm was applied to simulation in order to produce models that 

are more comprehensible, modula and extendable. The main difference is that simulation 

model elements now correspond to their real life counterparts (Ulgen and and Thomasma 

1986) and users are no longer required to deal with absuact modeling consmcts. The 

fint abject-oriented simulation s ystem (OOSS) developed was Simula (Ah 1 and N ygaard 

1966). Simula supported full data encapsulation, inhentance and polymorphisrn. The 

original system was based on the ALGOL language. A SmallTdk implementation was 

later developed (Ulgen and Thomasma 1986). OOSS made it possible to build specialized 

graphical user interfaces where models cm be built using elements that resemble the real 

world entities (Bischak and Roberts 199 1). 

SmartSim (Ulgen e t  ai.1989) demonstrated how object-oriented concepts were used to 

provide users in the manufactunng industry with a set of elemental simulation operations 

which cm be extended by building new classes based on the basic ones. 

OOSS abolished the traditional notion of a single simulation user and introduced the 

concept of a two user system (Bal1 and Love 1995). The first user is the simulation 

developer. The simulation developer is responsible for creating specialized modeling 

constnicts as required. Simulation users build new simulation models by selecting from 

the available consmcts and de fining their relationships and parameten. 

2.23 Moduîarity and Hierarchicai Concepts 

Modular modeling is the process of designing "atomic" simulation modules and linking 

them with other modules developed in the same manner to produce a new model. 

Modules cornmunicate through welldefined input and output "ports". Further, two 
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modules can be combined to make a new module with its own input and output pon. 

This leads to the concept of hierarchical modeling. These concepts are extremely useful 

for modeiing large scale systems such as construction projects. 

Ziegler (1984) was the first to present a formal theory, cailed DEVS, of how these 

concepts can be implemented for a discrete event simulation system. A pro- called 

PC-Scherne later demonsuated how object-oriented concepts were used to implement the 

described theory (Zeigler 1987). Luna (1993) further outlined what it means for a 

simulation system to suppon hierarchial modeling. Standridge (1995) described a system 

that utilized modular concepts as part of a network simulation modeling language. 

2.2.4 Strategies for Simulation Mode1 Development 

Uses cm typically change the behavior of a simulation model after it is constructed. 

This is the concept of reusability where the model can be used for a multitude of 

. scenarios. The degree to which users can change the pre-defined simulation behavior is 

dependent on the development strategy utilized. Simulation systems can genenlly be 

classified according to this feature as follows (Ulgen et. al. 1991): 

FulIy documented simulation models 

Parameterized simulation models 

Special purpose simulation program generaton 

General purpose simulation program generators 

With fully documented simulation models, usen are required to modify the simulation 

models by manipulating them at the same level used to originaily develop them. This 

assumes that end users are knowledgeable in the way the simulation system works. 

Parameterized simulation models allow for model re-use by exposing a set of parameters 
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that users can modify each time the model is simulated. The values of the parameters can 

be used to modify routing strategies, resource values and entity attributes. With special 

purpose program generators (SPSPG). users are able to cnate models by selecting from a 

list of available domain specific constructs and defining their parameter values as well as 

their relation to other elements. Examples of such systems include WITNESS and 

SIMFACTORY (Mathewson 1989), AP2-Earth (Hajar and AbouRizk 1996). CRUISER 

(Hajjar and AbouRizk 1998) and CSD (Hadar, AbouRizk and Xu 1998). 

2.2.5 Ceneral purpose simulation program generators 

GPSPGs are integrated application development frarneworks designed to allow expert 

users to develop, test and deploy domain-specific simulation tools for use by end users. 

Thomasma (Thomasma and Ulgen 1988) demonstrated how a modular hierarchi al 

framework could be built for the manufacturing industry with support for graphical 

model developrnent. Other systems developed with the same kind of capabilities include 

Extend (Karhl 1995), HI-MASS (Fritz et. al. 1995), Create! (Rueger and Behlau 1995), 

MMS (McKim and Matthews 1996), Arena (Takus and Profozich 1997) and MOOSE 

(Cubert et. al. 1997). 

2.3 Construction Simulation 

2.3.1 Methodologiesand techniques 

Halpin (1977) popularized the use of simulation in construction research with his 

development of a system called CYCLONE (Cyciic operation network). CYCLONE 

dlowed the user to build models using a set of abstract but simple consuucts. The 

system became the basis for a wide range of construction simulation research efforts with 
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the objective of enhancing the basic system functionality. This included INSIGHT 

(Paulson 1978)- UM-CYCLONE (Ioannou 1989)- and RESQUE (Chang and Carr 1987). 

STROBOSCOPE (Martinez and Ioannou 1994) was another development based on 

CYCLONE which allowed for dynamic simulations based on the definitions of entity and 

resource attributes using programming like syntax. DISCO (Huang et. al. 1994) was 

developed to allow for the use of graphical-based modeling for CYCLONE models. 

Although CYCLONE and its denvatives introduced a wider academic audience to 

computer simulation, its use in the industry was very lirnited. This was because 

CYCLONE proved practical only for small-scale applications. Further, the modeling 

process required simuiation training - something that the industry was not generally 

ready to invest in. As a result, research tumed to other concepts that codd handle these 

issues and simplify the modeling process even further. 

Chang (1991) introduced the object-oriented concepts to construction simulation 

modeling. Object orientation improves the readability of simulation systems and 

produces models that resemble their real life counterparts. In effect, they bridge the gap 

between physical systems and their computer representation (Oloufa 1993). Their 

advantag was discussed in detail by Oloufa (1993), who compared a MODSIM based 

object-oriented implementation of an eatth-moving operation to a procedural one. He 

further concluded that the use of the object-onented approach leads to reduced coding 

and improved simulation model readability. 

Several researchers applied general simulation concepts to allow for model reusability . 

Tommelein (1994) and Shi (1997) utiiized a library-based modeling approach that allows 

project simulation models to be assembled from a set of pre-defined components. Oloufa 



(1994) developed an object-oriented library-based modeling approach for the 

construction of parameterized simulation models. Oloufa suggested that the modeling 

effon would be p a t l y  sirnplified if pre-assembled "operation libraries" were first 

constructed and dynamically packaged according to user input obtained through simple 

forms. This would allow for non-expert users to take advantage of simulation. COOPS 

(Liu and Ioannou 1992) is an object-oriented implernertation of CYCLONE. The 

authors have since used it as the basics for extending CYCLONE'S functionality to 

provide resource based decision making (Liu and Ioannou 1993). 

The concepts of modular modeling were also used to a certain extent. Modular concepts 

based on those defined by Ziegler (1984) were utilized by Sawhney (1996) to develop 

large scale simulation systems. 

23.2 Integration Issues 

The first effort to integrate simulation tools with other construction systems can be traced 

back to the works of Wickard (1989) who presented a system that links simulation 

activities to CAD model elemenu. However, the simulation side itself consists of a very 

basic static model. Another system developed by Touran (1989) demonstrated how rule- 

based expert systems can be used to assemble library simulation components to create a 

final model. Other research demonstrated how anificiai neural networks (Hajjar, 

AbouRizk and Mather 1999) and equipment databases (HaBar and AbouRizk 1996) could 

be integrated with the modeling environment- 



Chapter 3 - Earth-Moving Project ~imulation' 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the main design and implementation steps of a specialized 

simulation tool called APZ-Earth. The systern was developed collaboratively with a local 

earth-rnoving contractor. One objective of the system was to introduce the industry to a 

simulation based analysis for planning earth-moving projects. The other objective was to 

gather information on the general features that a simulation tool for the heavy civil 

industry must possess in order to be accepted and successfully used by earth-moving 

contractors. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides background information on 

earth-moving construction. Section 3.3 is a discussion of the main modules of the 

developed system. Section 3.4 details the structure of the main AP1-Earth module. 

Section 3.5 presents the results of field case studies performed to verify the system 

results. The conclusions are then presented in Section 3.6 . 

3.2 Background 

Earth-moving is a specialized field where large quantities of eaxth are moved from one 

location, generally refemd to as the cut, to an another location, referred to as the fill. 

A version of this chapter was published as "Building a Spead Purpose Simulation Tool 

for Earth-moving Operations" in the proceedings of the 1996 Winter Simulation 

Con ference, ASCE, pp. 13 13- 1330. 



Examples of such projects include overburden removal for mining operations and 

construction of earth filled dams. 

Earth-moving projects consist of many interacting processes including preparation. 

loading, hauling, dumping and spreading. Reparation is done if the eanh is not suitable 

for irnmediate loading and requires ripping. Loading is the process of transporting exth 

from the prepared emh pile into incoming tnicks. This is done using loaden. shovels or 

backhoes. Hauling involves tnicks traveling through roads with varying dopes and 

ground conditions as well as traffic intersections in order to transport eanh and retum. 

Dumping is the transfer of exth from the trucks into a spreading pile. This pile is spread 

by a number of dozen as part of the spreading process. 

The most important element of preparing a cost estimate is the detemination of the 

number of production units to use. To obtain the number and type of production units, 

construction estimaton rely on the client's specifications to arrive at certain required 

data. This includes the following information: 

The overall site layout, including the location of the source and placement areas. 

Overall quantities to be prepared, hauled and placed. 

Roperties of the haul paths, including distances. grades and rolling resistance. 

The fmt step is to decide on the type of excavator to be used. This depends on 

equipment availability, type and quantity of the soi1 to be moved, and the schedule 

requirements of the project. After the excavator is chosen, the type of trucks to be used is 

determined. This too depends on equipment availability, type of excavator and haul path 

properties. Next, the cycle time of the trucks is determined. The elements of a complete 

tmck cycle are: 



Loading tirne 

Travel loaded time 

Dump time 

Travel empty time 

Loading time is calculated using the excavator's expected production rate plus any 

allowance for waiting and positioning. The vavel loaded and travel empty duration are 

obtained by fint dividing the haul paths into many segments, each with a relatively 

uniform grade and rolling resistance. This information. along with equipment 

manufacturer specifications, is used to determine the expected travel speed of the trucks 

across each road segments. Travel speed dong with the length of each segment is used 

to anive at the vavel duration. Dump time is determined using histoncal information. 

The truck cycle rime along with the truck capacity is used to calculate the number of 

trucks required to match the production capability of the excavator. Further. extra trucks 

are generally made available on site in case of breakdown and as a replacement for trucks 

undergoing maintenance. The desmîbed estimating procedure is adequate for simple 

cases where single source and placement areas are present and a single type of truck is 

used. This process becomes time consuming and tedious in the case of multiple source 

and placement locations. complicated haul paths with many changes in total resistance. 

and varying types of trucks. Further, estimaton cannot accurately determine the waiting 

duration associated with excavator usage or as a result of fleet interactions between 

multiple paths. 



3.3 The Overali System Structure 

APî-Earth was developed to address the stated issues and ro simplify the tender 

preparation process on large and complex emh-moving projects. It was determined that 

to ensure its acceptance, AP2-Earth would have to be built with the capability to integrate 

with other modules such as equipment inventory databases and estimating programs. 

These supponing modules were also developed and provided with the main simulation 

module. A graphical depiction of the overall AP1-Earth modules and how they relate to 

each other is illustrated in Figure 3-1. 

Database 2 I I 

Main Interfie Module 

I 
v 

1 ' 

Reports 
Module 

Figure 3-1 AP2-Earth Modules 

The master database module consists of standard equipment and labour specïfications 

that are available for use by the contractor. The database stores various equipment 

properties, some of which can be used directiy in the simulation environment or at a later 

stage for estimation purposes. The main interface module is where simulation modules 



are built. Equipment data can be imported from the master database modules. Two other 

modules are used to examine the simulation resuits. The first is the reports module, which 

provides various types of information ranging from high level production reports to 

detailed equipment performance and utilization reports. The other is the estimate 

module. which allows usen to develop estimates and link cenain inputs directly to the 

simulation results. The next section will detail the development features of the main 

interface module. 

3.4 Design And Development Of Ap2-Earth 

3.4.1 Overview 

The fint step in the development process consists of the definition of the project level 

classes shown in Figure 3-2. These classes encapsulate behavion, properties and 

methods for the representation and manipulation of those processes generally found on 

earth-moving projects (eg. preparation, hauling). Similady, in the second step. classes 

are defined for the representation and manipulation of process level objects (eg. road 

segments, intersections). 



Figure 3-2 Am-Earth Class Hierarchy 

The third step involves the definition of the interaction points, which are used to link the 

processes. For example, the preparation process can be linked to a loading process 

through the preparation pile; this adds a dependency between the two processes whereby 

loading production cannot exceed that of preparation. Table 3-1 provides a brief 

overview of a selected number of classes, 



Table 3-1 Description of AP2-Earth Classes 

l 1 Lcvel 1 Functionality I 
CGraphical- 
Base 

Chteractive- 
Positioning 

1 1 1 SuPPon 1 allow the ~-~c ia l i r ed  classes to perform 1 

Project 

- 

CSimSase 

Projed 
Process 

of a high b e l  process such as ability to 
connect to interaction points and the bitse 

1 

Project 

CProcess 

Basic gnphical state and 
position representatiod 
manipulation 
functionality. 
"click and drag" 
interactive posirioning 

1 1 1 1 weil as any global resouries that are available 1 

This class aids in satisfying the objective of 
graphical manipulation by allowing objects to 
posses visual editing capabilities. 

This added behavior simplifies data entry for 
position and finking information of al1 classes. 

functionality 
Simulation behavior 

Project 

CProject 

This class provides various "user hooks" chat 

Basic Process Definition 

Project 

CStructural- 
Base 

custom manipulation of numerous behaviors. 
A CProcess class defines basic functionality 

Project level information 
and resources 

f roject/ 
Process 

1 

[ Point 1 1 Management 1 aansfer entities or add dependencies 1 

structures needed to define a simulation 
modei, Child classes (i.e. CPreparation. 
CHauling, Cspreading.. . . ) implernent the 
specific simulation modrls. 
Project level information includes the list of 
al1 processes, interaction point definitions. as 

One way uniform road 
segment modefing 

CRoad- 
Segment 

I 

Cfnteraction- 

In generai, an AP?-Earth object (Le. an instance of a non-abstract class, typicaily at the 

Connection management 

elernents of the model, derive from this class. 
Information such as grade. rolling resistance 
and velocities is maintained by this class 

Process 

1 

CIntersection 

lowest level of the hierarchy) encapsulates a variety of information and methods 

to al1 the processes. 
Classes like CRoadSegment and 
Chtersections. which constitute the structurril 

Trafic Intersection 
rnodeling 

Process 

Project 

depending on the inhentance branch. The main supported behaviors are: graphical. 

Supports the modeling of interactions at a 
traffic intersection. Also provides capabilities 
for modeling external trafic processes such as 

simulation, data collection, statistical analysis, and reporting. 

Inter-Process Interaction 
highway uaffic 
Allows two process to be linked in order to 



3.4.2 Graphical Behavior 

Graphical represenration and manipulation functionality is gained by denving from the 

CGraphicalBase class. Child classes are required to implement certain virtual functions 

in order to confonn to the overall visual manipulation objective. Each class typically has 

an associated graphical dialog box where the user can enter and change information in a 

very intuitive manner. Figure 3-3 shows the Chtersection dialog box, which allows 

usen to specify attributes sucb as number of lanes and direction of travel dong each gate. 

Figure 3-4 shows the Cïruck dialog box where truck properties such as capacity, 

dumping duration and quantity are defined. The graphical behavior of the CProject class 

is, in fact, the main prognm screen where APî-Earth objects cm be added, deleted or 

linked. This screen is shown in Figure 3-5. 

Figure 3-3 Chtersection Graphical Behavior 



Figure 3-4 CTruck Graphieai Behavior 

Figure 3-5 CProject Graphical Behavior 



3.43 Simulation Behavior 

Each class derived from CSimBase defines a unique simulation mode1 and becomes an 

independent entity. A simulation mode1 consists of a set of instructions used to represent 

the sequence of activities that typically take place in the real life scenario. This set of 

instructions includes calls to an event SC heduling subs ystem, requests for resources such 

as loaders and preparation piles as well as statistics collection routines. Detailed 

information on the simulation rnodels is presented later in this chapter. 

3.4.4 Data Collection Behavior 

Each AP2-Earth class is responsible for tracking any data ~quired  for the analysis of the 

eiement it represents. For exarnple, a CTnick class is typically responsible for coilecting 

data on: cycle duration, waiting duration at the loader and dump, interaction durations, 

and maintenance duration. CProcess derived classes are mainiy concemed with tracking 

overali production data. Each class has a related table in a relationai database where 

uacked data cm be stored for later analysis. 

3.45 Statistical Anatysis Behavior 

Classes are given the opponunity to perform post-run (in the case of a multi-run 

simulation) or post simulation statistical analysis. This is done by ovemding the two 

functions, PostSimulationRun() and PostSimulation() of the CSimBase class, In the 

current irnplementation of AP7-Earth, the classes simply pass a query to the relational 

database. which handles the analysis. An example query used by the CProcessSpreading 

is show in Figure 3-6, The database subsystem executes the query and returns the 

results to the calling class. 



SELECT iteration, PlacementCode, Avg(SpreadingDuration) , Avg(SpreadingAmount) 
Avg([SpreadingAmountl/[SpreadingDuration]) AS Production 

FROM SimProcessSpreading 
G ROUP 8Y iteration, PlacementCode; 

Figure 3-6 CTmck Data Andysis Behavior 

3.4.6 Reporting Behavior 

AP?-Eônh Classes requinng the production of simulation reports override the CSirnBase 

function CSimulationReport(). The classes then select which statistical indicators to 

display and send a repon definition command to an independent reports module. This 

brings up a report for the user to see and pnnt if desired. An example report generated by 

the CTruck class is shown in Figure 3-7. 

Truck Name 777 

Number o f  Cycles 
Quantity Hauled 
Cycle Tirne 
Dump T h e  
La ad Time 
Maintenance Time 

Production 

Queuing Stati stics 

Loading Pile 
Lo ader 

Dump Location 

Averag e 

33 -60 
2,688.00 
29 -44 
1 .O0 
3.03 
0.00 

2.84 

0.00 
1 9 - n  

0-00 

1 O f  5 

Std Dev 

0.55 
43.82 
0.24 
13.00 
13.06 
0.00 

Figure 3-7 CTnick Reporting Behavior 



3.4.7 Simulation Behavior 

3.4.7.1 Overview 

As explained earlier, the simulation models are implemented as a behavior of the classes 

denving from the CSimBase class. The development of the simulation models begins by 

a preliminary conceptual design of each process followed by the development of a forma1 

simulation model. The next step is the development of the interaction points which link 

processes together. The following section details how the CHauling class irnplements the 

simulation behavior. 

3.47.2 Preliminary Conceptual Definition 

The hauling process involves a number of trucks hauling earth from the preparation area 

or "source" to the destination or "placement". Roads are nomally modeled as road 

segments with properties such as grade, length and maximum travel speed. The haul 

route could contain various intersections and junctions where trucks rnust stop and give 

way to other uaffic that rnight have higher pnority. The trucks follow a static path from 

the source to the placement known as the "travel loaded" path and retum on the "uavel 

empty" path. The source and placement in both paths are the sarne, therefore trucks 

always follow a closed loop. Different trucks could follow different paths since earth- 

moving operations may involve several sources and placements. 

The travel times of trucks cm be obtained from empiricai travel time curves such as the 

one shown in Figure 3-8. These curves give approximate travel duration given the length 

and total resistance of the road segment for both loaded and empty trucks. Total 

resistance is composed of grade resistance and rolling  sisr rance. Grade resistance is a 



measure of the force that must be overcome to move trucks over uphill dopes. Rolling 

resistance is a measure of the force that must be overcome to roll or pull a wheel off the 

Figure 3-8 Sample Travel time Curve 

Within eanh-moving projects. intersections serve to regulate the rraffic between arrïving 

entities. Trucks must stop at intersections and check before proceeding. Intersections are 

not simple resources since the maximum number of trucks or other types of traffic 

allowed at any one time is variable and dependent on the "crossing path" of entities. As 

illustrated in Figure 3-9, Case 1 presents no conflict between the crossing behavior of 

incorning traffic. The intersection serves as a relay station and no waiting is involved. In 

Case 2 however, trafic could queue at A or B since the desired padis cross. 

I Case 1 case 2 I 

Figure 3-9 Example Intersection Crossing Scenarios 



3-4-73 Simulation Level Design 

The simulation level design is performed by constnicting event flow diagrarns using the 

symbols illustraied in Table 3-2. These diagrams define the event sequence of each 

element and can be directly translaied into discrete-event simulation models. The hauling 

event flow diagrarn is shown in Figure 3-LO(a). The corresponding set of discrete event 

simulation calls in pseudo code format is shown in Figure 3-10 (b). 

Table 3-2 Event Flow Diagrammîng Legend 

Represents a simulation event or 
transition in simulation. 

Cnnrl A - 
t 1 

1 Accumulate a ~roduction ievei for 

Represents an activity with a defincd 
duration and a criteria in the case of 

nitr a 

[Resounie] 
conditional branchinp. 
Allocated or releases a certain 
=source. 

1 + (lInr. 1 Represents production interaction 
points. 

O 

Represents an entity interaction 
point. The m o w  indicates whether 

any desired purpose. Used to track 
.,e cumu,arivi p r d w t i m  ieve1. 

1 1 entities are miving at the process or 1 

*+ 
exitinp from it. 
Indicates the starting event of a 
process. 



Get naxt ment from evmt queue 
tf ment = =ART-SEGMENT lhen 

Set TravelTime to predicted travel duration 
~t tram1 loaded pam is camptete tnen 

T W e r  truck lnto dumping process 
else if mvel empty (return) path w complete tnen 

Transfer trudc into loading process 
sise if next oblecî is an inîersectian men 

Sdiadule REQUEST~INTERSECTION . 
dse tf went = REOUEST,INTERSECTlON 

Wait umi interseaion r w u n e  1s avatiaae 
rràieduie FR€€-INTERSECTION ,CrossmgTime 

efs8 if event = FREE,INTERSECTION 
Rekass imenectron resource 

Wwduie START-SEGMENT 

Figure 3-10 Hauling Simulation Mode1 

As explained before, the traffic behavior at intersections depends on several factors 

including pnority, "crossing path" and crossing duration of incorning traffic. This 

behavior is modeled using a state grid. The grid determines whether a certain traffic 

block is currently busy or free. Trafic entities arriving at an intersection cross only when 

al1 the blocks constituting the crossing path are free; otherwise, they will queue. When 

an entity crosses the intersection and releases the blocks, waiting entities are allowed to 

proceed based on pnority. If priorities are equal, they are served on first-come-first-sewe 

basis. The resuIt is a son of four-way intersection. 

3.3.7.4 Interaction Design 

Once the definition of the other processes is complete, they are linked to form a 

representaiive mode1 of the whole project. Linking is achieved by deriving from the 

CInteractionPoint class. In earth-moving, two types of interactions are present: 
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production-based and entity-based. An example of a production-based interaction is 

between CLoading and CPreparation. On one side, dozers in the preparation m a  

continually increase the level in the pile. On the other side, trucks are being loaded using 

that sarne pile. Queuing is possible only from the Ioading side as trucks will wait if not 

enough earth is present. This behavior is implemented by the CLoadingPile class. Entity 

based interaction points are present between loading and hauling. and between hauling 

and dumping. The entities that are being transferred between the two processes represent 

trucks. The CEntityInteractionPoint class implements this behavior. An enample project 

is shown in Figure 3-1 1. It consists of several possible preparation processes, loading. 

hauling, dumping, and spreading processes. 

Roduction baxd intaamon point I 
1 1 W ~nttty baseci interaction point 

Prepafatian 3 Sprding 2 

Dumping 3 

Figure 3-1 1 Example Earth-Moving Project 

3.4.7.5 S ynchronization of Process Models 

The simulation behavior of the various processes and the interaction points have been 

designed to run as independent models. However, a mechanism is still required to 



synchronize the various simulation events. This task is the responsibility of the 

CProject's simulation model. Figure 3-12 illustrates how this task is done. Mainly. 

events generated by the individuai processes are scheduled in a singIe event list. The 

next event routine used by the simulation processor removes the next event and routes it 

back to the appropriate process based on an embedded attribute. 

Figure 3-12 CProject Simulation Model 

3.4.8 Implementation Platform and Model Buiiding Steps 

AP2-Earth was implemented using the Visual C+t language, which allowed the system 

to utilize the C t t  objectsriented language and nin under the graphical Microsoft 

Windows environment. The reports module was consmcted using Microsoft Access. 

This allowed the simulation results to be manipulated using database quenes and 

presented as customizable database reports. The model building and anaiysis steps are as 

follows: 

1 )  Constmct project layout using interface 



Place sources and placements. 

Build road Iayout using road, connector, intersection and junction objects. 

Add random traffic processes at desired intersections. 

2) Create paths 

Create one or more 'Travel Loaded" paths and assign hauling quantities. 

Create one or more 'Travel Empty" paths. 

3) Create Truck@) 

Create at least one truck and define the properties 

4) Define Source@) properties. 

Create at Ieast one Ioader and define loading durations with tnick(s). 

Define arnount prepared and arnount to prepare. 

If preparation is required, create dozen. 

5) Define Placement(s) properties 

Define amount to spread 

If spreading is required, mate dozers 

Define amount to compact 

If compacting required, define compacton. 

6) Define breakdowns if desired 

7) Specify Simulation Options 

Number of iterations 

Termination condition 

TrafF~cPriority 

8) Simulate project and examine results in the reports module 



3.4.9 Design Notes 

The approach used in APZ-Eaith provides numerous benefits. Fint, the graphical editing 

environment gives the tool a user-fnendly interface for the definition and manipulation of 

complex earth-moving projects. Objects can be created and manipulated using simple 

"click and drag" mouse operations. Users do not need to posses any simulation 

knowledge in order to use the tool. Second, the simulation modeling constnicts are 

extremely flexible and capable of representing a large number of earih-moving scenarios. 

Third, due to independence of AP2-Earth objects and the defined interaction points. the 

tool is highly scaleable and is capable of representing any number and combination of 

processes suc h as preparation and spreaâing. Fourth, the encapsulation concept al lows 

the tool to be easily extended since the addition of new modules does not require any 

changes to be done to the existing classes. For example, a compaction module has 

recently been added by defining the CProcessCompaction class and a linking class to 

interface it with CProcessSpreading. 

Another added benefit is the capability to export data in a variety of formats. For each 

required destination module, an export behavior can be added to the AP1-Eanh classes. 

Examples of destination modules include historical databases. estimate packages and 

accounting system. Figure 3-13 presents an estimate module where the information 

contained was automatically imported from AP--Earth simulation results. The top 

section contains a spreadsheet where crews and costs are listed. The bottom section lists 

current linking information between certain spreadsheet cells and propercîes of AP2-Earth 

objects. 



Figure 3-13 Integration with Estimate Module 
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3.5 Case Study 

l3  Production Production Unit Cost Quantity Duration Cost 
14 (m3/mn.) (mJ/hour) (W) (m3) (houe) (5) 

'4  4225731 721.1256623 52.17 5llOCbl 69.336043 11m,580.24 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

1 6 3 
8 
9 
10 

Celi 1 Referenœ Source 
0 15 Haulmg Paths Path Haulingfrocess AverageProduction 
E 15 Hauling Paths Path HaulingPmcess DesiredHaultngAmount 

On March 14 and 15, 1997. truck and excavator performance data was collected from the 

Syncrude mine site for cornparison with AP2-Earth predictions. The objective of this 

HAUUNG - 
Path 

EQUtPMEN7 NO INTERNALRLUBES O M E R  LABOUR C O S  MARKUP RATE 
777-2 5 $115.00 a.00 51 00 $45.m ~ . m  35% 51.127 25 
Sumyor 1 540.m 140.m 35% W 0 0  
Mechanrc 1 $60.00 560.00 35% 58100 
F/M 1 ~ . m  S45.W 35% $60.75 
Water Truck 3 540.00 CO.00 10.00 520.00 5180.W 35% $243.00 

study was to venfy the model's predicted parameten and examine whether the tool can 

11 1 1 SI ,566.00 
12 r 

be used in a real life setting. 

The project required the clearing of large volumes of overburden material. Two 

excavatoa at a time were used and the work was perforrned in two layen or "benches". 

One excavator worked on a top layer of approximately 5 meter and another followed 

behind on the lower bench which was approximately 10 meten in height. Although the 

site topogmphy varïed over the span of the project, the elevations and distances were 

rrlatively uniform during the two-day data collection period The site layout is show in 

34 



Figure 3-14. The two pits shown represent the two benches. The materiai was hauled to 

two dump locations approximately the sarne distance from the pits. Site information 

inciuding elevations and lengths were determined using a GPS survey of the haul roads. 

The results are shown in a table on the left of the diagram. 

Figure 3-14 Overburden Clearhg Project Site Layout 

3 . 1  Excavators 

Three types of excavators were used on this project: ONK front shovel, Caterpillar EX- 

1800 backhoe and Caterpillar EX-3500 front shovel. The ONK and the EX-1800 were 

operating on the first day. On the following day, the ONK and the EX-3500 were used. 

An important input to the simulation model is the loading duration of the excavator with 

each type of truck. Due to the small sample size collecteci, the truck types were ignored 

and the entire sample was analyzed as a single set. The excavator's production, measured 

in loose cubic meter per hour, was calculated from the study data, This production is 



considered ideal since it does not include any waiting times or delays. For the simulation 

model, the ideal production is used in combination with the truck capacities to obtain the 

required Ioading duration. A summary of the observed ideal productions is provided in 

Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3 Observed Ideal Production of Excavators 

1 Excavator 1 Location 1 Production 1 Location 1 Production 1 

EX- 1800 

3.5.2 Trucks 

Four different types of trucks were used on this project. Each type has distinct 

characteristics that determines its maximum capacity, uavel time and dumping time. 

Table 3-4 shows the features of each truck type used. Capacity, given in loose cubic 

meues, was estimated by the field superintendent and verified using manufacturer data. 

The initial intent was to record travel time across each road section for each truck tw. 

However. this was not practical due to time and safety concerns. Instead. the overail 

round trip time of each tnick type was recorded and this value was compared to the 

equivalent value predicted by AE-Earth. 

ONK 
EX-3500 

Table 3-4 Truck Characteristics 

1 (LCM/Hr) 
Top Bench f 925 

{LCM/Hr) 

Bottom Bench 1 832 1 Top Bench 
1 1 Bottom Bench 

11 19 
1304 

Type 

1 Caterpillar 785 
I 

Ab breviation 

C785 

Capacity (Tomes) 1 Qpacity &CM) 

150 60 



The uuck dumping activity was observed and data was collected over a penod of 30 

minutes. The results are shown as a histogram in Figure 3-15. A visual inspection of the 

histogram indicates that a normal distribution is a good representation of the data. As a 

result, the dumping time is assumed to be normal with a mean of 1.42 minutes and a 

standard deviation of 0.2 ). . 

Titan 220 

Oump Time Disalbution 1 3 . 5 -  

T220 200 

I 50 60 80 90 lm 110 120 
'O Tirne ln seconds 

Titan 240 

85 

Figure 3-15 Observed Dumping Time 

3 3.3 meet interactions 

Inter-fleet interactions occur at various locations throughout the site. Understanding and 

modeling such interactions is vital for the accurate prediction of the travel time. Figure 

3-16 illustrates the tM1c  flows around the loading areas. The highlighted interaction 

zones indicate points where truck paths cross and delay occasionaily incurred. ï h e  

T240 1 220 97 



amount of time lost on each cycle was not recorded because it was observed to be 

negligible during the study period. 

Figure 3-16 Traffic Flow around Loading Area 

3.5.4 Model Layout 

An AP2-Earth simulation model was constructed as shown in Figure 3-17. The two 

source objects on the left side represent the pit locations. On the right, two placement 

areas are used to represent the dump locations. The shown intersections were used to 

model the possible interactions. The left side of the figure is a representation of the 

layout shown in Figure 3-16. The three intersections mode1 the interaction zones 

discussed. Note the similarity between the conceptual mode1 representation and the final 

simulation model layout. 



Figure 3-17 Am-Earth Mode1 Representation 

3.5.5 Scenario 1 

The fint modeled scenario represents the situation that existed dunng the fint day of the 

study. The EX-1800, located in Pit 2. and the ONK, located in Pitl. dong with two truck 

fleets were operating. The first truck fleet consisted of one C785, one C789 and one 

T240. and traveled between Fit 1 and Dump I. The second truck fleet, consisting of one 

C789 and t h e  TlO's, traveled between Pit 2 and Dump 2. Prionty at intersections and 

source areas is set to "First Corne First Serve", The mode1 was simulated for 2000 

minutes, which allowed the system production to reach steady state. The results of the 

simulation are surnmarized and compared to actual data in Table 3-5, Table 3-6. and 

Table 3-7. 

Table 3-5 Cornparison of  Achtal and Predicted Travel Durations for Scenario 1 

1 et 1 Type 1 obs. 1 (min) 1 (min) 1 T ï e  1 Intersections 1 1 

1 

Fle 1 Truck 
Fieid Observations 
#of 1 Average 1 StdBev. 

AP2-Earth Simutation Results 
Travel 1 Delay at 1 Interactions , 



Table 3-6 Comparison of Actual and Predicted Waiting Duration for Scenario 1 

1 
1 
t 
2 

. 2  

C789 
î785  
T230 
C789 
CT220 

[%et 1 Truck 

Table 3-7 Comparison of Actual and Predicted System Productions for Scenario 1 

Field Observations AP2-Earth Simulation Results 
# of 1 Average 1 Std.Dev. 

1 
1 

Field AP2-Eart h Cornparison 
Observation Simulation 

3 
1 
2 
1 

, 5 

1 Results 
Production Produc!ion Deviation Percent 
(LCM/lCIr) (LCM/Hr) Error 

I 1 

Type 
C789 
C785 

3.5.6 Scenario 2 

The second modeled scenario represents the situation present during the second &y of 

the study. On this day, the EX-3500 was operating in Pit 1, and the ONK in Pit 2. 

Similar to the fiat day, two truck fleets were used for hauling overburden. The first tmck 

fleet consisted of one C789, one T220, and two TM'S; they traveled between Pit 1 and 

Dump 1. The second truck fleet, consisting of one C785 and three TEO's, traveled 

between Pit 2 and Dump 2. Riority at intersections and source areas is also set to 'Tint 

40 
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1 1.75 
12.65 
15.32 
14.96 

obs. 
4 

3 

0.46 
0.00 
0.65 
0.00 
0.88 

(min) 
2.61 
5.5 1 

(min) 
. 12.83 

13.07 
12.65 
14.13 
14.43 

(min) 
0.94 
0.84 

(sec/cycte) 
3 

2.56 
3.33 

0.00 
6 1 0.00 
4.2 
6 
4.8 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 



Corne First Serve". The mode1 was simulated with the new information for 2000 

minutes. The results and cornparisons are shown in Table 3-8. Table 3-9. and Table 3- 10. 

Table 3-8 Comparison of Actual and Predicted Travel Durations for Scenario 2 

Table 3-9 Comparison of Actual and Predicted Waiting Duration for Scenario 2 

Fleet 

1 
1 

Truck 
Type 

Table 3-10 Comparison of Actuai and Predicted System Productions for Scenario 2 

Field Observations 

C789 
T230 

1 
1 Field Observation 1 AP2-Earth Cornparison 
1 Simulation 

Results t 

Excavator Ideal Production Production Diff. Percent 
Production (LCMIHr) (Lem) 1 Error / 

AP2-Earth Simulation Results 

Fleet 

1 
1 

Travel 
Tirne 

Std.Dev. 
(min) 

#of 
obs. 

3 
4 

Truck 
Type 
C789 
T220 

3.5.7 Summary of Study 

Avg. 
(min) 

AP2-Earth Simulation Resul ts 
(in minutes) 

1.1 1 
L -57 f 

i 1 

Field Observations 

EX-3500 
ONK 

The case study presented shows that AP2-Earth is able to predict, with reasonable 

Delay at 
Intersections 

13.80 
13.43 

# of 
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6 
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accuracy. nurnerous important parameters of large eanh-moving projects. The predicted 

Interactions 
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truck travel times, which are based on manufacturer speci fications and simulated 

interaction delays, differed by Iess than 8% on average. The waiting duration in the 

loading area was predicted with reasonable accuracy. The predicted system production. 

which is the most important parameter because ii includes al1 simulation errors and 

assumptions, was accurate to an average of 6.5%. 

3.6 Conclusion 

A specialty constmction simulation tool has been presented for the analysis of earth- 

moving projects. The success of the developed system was due to its accuracy. 

scalability and integrated design. As well, the graphical user interface and the high level 

modeling constructs allowed usen who were not familiar with simulation theory to buiid 

sophisticated models and experiment with various road layouts and resource allocations 

in order to optirnize the overall production. 



Chapter 4 - Aggregate Production Plant ~imulation' 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the main design and implementation steps of a specialized 

simulation tool calIed CRUISER. The system was developed in cooperation with a local 

aggregate production contractor. Similady to the AP2-Earth development, one objective 

of the system was to introduce the aggregate industry to a simulation based analysis for 

optimizing aggregate plant operations. The other objective was to gather information on 

the general features that a simulation tool for the aggregate production industry mus 

possess in order to be accepted and successful. 

General background related to aggregate production is first provided in section 4.2 

followed by a detailed description of the cornputer simulation tool that can be used to 

model and simulate a full cmshing plant in section 4.3 . Section 4.4 presents the results 

of a case study perfomed to validate the developed model, followed by the conclusions 

in section 4.5 . 

4.2 Aggregate Production 

Cnished-stone aggregate production involves material size nduction and separation of 

raw or crudely broken materiai into a f o m  that is suitable for use in construction. The 

1 A version of this chapter was published as "Modeling and Anaiysis of Aggregate 

Roduction ûperations" in the Journal of Consmiction Engineering and Management. 

ASCE. Volume 124. Number S. September 1998. 



objective is to obtain aggregates that satisfy the quality requirements of the end user at 

the minimum possible cost. Decisions regarding plant location, configuration and 

equipment settings are typically based on the expenence of field personnel. 

The production process of construction aggregates involves size reduction and separation 

as well as many supporting operations such as drilling, blasting, loading, transporting. 

and product handling. The methods discussed in this study apply only to the processing 

phase. For a general overview of the theory and practice associated with these activities, 

the reader can refer to (Peurifoy, Ledbetter. and Schexnayder 1996), and (Nunnaly, 

1980). 

4.2.1 Aggregate Processing 

Aggregate processing consists of two main activities: material size reduction and size 

separation. Sire reduction is achieved through the use of specialized crushing equiprnent 

which operate on the pnnciples of nipping (jaw, gyratory and cone crushers) or high 

impact (single and double impeller impacton) (Smith and Collis 1993). Most aggregate 

sizing methods are carrîed out by means of a screening operation, where particles are 

graded according to their minimum cross-sectional length. Typical industrial screens 

support multiple decks with varying opening sizes. In simple static screens. transport is 

manged by inclining the surface sufficientiy for rnaterial to be moved by gravity. Other 

types of screens utilize a combination of gravity and rotating motion that is supptied by 

applying vibration (Peurïfoy, Ledbetter, and Schexnayder 1996). 



4.2.2 Multi-Stage and Cyclic Processing 

Aggregate production plants utilize several stages for processing where material is passed 

through several crushers and screens as dernonstrated in Figure 4-1. This procedure is 

used as a means of controlling the quality of the finished product. The amount of size 

reduction accomplished is directly related to the amount of energy used. Higher energy 

outputs lead to higher reduction ratios but can also lead to higher percentage of fines. 

Fines are mostly non-revenue by-products that are too small to be used as aggregates. 

Therefore, using sevenl crushen can help to minimize waste by distributing the required 

energy. Typical plants utilize two to three crushers along with several screens. 

Conveyen are the pnmary means of material transport between the equipment. Material 

entenng the plant folIows a given path along conveyors. This path will be referred to as a 

"stream" in this chapter. 



Raw material 
loaded into 

hopper 

Figure 4-1 Typicai Aggregate Plant Layout 

Aggregate processing operations are commonly divided into two classifications: "open 

circuit" and "cIosed circuit". In an open circuit operation, aggregate streams flow 

through each component once as they make thek way to the stockpile. In a closed system 

operation, at least one Stream is cycled back to a previous stage of cnishing as in Figure 

4-2. Closed circuit opedons require relatively uniform feed gradation and tonnage as 

well as  compatible settings between the cnisher and the controlling screen. If any of 

these conditions fail, then material will gradually build up until the equiprnent is 



overloaded. In a carefully managed operation, the circulating load wili gradua11 y build at 

plant startup until a steady state level is reached. 

Fines 

Convever A -A 1 

Froduct 1 A L U Y U S i  

Figure 4-2 Example of Closed System Operations 

3.2.3 Quality 

Aggregates are classified acccrding to several aspects of their physical and chernical 

properties. Such properties include strength, moisture content, percent fractures, clay 

content, organic material content and product gradation. Quality is defined as 

conformance of these properties to end user specifications. Quality control during 

aggregate processing mostly involves the control of product gradation obtained using 

sieve analysis. Results are normalIy presented graphically as percent passing or 

cumulative percent retained on standard sieve sîzes (ASTM 1996). Specifications are 



provided as upper and lower bounds on the gradation in the form of an envelope. A 

sample test result that confonns to specifications is show in Figure 4-3. 
. - - - -- . . - . . . . - . . . - . . - - - - - -- . . -. .. - 

Percent Passing on Each Sieve Size 

Figure 4-3 Sample Sieve Analysis Results 

3.2.3 Revenue 

Revenue frorn aggregate production is aected by decisions at two levels. At the regional 

or corporate level, managers are concemed with the allocation of available equipment 

across a nurnber of potential pits. Relirninary geological surveys determine the type and 

volume of grave1 sediments. This information. dong with historical production estimates 

is used to detemine the plant locations. At the plant Ievel. the objective is nonnally to 

maxirnize production. This can generally be achieved by optimizïng the cnisher sening 



and screen sizes. Expenenced field managers cm make these decisions through a visual 

inspection of the plant dong with an examination of the product gradation. 

4.3 Simulation of Aggregate Processing 

4,3.1 Overview 

Computer simulation of the aggregate production process can greatly irnprove operations 

at any level. Corporate decision-makers can use the tool to obtain accurate estimates of 

expected productions before any resources are committed. At the site level, simulation 

allows field managers to prototype their decisions before irnplementing them. They 

wouid have the ability to experiment with various scenarios (for exampie, a different 

screen size or crusher setting) and then observe the simulated effect on quality and 

production. Such analysis does not disrupt plant production, which reduces lost revenue 

associated with plant shutdowns. 

A simulat~on tool for aggregate production called CRUISER was developed. The 

objective was to mate  a highly visual and user fnendly environment for the definition 

and manipulation of the model. The main step in the development process consists of the 

definition of classes for the representaiion and manipulation of the various processes (eg. 

raw feeds, conveyon, screens, and cashers). The developed class hierarchy is shown in 

Figure 44. Table 4-1 provides a bnef overview of the absmct classes. 



Figure 4-4 CRUISER Class Hierarchy 

Table 4-1 CRUISER Abstract Classes 

Class 

CIntcracti ve- 

CProcess 

Cproject 

Functionalitv 
Basic graphical smte and 
position representationf 
manipulation functionality. 
"click and drag*' interactive 
positioninp f~nctionalit~ 
Simulation behavior support 

Basic Process Definition 

Project level information 
and resources 

Comment 
This class aids in satisfying the objective of graphical 
manipulation by aliowing objects to posses visual 
cditing capabilities. 
This added behavior simplifies data entry for position 
and linkinp information of al1 classes. 
This class provides various "'user hooks" that allow 
the speciaiized clsisses to perform custom 
manipulation of numerous behaviors. 
A CProcess class defines basic functionality of a high 
level process such as ability to connect to interaction 
points and the base structures needed to define a 
simulation rnode1. Child classes (i.e. CCrusher, 
CScreen,. . .) implement the specific simlilation 
models. 
Roject levcl information includes the list of al1 
processes. interaction point definitions. as  well as any 
gobai rtsources that are rivailable to dl the processes 
(i.e. standard gradation cnvelops.. -.) . 

In general, a CRUISER object (Le. an instance of a non-absmct class, typically at the 

lowest level of the hierarchy) encapsulates a variety of information and methods 

depending on the inheritance branch. The supported functionality provided by the 

abstract classes includes: graphical behavior, simulation behavior, and reporting 

behavior. 



4.3.2 Graphicat Behavior 

Graphical representation and manipulation functionality is gained by deriving from the 

CGrap hicalBase class. Classes denving from this base class are required to impiement 

certain vinual functions in order to confom to the overall visud manipulation objective. 

Each class typically has an associated graphical dialog box where the user can enter and 

change information in a very intuitive manner. Figure 4 5  shows the CScreen dialog box. 

which allows users to specify screen specific attributes. Figure 4-6 shows the CConveyor 

dialog box where Stream properties such as gradation and production rate are displayed. 

The graphical behavior of the CRoject class is, in fact, the main program screen where 

CRUISER objects can be added, deleted, or linked. This screen is s h o w  in Figure 4-7. 

Figure 4-5 Screen Dialog Box 



Cumulative % Retained On Each Sieve Size 

Figure 4-6 Conveyer Dialog Box 
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Figure 4-7 Main  modeh hg Components 

4.33 Simulation Behavior 

Simulation tools typically implernent the simulation code in a single module. This meant 

that minor modifications could potentiaily require changes to a large number of functions 

spread across many files. With an object-oriented modeling approach however, the 

simulation mode1 representations are separated and implemented by the individual 

classes. In this context, each class derived h m  CSimBase defines a unique simulation 



mode1 and becomes an independent entity in every respect, In CRUISER, the individual 

simulation models perform a variety of functions including stream initialization. stream 

transformation and other required analysis. The following sections will detail the 

simulation models used for each class. 

The CRawPile Class rnodels the properties of the input Stream that represents information 

collected by sûmpling the grave1 pit material. The testing process is usually subject to 

many variations and, as a result, stochastic simulation is used in its modeling. For such 

simulation, randomness is usually dnven by random input processes. For gradation. a 

nomal distribution is used to mode1 the amount retained on each sieve size, while the 

production rate is modeled as a triangular distribution. The implication of this type of 

rnodeling approach is that the analysis is carried as a statistical expenment where the 

simulation is repeated a number of Urnes, output measures are collected from each 

simulation run, and point estimates of various statistics dong with their confidence 

intervals are derived for use in decision making. #en the CRawPile's simulation 

function is called. a new random sueam based on the user's parameten is generated and 

used as input to components that foliows. 

The simulation function of the Chduc t  class is used to perfom statistical analysis after 

the completion of al1 simulation runs. For gradation, the mean vaiues of desired 

parameters are calculated and a 95% confidence interval is constructed for each. The 

three sets of resulu (low, mean. high) are displayed graphically as percent passing or 



cumulative percent retained. For al1 other stream properties including hourly production. 

the average and standard deviation are provided. 

43.6 CConveyor 

The CConveyor class holds information regarding the carried stream as well as generic 

conveyer properties such as eievation and length. Stream information stores the 

intermediate stream properties from al1 runs to be analyzed once simulation is completed. 

The other properties help determine the conveyer horsepower, width, type and speed that 

are required to transport the predicted load based on published equipment manufacturer 

charts (e.g. Pioneer 1988 or Cederapids 1994a). The CConqor  class does not have a 

simulation component as it is assurned that the transponed stream properties are 

continuous and will not change. 

43.7 CCrusher 

The CCrusher simulation function models the size reduction process. The size reduction 

or mshing process is highly complex and little theory is available to aliow for its 

accurate modeling. As a result. studies have been based on modeling the cnishing 

process using empincal data in the f o m  of performance tables Iike the one shown in 

Figure 4-8. 



Setting 
mm) 
25.4 22.9 20.3 17.8 . 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.01 O 

Figure 4-8 SampIe Cmsher Performance Chart 

The table gives the cxpected product gradation based on a certain crusher setting. The 

data provided in these tables represents an average output across a range of feed rates and 

material types. To be used accurateiy, the basic predicted gradation must be adjusted for 

the properties of the input gradation. The following is a summary of the algorithm which 

is based on a method suggested by Hancher and Havers (1972): 

1. If there is no oversize (material larger than crusher setting) in the input Stream 

then the output Stream is the same as the input Stream. This is a simplifying 

assumption because in general, a small percentage of material might in fact 

undergo some breakage as it jams in the cmsher. 

2. If input Stream load exceeds crusher capaciry then halt analysis and give warning. 

3. Calculate effective tonnage to m h .  Effective tonnage is the s u .  of materials 

larger than hdf  the crusher setting and smaiIer than one and a half the msher 

setting. The assumption is that al1 matenal above 1.5 cnisher sening will be 

crushed and dl materid less than 0.5 cnisher sening will not be affected. 



4. Set initial output gradation to expected gradation as given by empirical tables. 

5. If amount of ovenize in output exceeds that of the input then adjust ovenize in 

output. 

6. Add matenal that is unaffected by the mshing process (less than 0.5 crusher 

setting) to the output gradation. 

4.3.8 CScreen 

The CScreen simulation function models the size separation process. There are severai 

issues to consider when modeling the operations of a screen. Size separation is never a 

perfect operation and a certain quantity of undenize material wiil generally end up in the 

oversize Stream. Funher, multi-deck screens require that each deck be analyzed 

separately where output streams from top decks are used as inputs into the lower levels. 

In certain cases, managers use different size screen meshes or splits on the same deck. 

For example. the first half of the deck has a ten millimeter opening size while the next 

half utilizes a five millimeter size. This technique is used to distribute the load across 

two decks and to overcome the limited capacity of cenain screens. 

Screening efficiency is a measure of the effecùveness of a screen in separating an 

incoming Stream into oversize and undersize streams. For example, an 80% value for 

efficiency indicates that 20% of undersize matenai fails to pass through the openings and 

ends up in the oversize sueam. Typicai values range between 60 and 95 percent. 

Efficiency of a given screen can be predicted using the Ailis-Chalmer relationship shown 

in Figure 4-9 (Hancher and Haven, 1972). Efficiency is assumed to be direcdy 

dependent on the ratio of actuai load to rated capacity. Rated capacity consists of the 

basic capacity, which is only dependent on opening size and surface area, adjusted for 



several factors including screen incline angle, moistwe content, and other properties of 

the incoming stream. For a compIete overview of al1 the factors and their effect on 

screen capacities see Cederapids 1994b. 

1 00% 9 0% 8OYo 70% 60% 50% 

Eff iciency 

Figure 4-9 Allis-Chalmer Relationship For Calculating Screening Effciency 

Once efficiency is caiculated, the size distribution of undersize particles that did not pass 

through is deterrnined. From experience, if the screen is operating above the optimum 

loading ratio, the undersize matenal containeci in the oversize stream is equally 

distributed. As the loading ratio decreases below the optimum point, the percentage of 

Iarger sizes increases exponentially. The authors have modeled this relationship as is 

illustrated in Figure 4-10. The overall size separation algorithm is summarized as 

follows: 

1. Calculate rated capaci ty. 



2. Calculate loading ratio using rated capacity and incoming smarn load. 

3. Calculate efficiency using Allis-Chalmer relationship. 

4. Calculate undersize and oversize streams based on 100% efficiency. 

5.  Adjust for efficiency by removing appropriate amount from undenize Stream and 

adding to ovenize Stream. If loading ratio is greater than 7596, then size 

distnbution of undersize material is equdly distributed, otherwise distnbution is 

determined using the relationship shown in Figure 4-10. 

lloading Ratio 1 

Particle S b  (As a percentage of opening s ke) 

Figure 4-10 Distribution of Undersize Particles Based on Loading Ratio 

For multiple deck and multiple split screens, a general procedure that anaiyzes each split 

as a separate screen was developed as shown Figure 4-1 1. Essentiaily. the incorning 

Stream is distributed between the first two splits with the majority directed towards "split 

1". The ovenize stxarn from "split 1" is combined with incoming s e a m  as input to 
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"spiit 2" and so on for the subsequent splits. The undersize streams from the top deck are 

combined and distributed across the second deck splits based on the relative surface area 

of each. This is a simplifying assumption since geometry and the relative position of the 

splits could affect the distribution. The analysis is sirnilar for the other decks. Finally, 

undersize from the bottom deck is combined to forrn the undersize Stream of the entire 

screen. , spiit 2 Split n 
sîrsam 

Deck 1 

Deck2 

Oeck n 

Same analysis as 
previous deck 

Deck 2 
ovenize 

Figure 4-11 Multi-Deck MulüSplit Screen Analysis hocedure 



4.3.9 CProject 

The simulation function of the CProject ciass is the driving mechanism of the entire 

simulation process. The modeling of an aggregate production plant involves the analysis 

of the material flow as it makes its way through the processing equipment in the 

appropriate order. The staning point is normaily a "raw pile" where a loader generally 

feeds a hopper, which provides feed at a relatively uniform rate to the plant. The analysis 

proceeds by following this Stream as it makes its way through the plant. The initial 

stream will eventually split at various plant locations, creating other strearns. A split 

generally occurs when a screen is encountered. When this occurs, the analysis continues 

dong both branches in parallel. Analysis along any branch is completed only when a 

product or waste stockpile is reached. The entire analysis stops when al1 streams have 

been analyzed- 

The CProject's sirnulation function uùlizes an event-based simulation engine developed 

for aggregate processing. The basic event scheduling rnechanism is used to perfom a 

structured and orderly analysis of any plant Iayout. At the heart of an event driven 

dprithm is the event queue. It determines the next event or task, which must be 

performed. Each scheduled event holds information pertaining to the type and identity of 

the equipment being modeled. The algorithm for the simulation engine works by 

execuùng the following tasks continuaily until the event queue is empty: 

1. obtain the next queued event 

2. cross-reference the object information using the event propenies 

3. cd1 the object's simulation function 

4, schedule future events. 



The nurnber of scheduled events resulting from the fourth step will Vary depending on the 

current cornponent being analyzed. Conveyers, cnishers and raw feed objects will cause a 

single event corresponding to the next connected equipment to be scheduled. Screens 

will cause one event to be scheduled for each deck oversize as well as for the undersize 

To see how this algorithm operates, consider the scenario shown in Figure 4-12. The 

contents of the event queue at each simulation step are shown in Table 4-2. The queue is 

initialized with Event 1. corresponding to the raw feed object. at the s t a t  of simulation. 

The simulation proceeds by following the streams that flow through the various objects. 

The simulation is terminated when the event queue is empty. 

Figure 4-12 Example Plant Fiow Simulation 

Closed cycle systems require special analysis consideration as they must be analyzed 

continually until a steady state production is reached at the exit conveyer. The exit 

conveyer is that which completes the cycling loop (conveyen A and B in Figure 4-2). 

This task is automated by recording the cdculated production rate for each cycle analysis. 



Successive observations are recorded across an interval and steady state is assumed when 

the difference between the maximum and minimum values reaches a specified threshold. 

Table 4-2 Contents of Event Queue 

Simulation 
Time 
O 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

. . . 

9 1 Empty 1 Event queue empty so simulation is terminated 1 

Event queue 
Content 
1 
2 
3 
4.6 - 

7 
8 

4.3.10 Reporting Behavior 

Notes 

Starting simulation with event 1 
Conveyer 2 analysis is scheduled 
Screen 3 analysis is scheduled 
Conveyer 4 and 6 analysis scheduled 

5.7 
8 

Each CRUISER class is able to take advantage of reporting functions designed to collect 

Waste pile 5 and casher 7 analysis scheduled 
Conveyer 8 analysis schedule 

6 19 
10,12,14 
t 1.13.15 

the rrsults of the simulation and present the information to the user. An example of such 

Screen 9 analysis scheduled 
Conveyer 10,12,14 analysis scheduled 
Product ~i tes 1 1.13.15 anahsis scheduled 

a function is the OnReportValidity(), which is used to report integrity erron such as 

rnissing connections between components. This information helps the user to locate the 

sources of modeling erroa so that they can be quickly rectified. 

4.3.11 CRUISER Environment 

The steps used to analyze a proposed plant are illustrated in Figure 4-13. The user defines 

the model by seiecting from a list of provided modeling objects, which represent varîous 

types of crushen, screens, stockpiles and conveyen as previously shown in Figure 4-7. 

The properties of each object c m  be manipulated through the component dialog box, 

which c m  be accessed by double clicking on its graphical icon. The dialog box for the 

"RawPile" object is illustrated in Figure 4-14, The model c m  be interactively updated at 



any time. Al1 objects can be moved around the screen by clicking and dragging. This 

allows the user to create models that greatly resemble the real life situation. 

IEnter sieve sizes and raw feed properties. I 

l~esign plant layout using provided components. 1 

IEnterKhange the specifications ( 
of each component. 

I * 
l~irnulate plant 1 

Examine 
intermediate and final 

Results 
Unacceptable 

Figure 4-13 Plant Design Steps 
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I Foed Rate M o s t  Likdy. TPH 

Figure 4-14 Raw Input Stream Modeling 

4.4 Mode1 Validation 

The developed systern was implemented at a number of gravel pits for field-testing. One 

of the case studies performed involved a crusher plant located in Edmonton, Canada. The 

pit run gravel in the area was small to medium size, requiring two cone crushers, one jaw 

crusher, and three double-deck screens. The mode1 for this plant is shown in Figure 4-15. 

The actual conditions observed indicated that the raw feed material was supplied at an 

average rate of 520 tons/hour and the actual output production was equal to an average of 



250 tonshour. The rest of the material is considered very fine. The average input raw 

feed gradation is shown in Table 4-3. 

Waslc Rej 

I 
For Help. press F1 

Figure 4-15 Plant Layout for Case Study 

Table 4-3 Raw Feed Gradation 

Sieve mm 
63 

Cumulative % Retained 
2 1.478 



1.64 m x 5.9 m double deck inclined vibrating screen with a top 

0.8 
0.63 
0.4 
0.3 15 
O. 16 
0.08 
pan 

The "Jaw Screen" is a 

79.46% 
79.46% 
85.99% 
85.99% 
96.49% 
99.35% 
100.00% 

deck opening size of 5.5 cm, and a second deck opening size of 2.2 cm. and a slope of 15 

degrees. "Screen 1" is a 1.64 m x 5.25 m double deck vibrating screen with a top deck 

opening size of 4.78 cm and a second deck opening size of 2.05 cm. "Screen 2" is a 1.64 

m x 5.75 m double deck vibrating screen with a top deck opening size of 3.08 cm and a 

second deck opening size of 2.39 cm. 

The jaw crusher has a clear opening distance (setting) of 6.8 cm and an estimated 

capacity of 95 tonshr. The breaker cone has a clear opening distance of 2.7 cm and an 

estimated capacity of 181 tonshr. The finish cone has a clear opening distance of 2.05 

cm and an estimated capacity of 154 tons/hr. 

The results predicted by CRUISER are compared to the actud sieve analysis of the 

product pile as shown in Figure 4-16. The predicted production is 236.94 tonshr as 

cornpared to the 250 tondhr observed on site. A summary of two other case studies 

performed is shown in Figure 4-17. The results showed average errors of 12.68% and 

5.37%, respective1 y (Chehayeb 1997). These results are consistent with onginal findings 

by Hancher and Haver (1972). Some of the deviations could be attributed to sampling 

erron, others reflect the generality of the underlying mshing tables when applied to 

specific crushers. 



Output Gradation for Coarse Aggregate (20mm) 
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Figure 4-16 Comparison of CRUISER Predicted Output Vs Actual Gradations 



Output Gradation for 40 mn Product 
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Figure 4-17 CRUISER Case Stuày Results 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the successful developrnent and implementation of a tool for the 

cornputer simulation of aggregate production plants. CRUISER was successfully 

validated and implemented with severai local aggregate producers. This success can be 



attributed to many factors. Fint, the graphitai modeling environment gives the tool a 

user-friendly interface for the definition and manipulation of complex plants. Objects 

can be created and manipulated using simple "click and drag" mouse operations. Usen 

do not need to posses any simulation knowledge in order to use the toot. Second, the 

simulation modeling constructs are extremely flexible and are capable of representing a 

large number of crushing plant scenarios. Third, due to the independence of CRUISER 

objects and the defined connection mechanisms, the tool is highly scaleable and can be 

easily extended since the addition of new modules does not require any changes to be 

done to the existing classes. For exampie, users can modify the general empincal tables 

that are used to predict output gradation in order to mode1 specific equipment or rock 

types. Researchen who are not content with using empirical tables for performing the 

analysis can easily substitute alternative predictive models such as neural networks. 



Chapter 5 - Construction Site Dewatering ~imulation' 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a cornputer tool for the modeling and analysis of constmction site 

dewatering operations called CSD. The tool allows for site modeling in a manner that is 

intuitive, user-fnendly and natural for use by construction engineen. The fundarnentals 

of site dewatering analysis and the tool design and implementation steps are discussed. 

CSD was developed in cooperation with a local general contractor. The described 

research resulted in the development of a tool that was of immediate use for the 

collaborating construction Company and allowed for the identification of key features that 

such tools must possess. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 provides some background on the 

construction sire dewatering process. Section 5.3 details the structure and operation of 

CSD. Section 5.4 presents a case study used to vdidate the accuracy and relevance of 

the underlyinp modei. The conclusions are then presented in Section 5.5 . 

5.2 Background 

Among the more comrnon problems in construction work is the need to handle 

subsurface water encountered during and after construction. During construcrion, 

1 A version of this chapter was published as "Opùmizing Construction Site Dewatering 

Operations using CSD" in the Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering, CSCE, Volume 

25, Number 3, June 1998. 



removal of water from working areas is desirable to provide both workers and equipment 

with better working conditions. Construction dewatenng is not an easy task to achieve, 

especially when excavations extend more than a few feet below groundwater. In this 

case. open ditches are not practical and well-point systems or deep wells are normally 

used. One of the main problems associated with the use of deep wells and well-point 

systems for construction dewatering is that of defining the best possible well 

configurations (i.e. well positions and pumping rates) that result in the least pumping 

effort and hence, the lowest dewatering costs. Such decisions are often made by site 

engineen based on expenence and hydrological analysis. Numerous hydrological 

models exist for this type of analysis, including steady state models based on equations 

developed by Muskat (1953) and Thiem (1906) or finite-difference based methods such 

as those used by MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh 1988). The type of hydrological 

mode1 used generally depends on the arnount and nature of the available information. 

Steady state models make simplifying assumptions about the unifonnity and 

homogeneity of the underground soi1 layers. For situations requinng an analysis based 

on relatively non-standard elements such as complex recharge areas, ponds, and non- 

homogenous layers, more complex models such as MODFLOW are used. 

Construction site dewatenng projects can obviously benefit from the use of such models. 

Unfortunately. the wnten* experience with local construction firms indicates that 

contractors do not complete the required dewatering analysis for most of their jobs. 

Construction engineers generally lack the knowledge required to complete a dewatering 

study. Furthermore, they do not possess the proficiency required to use tools such as 

MODFLOW. Contracton, however, can lose money on a project if the dewatering 



analysis is not cornctly done. As a minimum, it is desirable to complete an appropriate 

analysis ro validate dewatering subcontractor estimates. The above provided the 

motivation for the work described in this chapter. 

53 System Description 

Figure 5- 1 illustrates the developed components and the application's function within an 

integnted construction information system. The extemal modules shown are provided as 

an example of the potential capability of CSD to integrate with oiher systems. The 

following subsections will provide details about the structure of each module. 

Main 
ModeIing 

Engines Environment 

Translation 
Module 

1 Simulation Engine Module 1 

Figure 5-1 CSD System Modules 

5.3.1 Simulation Engine Module 

The simulation engine is the primary component of a speciai purpose simulation tool. It 

determines the capabilities and consaints of the overall application. In a dewatenng 

context, this module is mponsible for the calculaùon of the water table level given the 



propenies of the construction site and the pumping rates of the dewatenng wells. A 

steady state mode1 was chosen as the basis for the development of the simulation engine. 

This was deemed sufficient for demonstrating the capabilities of the application. 

Substituting more powerful engines such as MODFLOW is possible with minor changes 

to the existing structure and the deveiopment of further constnicts to represent the 

addi tional supponed capabilities. For the benefit of readers nat fami Iiar wi th 

hydrological terminology and steady state modeling, an overview of dewatering 

fundamentals is provided next. 

5.3.1.1 Governing Hydrological Equatîons 

An aquifer is a zone of soi1 or rock (geological unit) through which ground water readily 

moves. An aquiclude is an impermeable geologicai unit that is defined to transmit no 

water at d l .  An aquifer is normally classified as king unconfined or confined. The 

unconfined aquifer, shown in Figure 5-2(a). also known as a water table aquifer, is 

bounded beneath by an aquiclude, but is not restricted by any confining layer above. The 

confined aquifer, shown in Figure 5-2(b) is bounded above and below by an aquiclude. 

Figure 5-2 Typical Aquifer Types: a) confiecl; and b) unconfmed 



The basic equilibrium relationships that relate drawdown to pumping rates were 

presented by Muskat (1953) and Thiem (1906) as shown in equations [ l ]  and [2] 

W here 

D: 

H: 

h: 

K: 

Q: 

RO: 

B: 

r : 

Unconfined aquifer. 

Confined aquifer. 

Water drawdown = H - h 

Original water level (also know as phreatic surface) 

Water level at radius r from the center of a pumping well 

Effective permeability 

Purnping rate 

Radius of influence 

Layer thickness 

Distance between a point and the pumping well 

The foliowing assumptions apply: the well is pumped at a constant rate: the aquifer is 

homogeneous and isotropie with an infinite horizontal extent; the well fully penetrates the 

aquifer, and water is released from storage in the aquifer or other underground material in 

irnrnediate response to a drop in water table level. 

In the case of a multi-layered aquifer, the effective permeability can be calculated under 

the previous assurnptions using equation [3]. 



i3 1 

W here: 

K: Effective permeability 

Ki: Permeability of layer i 

Bi: Thickness of layer i 

B: Overall thickness of aquifer 

5.3.1.2 Multi- Well Analysis 

Another important concept is the cumulative drawdown principle. Essentially. if the 

drawdown in the aquifer is a srnall percentage (about 1020%) of the aquifer thickness. 

the effect of each well can be superimposed on the other to determine the cumulative 

effect. This also applies to unconfmed aquifen. Therefore. for multi-well systems. 

drawdown is given by equations [4] and [SI. 

Unconfined aquifer. 

Confined aquifer. 

Where: 

M: Number of pump wells 

H: Onginal water table level 

K: Effective perrneability 



B: h y e r  thickness 

Q: Pumping rate of well j 

Rj: influence radius of weil j 

j: Distance between pumping wel1 j and the observation point 

5.3.1.3 Simulation Engine Implernentation 

The described mathematical formulation is implemented as a computer function which 

accepts as inputs al1 relevant data such as site characteristics (original water table level, 

aquifer type, depth, and effective penneability), pumping wells charactenstics (influence 

radius, pumping rate and position within the site), and the position of the observation 

point. The function's output is the predicted water table level at the observation point. 

5.3.2 Modeling Module 

The modeling module encapsulates al1 data provided by the user and provides a graphitai 

user interface for the definition, manipulation and viewing of this data in a variety of 

formats. This module was designed using an object-oriented approach under an event 

driven graphical user interface. Construction of a dewatering model is performed by 

incrementally adding objects and defining their properties. For exarnple, pumping wells 

are added by selecting the appropnate icon from a toolbar and then selecting the desired 

position within the site. Any object on the screen can then be manipulated using standard 

"click-and-drag" techniques to modify its position or by 'bdouble-clicking*' to access its 

graphical dialog box. A sample model definition is show in Figure 5-3. The main 

toolbar at the top of the figure is used to access support functions such as saving, loading 

and printing. The secondary toolbar below is used to select the type of object to create. 



The following subsections will provide a brief o v e ~ e w  of the main modeling module 

ciasses and their functions. 

Figure 5-3 Main Object Definition and Manipulation View 

5.3.2.1 CPumping Well 

This class encapsulates the properties of a pumping well and provides graphical 

manipulation capability through the dialog box shown in Figure 5 4 .  The pumping well 

propenies are the influence radius (Rj), the well pumping rate (Qj), and the capacity (Cj). 

The capacity (or maximum purnping rate) of a well is used for the optirnization module. 

which will be discussed later in this paper. 



Figure 5-4 CPumpingWell CIass Dialog Box 

53.2.2 CBlock 

The "CBlock" object represents a three dimensional construction excavation area within 

the dewatenng site. The length and width of the block object are defined by fint selecting 

the "CBlock" icon from the secondary toolbar previously shown in Figure 5-3, then 

defining the affected area by clicking and dragging the mouse. The "CBlock" dialog box 

shown in Figure 5-5 can then be used to manipulate the other propenies consisting of the 

depth of excavation and the safety margin. The safety margin is used for optimization 

and will be discussed later. 

Figure 5-5 CBlock Class Dialog Box 



5.3.2.3 CSite 

This class encapsulates site level information and acts as the coordinator between al1 

other classes. Site level information. including layer data is defined through the graphical 

dialog box shown in Figure 5-6. General site data consists of the overall site dimensions 

as weli the original water table height (H). Layers are added and deleted using the 

bottom portion of the dialog box. kiyer data consists of the thickness (Bi) and the 

permeability (Ki). "CSite" acts as a b'container" class for the "CPumpingWell" and the 

"CBlock" objects and provides functions for the creation, manipulation and deletion of 

these objects. 

Figure 5-6 CSite Class Diaiog Box 

"CSite" also provides graphical display functions to represent data in a variety of formats. 

The fiat is the standard editing view previously shown in Figure 5-3. The second view 

allows users to examine a horizontal or vertical cross-section of the site at any point. 

Figure 5-7 illustrates a vertical cross-section across pump 3 from the mode1 shown in 

Figure 5-3. The third view is a contour representation of the water table level whiie the 
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founh view is a three dimensional representation which can be used for presentation 

purposes. 

- 
20.00 

- 
1 5.00 

Height (m) 

- 
1 0.00 

- 
5.00 

Figure 5-7 CSite Cross-Sectional View 

5.3.3 Translation Module 

The translation module handles the communication between the the modeling module 

and the simulation engine. It perfomis this function by fint extracting the data from the 

object-onented representation, invoking the appropriate simulation routines wirh 

panmeters representative of the extracted data, then passing the results back to the 

modeling module. Aithough this module is show as a separate iogical entity in Figure 

5-1, it is, in fact, implemented as another set of member functions of the classes presented 

in the previous section. Translation is performed when the user requests rhat the module 



be simulated by selecting "run" fom the main menu. A pseudo code format of the 

translation algonthm is as follows: 

InitiaIize a two-dimensional array to represent the water table level throughout the 

si te at user-defined discrete intervals. 

Calculate the effective permeability (K) using equation 3 for al1 layers contained in 

the "CSite" object. 

Col lect the pumping well information frorn al1 "CPumpingWell" objects. 

For each array element initialized in step 1 representing a geometric position within 

the site, calculate the water table level by invoking the simulation engine function 

with the parametres obtained h m  steps 2 and 3. 

the end of the fourth step, the two dimensional array contains a reprejentation of the 

water table level throughout the site. This information is passed back to the '%Site" 

object where it is used to initialize the cross-sectional, contour and three-dimensional 

views. 

5.3.1 CSD's Integration Support 

Integration support was identified as a key feature of the system in order to reduce data 

entry and redundancy and automate certain tedious processes. To illustrate the 

application of integration principles to the developed application, an optimization module 

was developed and linked to CSD. The purpose of this module was to provide the user 

with an alternative to iterative what-if analysis. Without automated optimization, the user 

is forced to manually set the desired pumping rates, perform the analysis, and then exam 

the results to ensure that the predicted water table level lies below the required excavation 

levei, 



The main objective of a dewatering analysis is to obtain the minimum pumping rates that 

satisfy aven drawdown requirements throughout the excavation area. Aziz et al. (1989) 

presen ted a computerized method for determining the optimal pumping rates that meets 

user-defined drawdown requirernents. In their model, these requirements are specified 

using the notion of a "watch well". The watch well represents a constraint on the water 

table level at a single position within the dewatenng site. Equation [6] shows the system 

of equations used to predict the drawdown at the specified observation or "watch well" 

for an unconfined aquifer. 

w here 

N: Number of observation points 

Di: Drawdown at observation point i 

rij: Distance between observation point i and well j 

The system of equations is then solved and the resultant solution vector represents a set 

of pumping rates that minimizes the distance between the predicted and desired water 

table level. One of the drawbacks of this mode1 is that it produces negative pumping 

rates for cenain arrangements of wells and requires that the number of observation points 

be the same as the number of purnp wells. 

To overcome these limitations, an alternative mathematicd optirnization model was 

developed. The objective function minirnizes the purnping rate of the entire system whiIe 

satisfying the desired drawdown requîrements. This method defines the model in such a 



manner that the predicted drawdown at the observation points can meet or exceed the 

desired level. Funher, there are no limitations on the number of observation points. The 

mathematical mode1 is non-Iinear in the unconfined case and linear in the confined. The 

complete mathematical formulation is as follows: 

Minimize x QI 
subject to 

If aquifer is unconfined 

If aquifer is confined 

Q, 20 

Where : 

M: Nurnber of pumping wells 

N: Number of watch wells 

H: Original water table level 

K: Effective permeabiliiy 

B: Aquifer Thickness 

Cj: Capacity of well j (maximum pumping rate) 

Qj: pumping rate of well j 

For i=l to N and j=i to M 

For j=l to M 

For j=l to M 



Rj: Influence radius of well j 

nj: Distance between "watch well" i and pumping well j 

Di: Desired drawdown at "watch well" i 

hplementation of the optimization module and its integration code required the 

definition of additional properties for the "CPumpingWell" and the "CBlock" classes. 

For the "CPumpingWell" class, the maximum purnping rate propeny was added to allow 

usen to specify a maximum limit which acts as a constraint on the optimization mode1 

(Cj). The safety margin propeny was added to the "CBlock" class to allow usen to 

extend the drawdown requirement beyond that implied by the excavation depth. The 

combination of excavation depth and safety margin are used to obtain the ovenll 

drawdown requirement (Di). 

When optimization is requested by the user, a second translation module is initiated to 

prepare data to be passed to the optimization engine. The algorithm for this module is 

surnrnarized as foilows: 

1) Create an array of watch wells based on the definition of the "CBlock objects. Note 

that each "CBlock" object could result in the creation of numerous watch wells 

depending the area covered and a user-defined increment. For example, if the lengrh 

of the "CBlock" object is 10 meues, the width 5 metres and the increment set at 1 m. 

the number of watch weils created is 50. The drawdown requirement of each 

generated watch well is generated from the sum of the depth of excavation and the 

sdety margin. 

2) Calculate the effective permeability (K) using equation 3 for al1 layers contained in 

the "CSitel* object. 



Collect the pumping well information from al1 "CPumpingWelI" objects. 

Pass the information obtained from steps 1. 2 and 3 to the optimization engine and 

initiate optimization. 

Upon successful completion of step 4, obtain the optimal pumping rates and pass 

back to the "CpumpingClass" objects. 

The optimization engine uses the GeneraIized Reduced Gradient Method (Lasdon et al. 

1978) non1inea.r optimization algorithm to soive the formulated mathematical model. 

5.4 Case Study 

CSD is used to cornplete a dewatering anaiysis for a project. The objective of the fint 

experiment is to verify the accuracy of the steady-state model. The second analysis is 

performed to demonstrate the advantages of using a special purpose simulation 

environment for decision mîking. 

5.4.1 Project Information 

Hydrogeologic data obtained from the site indicated the presence of a water table I l  

meten below the surface. Further, a silty-sand aquifer and fine to medium sand aquifer 

was identified from the soi1 borings. The sand aquifer was found at a depth of 13 meten 

below the surface. The top 13 meters consisted of a clay layer. Two pumping tests were 

conducted for the sand aquifer, they provided two important parameters: Transrnissibility 

(T) = 6.8 X 10 1 m l l s  and Storativity (Cs)= 5 X 10-4. A sumrnary of this information is 

shown in Figure 5-8. 



Figure 5-8 Soi1 profile in excavation area for case study 

The construction project required that the water table be lowered in order not to interfere 

with excavation activities. A wellpoint system consisting of 23 wells penetrating to a 

depth of 30 metres was used as shown in the project layout in Figure 5-9. 



Figure 5-9 Pumping wdl layout for case study 

Piezorneter data taken before and during the pumping operation indicated ihat the water 

table on the nonheast part of the project was lowered by an average of 3.7 meten within 

24 hours. Total pumping rate of the system was approximately 1,400.000 litres per 14- 

hour day. 

5.42 Simulation Engine Vaiidation 

Generai project information is entered as stated in the project specifications and as 

determined from the hydropologic data The mode1 uses the confined drawdown 

equations since the clay layer is relativeiy imperneable. Twenty three pumping wells are 

then added in the arrangement show in Figure 5-10. The permeability of the sand 

aquifer is calculated as follows: 

T ( i ,OOO,OOO)(O.ûûû68) K=-= = 40.0 
B 17 micron per second 

w here 



Transmissi bili ty 

Sand Aquifer thickness 

Figure 5-10 Representation of Case Study Data in CSD 

Project documentation did not record the water flow from each pump. This is 

understandable since dl the pumps are usually linked into a single discharge line. To 

account for this, it is assumed that during the dewatenng operation. al1 pumps were 

operating at the same maximum rate. Since the actual total pumping rate was 1,400,000 

litres per day for 23 pumps, the pumping rates of each purnp is assumed to be 

approximately 42 litres per minute. 

As indicated by Equations 1 and 2, the influence radius is an important parameter of the 

equilibrium equations. Powers (1981) explains how an adapted form of Jacob's formula 

can be used to obtain an accurate estimate. 
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Where 

RO 

fs 

T 

t 

Cs 

R1 

Radius of influence 

Equivalent radius obtained by assuming the entire system acts as a single 

large well. In this case. n is estimated to be 20 metres (see Figure 5-10). 

Transmissibility 

Time available to achieve steady state. 

Storativity constant 

Adjustment for possible recharge into aquifer. 

By substituting the known values into the equation, the following is obtained: 

Ro- Ri = 20+ 
(O .OOO68)(8WOO) / (0.0005) 

= 363 
metres 

The estimated recharge constant (R 1) cannot be obtained from the information provided 

in the survey data. Funher testing and surveying of the outlining areas is required in 

order to determine the possible effects of various recharge sources such as rainfall. 

snowmelt, nearby nven, and sewers. For the purpose of this paper, R1 is assumed to 

have no effect (i-e. Radius of influence= 363 metres). 

After the construction of the CSD model, the analysis was perfonned. Then. the water 

table level at the point of interesr was compared tu the acniai water table level. By 

rnoving the computer mouse to the location marked by "X" (see Figure 5-10), the 

predicted drawdown can be obtained. CSD predicts a value of 3.95 of metres as 

compared to an actud vaIue of 3.70 metres. The 6% error could be due to inaccuracies in 



the hydrogeologic data or lack of adjustment for recharge. In the absence of complete 

data, a 6% error is considered acceptable. 

By using CSD's powerful graphing capabilities, the water table throughout the site can 

now be viewed. Figure 5-1 1 overlays the contour plot over the site layout. The values 

indicate the water table Ievel as measured from the bottom of the aquifer. 

Figure 5-11 Contour-View of Water Table Level Throughout Site for Case Study 

5.4.3 Demonstration of CSD's Advantages in Decision Making 

The advantages of using an integrated optimization mode1 are now demonstrated. The 

same information used in the previous section is used to examine whether al1 pumps 

should be operating at the given pumping rate. The objective is to minimize the total 



pumping rate of the system to order to minimize discharge costs. The other objective is 

to minimize the number of pumps in order to reduce drilling and operating costs. 

The optimization mode1 requires the capacities of the pumps (Le. maximum pumping 

rate). AI1 these values are set to the observed operating level of 42 litres per minute. 

After perfomiing a mathematical optimization. CSD predicts that two wells in the West 

side of the area should have a pumping rate of zero indicating that they are not required. 

Furthemore, another set of wells is operathg below the maximum capacity. According 

to CSD, the total pumping rate of the system would have been reduced to 847 litres per 

minute or 1,220,000 per day if the suggested optimized setup was used. 

5.5 Conclusions 

A computer application has been presented for the analysis of construction site 

dewatering projects. The tool was validated as part of a detailed case study. Several 

features allowed CSD to be successfully implemented. In panicular, it was observed that 

any simulation tool for dewatenng type applications should adhere to the following 

guidelines: 

1. Users should not be required to posses suong expert knowledge in the field of 

hydrology to use the system. This means that the rnodeling environment should allow for 

the creation of models using simple and basic constructs such as wells, layee, and 

excavation areas. 

2. Users should be able to build models based on site data obtsiined from standard 

hydrological swveys. 

3. The modeling environment should be user-friendiy, intuitive and highly graphical, 

allowing for the constniction of dewatering models in a relatively short period of time. 
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4. Analysis results should be of relevance to a construction practitioner. This is 

especially crucial if the results are to be used for cost-estimating purposes in a tendenng 

environment. 



Chapter 6 - Phase One Research ~ indin~s '  

6.1 Introduction 

The previous three chapters presented the successful application of cornputer simulation 

technology to three distinct construction applications. This research demonstrated the 

applicability, effectiveness and practicality of using simulation theory for planning 

construction related projects. These case studies lead to the fonnaiization of the basic 

requirements that such tools must posses in order to be successfully implemented in an 

industry setting. Their limitations also helped in identifying funher issues, which would 

have to be addressed to order to increase their effectiveness. This chapter will discuss 

both these requirements and limitations in general. 

The identified basic requirements can be grouped into five categories and will be 

presented in separate sections (section 6.2 through 6.6 ). An analysis of the observed 

limitations is provided in section 6.7 . 

6.2 User Interface 

The user interface plays a large role in detennining the usability of the tool. A graphical 

user interface helps in explaining the structure of the developed models and makes it 

' A version of this chapter was published as "A Framework for Applying Simulation in 

the Construction Industry" in the Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering, Volume 25, 

Number 3, June 1998. 



possible for people with minimal cornputer skills to use the tools. Specifically, it  was 

observed that the user interface should have the following properties: 

1. Visual iconic elements for describing the model. The modeling elements should use 

graphical representations of objects within the domain (e-g. Road in AP2-Earth. 

crusher in CRUISER and a pumping well in CSD). A close mapping between the 

actual system and these icons is essential. 

7. A free format for modeling which resembies a "sketching board" approach on a 

cornputer screen. In AP?-Earth the user is free to specify roads, source locations. 

dump locations. equipment etc. in a flexible manner which does not force her to 

follow a rigid framework or series of structured steps. Following these steps results 

in simple mode1 building process that is non-linear and extremely flexible in tems of 

object manipulation. Users are able to freely navigate between the various stages of 

model construction without any limitations. 

3. A user-friendly and robust interface providing error detection and facilitating tracking 

of Iosjcal problems within the model. 

6.3 Modeling Philosophg 

Modeling is the process of defining the various simulation components, their properties 

and their interactions. The structure of the mode1 determines the flow of the underiying 

simulation code. It was observed that users must not be exposed to the underlying 

simulation model constructs. The tools should abstract these constructs and provide a 

high Ievel environment where modeling can be done in a natural manner. For example, a 

naffk interaction situation in AP2-Eanh is supported through the "Intersection" 

modeling element. This element encapsulates the low-level simulation resources, entities 
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and events. which are required to model an intersection. Validation of model propenies 

and structure should also be performed in the user-friendliest fashion. This means chat 

erron should be reported as soon as they are detected. For example, providing an invalid 

crusher setting in CRUISER should be trapped and reported irnrnediately through a 

dialog box. 

6.4 Simulation Execution Approach 

The simulation engine is responsible for processing the simulation code generated by the 

modeling environment. The three developed tools employ different type of engines. 

AP1-Earth uses a discrete-event simulation algorithm where events are processed based 

on the defined activities and the logical relationships between process components and 

availability of resources. Systems modeled using this approach are dynamic in nature. 

The translation of the visual earth-moving model into data that is usable by the engine is 

the responsibility of the modeler. An example of how this is done for the hauling process 

is demonsvated in Figure 6-1. 



Figure 6-1 Translation of High Level Mode1 to Discrete Event Representation 
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primarily represents what equipment and settings are used and how the material flows 

from the source to the end product pile. The processing is performed using an event 

queue. The algorithm simply determines the next event or tasks, which must be 

performed in accordance with the user defined plant layout. Each scheduled event hot& 

information pertaining to the type and identity of the equipment being modeled. Detailed 

irnplementations were discussed in section 4.3.9. 

In CSD, the user-defined model is first translated to the equivalent mathematical 

representation by mapping the visual components into the equivalent mathematical 

model. Next, the resultant system of equations is evaluated. Finally, the results are 

provided using various reports that can be accessed from the modeler. A sample report 

was previousl y illustrated in Figure 5-1 1. 

6.5 Simulation Result Representation 

Utilizing simulation tools is an iterative process where models are built, simulated and 

continually refined to achieve the desired results. Simulation results provide the 

information needed to evaluate a given simulation experiment. It has been observed that 

the content, format and presentation of results must be tailored to the specific domain of 

the tool. For exampie, AP2-Earth employs a list of standard and detailed reports that can 

be used to quickly analyze the overail performance of the model in terms of activity 

productions or detailed results such as individual queuing statistics at intersections. 

Reports in CRUISER and CSD use formats that appeai to their respective industries. The 

CRUISER reports provides information regarding the gradation of the "product" piles, 

which is sipificant for operations of general pit mines. The CSD reports include chart 



representation of the final watet table level resulting from use of the pumps determined 

by the simulation engine. 

6.6 Integration Requirements 

A great factor in the successful implementation of dl tools at constmction companies was 

their capability to integrate with existing systems. This reduced the overall data entry 

requirements and allowed the simulation results to be viewed directly as part of systems 

that users were already accustomed to. For example, in order to make AP2-Earth 

appealing to an earth-moving contractor, it was given the capability to generate 

information for use by a cost estimating module. 

6.7 Conclusions 

This chapter oudined the key features of three specialty simulation tools that led to their 

successful implementation with collaborating consmiction companies. The next phase of 

the research involved an initial assessment of funher needs in construction simulation. 

These needs, combined with the identified features, eventually lead to the development of 

the unified modeling methodology, which will be presented in the next chapter. The 

results of the analysis of the three developed systems revealed the following issues: 

Modeling of large construction projects, which include a multitude of findamental 

construction operations, cannot be easily perfomed solely with standalone specialty 

tools. There is a need for a concept that can combine models based on several tools. 

Simulation mode1 development is a time-consuming activity, even when specialized 

tools are used There is a need for an approach that heavily supports and even 

encourages the reusability of constmcted simulation models. 



Simulation tools require a large amount of input data. Some of the input data can 

oniy corne from the user's knowledge; the nmainder can typically be retrieved frorn 

other company systems including historicai databases, accounting systems, equipment 

databases and CAD systems. An approach is required that c m  provide seamiass 

support for integration with other company systems. 

Simulation tools also generate a large amount of useful results. There is a need to 

standardize the content and the format of the generated output in order to maximize 

its effectiveness and utilization in planning construction projects. 

Large amounts of expertise, experience, and tirne are required for development of 

new specialty tools. An approach is needed whereby the development of these tools 

is greatly simplified. This will greatly minimize the amount of the initial investment 

and inmase the use of simulation in general. 



Chapter 7 - Unified Modeling Methodology 

7.1 Introduction 

A unified rnodeling methodology has been developed to address both the requirements 

identified in the first phase of the research and the funher identified issues. This 

rnethodology. illustrated in Figure 7-1, unifies several state-of-the-art concepts with other 

conc 

Figure 7-1 Unifleci Modeiing Methodology and Contribuîing Concepts 



The concepts and methods followed in making the unified modeling methodology work, 

will be discussed in the rest of this chapter. Section 7.2 through 7.7 will discuss each 

contributing concept individually. Section 7.8 will then discuss the approach followed 

for their unification. 

7.2 S pecial Purpose Simulation Modeling 

7.2.1 Introduction 

With general-purpose simulation (GPS), simulation models are constructed using a set of 

abstract building blocks such as queues, acùvities, branches, and statistical collection 

nodes. An example rnodel of a simple construction operation built with CYCLONE 

elements is shown in Figure 7-2. Simulation results are limited to queuing statistics, 

average waiting times and resource utilization. Any desired custorn statistics must be 

explicitly declared using the existing statistical collection nodes. Also, in numerous 

cases, further modeling is required in the form of programming code inserts. This is due 

to the fact that even with abstract building 

expressive limitation. 

11 

biocks, there is still an inherent level of 

Figure 7-2 Sample CYCLO NE Simulation M d e l  



GPS provides a highly expressive modeling environment but forces the modeler to think 

in abstract terms. Developed models consist of a logical description of the process 

without explicit mapping to real life components. This feature of GPS coupled with the 

frequent requirement to write programming code means that simulation is rnainly limited 

to the academic and expert arena. 

It has been discovered through industry collaboration and research that the modeling 

environment must be tailored to the specific requirements of the intended construction 

domain. This led to the deveIopment of the alternative concept of special purpose 

simulation modeling (SPS). Through specialization. a simulation tool's usability outside 

its intended scope becomes iimited. However, the benefits far outweigh any loss in 

flexibility. Computer tools conforming to the ideas of SPS enabie a practitioner who is 

knowiedgeable in a specific construction domain, but not necessady in simulation, to 

model a project within that domain in a manner where graphical representations, 

navigation schemes. specification of model parameters, and representation of simulation 

results are completed in a format native to the domain itself. 

The underlying assumption with SPS is that a knowledgeable developer cm develop a set 

of speàalized modeling elements or building blocks for a given domain which are easy to 

understand and flexible enough to allow someone else to construct simulation models in 

that domain. The ability to model different scenarios is supponed by the fact that the 

developed modeling elements support the concept of parameterized modeling and 

flexible layouts. This means that the generated simulation code is based on the defined 

layout as well as the supplied parameter values. This assumption is easily satisfied in 

construction simulation because a great deal of construction processes can be well scoped 



and specified for the purpose of a SPS tool. Examples of processes already investigated 

in the first phase of this research are earth-moving, aggregate production, and dewatering 

operations. Other processes that have been identified as potential candidates for a SPS 

application are road works. paving and tunneling operations. 

72.2 SPS principles 

Research from the f i n t  phase identified three fundamental requirements that a given 

simulation tool must satisfy to adhere to the principles of special purpose simulation. 

First, the set of available modeling elements must map to real physical or logical 

components of the target process king anaiyzed. For example, an aggregate production 

plant model is built using a set of modeling elements that include crushers, screen decks. 

and sieve analysis nodes. With this approach, the modeler is no longer limited to the 

abstract set of modeling elements. Instead, a relevant and specialized set of modeling 

elements is available for building models in an intuitive and direct manner. 

Second, the model parameten should be specialized and associated with the modeling 

element they correspond to. Parameters are properties of the model that the user can 

change to customize the behavior of the simulation. By associating parameten with the 

modeling elements, users can directîy and intuitively navigate to the desired parameten 

in order to change their values. For example. in an aggregate production SPS tool. the 

user should be able to change the setting of a given cnisher by accessing the parameten 

of the crusher modeling element rather than through some common global pararneter 

listing. The data enuy process associated with setang the pararneter values should be as 

user-fnendly and intuitive as possible. Different types of parameters such as numeric. 



text. Boolean and array should also be allowed. Validation of parameter values should 

also be performed as soon as possible to reflect model constraints. 

The third requirement stipulates that al1 the potentiaily useful statistics and results must 

be generated and made available to the user through the modeling elemenü. With GPS, 

statistics and other results are presented together on one or more large reports. The 

drawback is that the user must navigate a long list of generated outputs in order to find 

the desired results. Further, some of the generated data will typically require further 

anal ysis. This lengthens the "What-If' analysis cycle and reduces the effectiveness of the 

tool. SPS stipulates that generated results must be in a format that is easy to navigaie and 

is of immediate use for evaluating model performance. This means that no separate 

analysis should be required and the results themselves should be accessed through the 

associated modeling elements, which had a primary role in their production. Further, 

results must consist of the traditional GPS types of information such as averages, 

standard deviations, histograms and confidence intervals, as well as specialized 

information reIated to the domain. For example. a sieve analysis element in the aggregate 

production SPS tool should generate the results of the analysis as a gradation graph. An 

exarnple of this graph is shown in Figure 7-3. 
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Figure 7-3 An Example of Generated Simulation Output in a Graphical Format 

7.2.3 Model-Reusability through SE% 

One problem that has been identified with traditional simulation systems is a lack of 

support for simulation model-reusability. The SPS approach directly supports the 

concept of model-reusability through the specialized modeling elements themselves. A 

SPS tool is merely a template of modeling elements. each of which encapsulates 

parameterized simulation code. The generated simulation code for the entire model, 

which is used to run the simulation, is a hinction of the model layout as defined by the 

user and the supplied parameter values. Each time the user builds a SPS model and runs 

it. the simulation model of the base modeling elements is, in fact, being reused. 

7.2.4 SPS Limitations 

Special purpose modeling does have limitations. Fint, the user is Limited to the available 

set of rnodeling elements. This initial set of modeling elements is designed to be flexible 

and reusable within a target domain and subject to a defined scope. If a situation anses 
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within that domain that falls ouüide the defined scope, the user must resort to complex 

workarounds or she may be unable to use the tool at ail. This places a heavy burden on 

the SPS tool developer in foreseeing al1 potential scenarios, which is a very daunting if 

not impossible task. This is why SPS modeling is best used in combination with other 

concepts such as modular and hierarchical modeling, as will be explained later in this 

chapter. 

7.3 Graphical Modeling 

73.1 Introduction 

A major component of simulation systems is their user interface. Text-based interfaces 

require the user to create and manipulate textual representations of the model. This 

requires knowledge of the embedded syntax and. while perfectly adequate for the 

expenenced rnodelen, is generally difficult for novice users. Graphical user interfaces 

(GUI) simplify this process by allowing the user to view and manipulate a given model 

without having to resort to editing textual representations. With GUIS, the basic tasks 

are centered around both mouse and keyboard operations. 

Graphical modeling combined with special purpose modeling results in highly intuitive 

user interfaces. Constructed models resemble a flowchart of the modeled process. This 

has the added benefit of allowing the graphical representation to be used as a means of 

communicating the construction method specification. 

Graphical modeling includes both graphical manipulation and graphical representation. 

The next sections will provide guidelines on the use of a GUI for simulation modeling 

systems- 



73.2 Graphical Mode1 Manipulation 

One aspect of graphical modeling is graphical mode1 manipulation. This is done using an 

interface that resembles a drawing board where modeling elements are added, 

manipulated and related on a modeling layout window. The following is a Iist of basic 

manipulation activities: 

Addition and deietion of modeling elements through a toolbar or a menu. 

Manipulation of eiement positions by clicking and dragging the iconic representation 

of elements on the layout window. 

Manipulation of parameter values through an attnbute dialog box. which is activated 

through a menu item or a mouse double-click. 

Manipulation of relationships graphically through rnouse operations. 

7A3 Graphical Representation 

73.3.1 Modeling Element Representation 

Modeling element are made to resemble the comsponding physical or logical real world 

element. For exarnple, a jaw crusher in an aggregate production simulation tool will be 

graphically represented as a bitmap resembling a real jaw msher. Similarly, a task in 

CYCLONE is made to resemble a square. 

Representation of the relationships between modeling elements is also done graphically. 

Different SPS domains may require different types of relationship representation. For 

example. in an agpgate production type of simulation, relationships are represented 

graphically to appear as conveyors (Figure 7-4A), whereas in an earth-moving 



simulation. relationships are represented graphicdly as either logical arrows or as simple 

highlighted circles (Figure 7-4B). 

. . 1 Aggrcgatc Production SPS 1 I Euth-Moving SPS I 

1 Relationship Representation 1 

Figure 7-4 Examples of Graphicaf Representation of Relationships in Two SPS 

Tools 

733.2 Output representation 

As part of the modeling element representation, cenain state information c m  aiso be 

displayed. State information is based on the values of the supplied p m e t e r s ,  outputs or 

statistics. This helps the modeler in rnaintaining a good abstract view of the mode1 

during and after its deveiopment. For example. notice how in Figure 74A, The "Sieve 

Analysis" modeling element displays the feed rate underneath the bimiap representation 

to provide quick visuai feedback to the user. 

The complete list of available output and statistical anaiysis data is accessed through the 

element's attribute dialog box. Modeling elements generally generate oumenc or  textual 

data as well as tabular and graph-based outputs. For example. the "Sieve Analysis" 



element can generate a graph representing the product gradation. Statistical analysis 

results can also be displayed in a similar manner. With graphical modeling, collected 

observation can be displayed graphically as a histogram. 

73.4 Issues with Graphical Modeüng 

Graphical modeling is an extremely beneficid concept for strearnlining the modeling 

process. It is especially beneficial for novice usen. It is mostly suited for relatively 

small models with a reasonable number of elements. As models become large their 

maintenance, through the GUI, becomes highly cumbenome and difficult to manage. 

This issue can be partly solved with the modular and hienrchical modeling concepts. A 

more powerful and flexible solution is to provide the model builder a facility to ovenide 

the graphical user interface and resort to a supponing script-based interface if desired. 

To do this. a scnpting environment must be supported wherein the user c m  both perform 

al1 the functions that the GUI performs using textual commands and have access to 

traditional programrning structures. including conditional and looping staternents. This 

concept is discussed in more detail in Section 8.6. 

7.4 Integrated Modeling 

Integrated modeling is a concept that defines how a simulation tool can access 

information in other systems to automate or support the model building process and 

generate information for use by other systems. The two main issues involved are the 

actual mechanics of the m s f e r  mechanism, which cm be handed through a database 

approach. and the nature and format of the exchanged data, which can be handied through 

data exchange standards. 



7.4.1 Data Storage Format 

Database management systems, as a alternative to flat files, have many advantages 

including support for multi-users, advanced data-based securi ty, integri ty checkmg, and 

centralized management of large arnounts of information. Relational database 

management systems (RDBMS) are based on relational theory and are widely used in 

many areas of construction information systems. including cost estimating, scheduling 

and project control. Tapping into the wealth of information stored in these systems can 

greatly reduce the effort involved in building simulation models. This is can be 

accomplished by providing relational database access capability to the modeling elernents 

themselves. Consider, for exarnple, a truck element that requires the user to supply eight 

parameters that determine its uavel speed given the total resistance of the haul road. 

Instead of requesting this information from the user each urne, a standard table stored in a 

RDBMS can be automatically accessed. The user only has to select the truck type and 

the simulation system takes care of extncting the relevant information. 

In addition, other systerns should ideaily be able to access the simulation results for 

automating their respective tasks. For exarnple, a scheduling system should be able to 

extract activity duration from a simulation mode!. RDBMS cm play a large role in 

making this possible. By stonng the simulation models and results in the shared database 

itself, as opposed to a proprietary format, other applications cm access this data directiy. 

The RDBMS takes care of al1 the concurrency and access restriction issues. 

An alternative method for sharing simulation data is through the concept of a documented 

object library. Object libraries expose a public interface to ail data in a simulation model. 



Other systems can access the methods and properties in this library to extract and even 

manipulate a given mode!. This method is discussed in further detail later in this chapter. 

7.43 Standard For the Exchange of Simulation Data 

7A2.l Introduction 

Traditional means of extracting data from simulation results for the purpose of creating 

project estimates or schedules involved hard-coded knowledge about the structure of this 

data. This meant that a separate interface had to be developed between each class of SPS 

tools and each external system. Further, typical simulation results often lacked 

potentialIy valuable information that couId be generated for use by other support systems 

with minimal extra effort. 

Efforts to integrate earth-moving and aggregate production models with estimating and 

scheduling systems have shown that a standard for data generation and exchange is 

required. This standard should specify not only the format of the transferred data but also 

the classes of data that should be generated fiom every SPS tool. This change in 

viewpoints shifts the emphasis from the external systems to the simulation tools 

themselves. The onus is then on the tool itself to deliver the appropriate information in 

the appropriate format. By following this suategy, a single extraction utility c m  be 

developed for each type of external system. 

The developed standard defines how information should be generated in order to be 

beneficial for extemal project planning systems. The actual analysis of the raw data 

constitutes a body of research on its own and therefore, no attempt is made to define that 

part in this standard. The generated information consists of basic facts about the 



occurrence of planning-related events during the simulation. The interpretation and 

analysis of the data is the responsibility of extemal integrated systems. 

7.4.2.2 Information Categories 

Information generated by each SPS tool during simu!ation initialization or processing 

falls under the following categories: 

Activity Listing. This is a list of basic activities that will take place during 

simulation. This includes the activity name, unit of measure and any hierarchical 

reiationships to other activiùes. This is the minimal amount of information required 

to construct an initial project breakdown for use in an estimating or scheduling 

system. 

Activity Resources. This is a list of resources for each activity that will be to be 

utilized. This information can be used to identify the type of resources that should be 

allocated for a given activity. 

Activity Cost Centen. This is a list of cost categories or centers for which cost will 

be incurred. 

Activity Schedule. This is a list of records that indicate the start and stop times of 

each activity. An activity cm be stopped and started a number of times to signify 

fundamental interruptions. This information can be directly used by a scheduling 

system to obtain the totai duration. It can also be used by an estimating system, which 

requires the duration for calculating indirect costs. 

Activity Production. This is a list of records indicating the quantity of work 

recognized for a given activity at a given simulation time. This quantity is provided 

in the unit of measure of the activity. The production information along with the 
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duration of the activity is used to obtain the productivity values. which drives the 

entire estimating process. The detaiied production information available continuously 

over a period of time can also be used for matenal management systems. For 

example, a tunneling simulation tool might track its production based on the total 

quantity of earth removed over time. A material management system could access 

this information to provide a disposal subcontractor with a detailed spoil removal 

schedule. 

Activity Revenue. This is a list of records indicating the dollar value collected for a 

revenue generating activity at a given simulation time. This information basically 

provides a schedule of expected payments for the activity. This information, along 

with the costing information, aids cash-flow analysis systems used b r  planning the 

project and Company finances. 

Activity Resource Utilization. This is a list of records indicating the change in 

utilization of a particular resource by a given activity at a given simulation time. 

Resource levei information provides a repon of the expected resource requirements of 

a particular activity as a function of time. This information can be used to optimize 

equipment and labor allocations and minirnize their ide  time. 

Activity Cost This is a list of records indicahng the cost incurred by a particular cost 

center on a given activity at a given simulation time. This information can be used 

directly by estimating systems or in association with revenue information for cash 

flow analysis. 



7.4.2.3 Information Format 

As mentioned earlier, the ideal format for information exchange is in the form of a 

relational database. This is mainly due to its features and wide use. As a result, the 

generated simulation planning information is represented relationally as shown in Figure 

7-5. 

Figure 7-5 Relational Representation of Generated Simulation Planning Data 

7.5 Modular and Hierarchicai Modeling 

Moduhity and hierarchy concepts allow for the modeling of large and cornplex projects. 

If used in combination with special purpose modeling, they dlow for the Linking of 

models based on modeling elements of different domains. 



The concept of modularity defines a frarnework where simulation code can be packaged 

as a single unit and accessed through well defined input and output connection points. 

Input connection points receive entities frorn other packaged units, process a number of 

simulation events, then uansfer the entity out through one or more output connection 

points. Multiple input connection points provide cüfferent entry points into the 

simulation code. They are used to generate multiple output entities or to support 

conditional and probabilistic branching. An example scenario with two input connection 

points and three output connection points is provided in Figure 7-6. 

Figure 7-6 Use of Comection Points for Exposing Encapsulated Simulation Code 

Modularity provides a benefit that is similar to the benefit of object-oriented languages: 

one modeiing eiement cm be built without explicit knowledge of the inner workings of 

the other elements. Entities traversing a aven mode1 through the connection points of 

the elements are analogous to the messages passed between abjects in an object-oriented 

environment. Some elements wiil not have any input connection points. This usually 



indicates that the y will generate entities themselves. Genented enti ties are routed using 

user-defined relationships between the connection points of the modeling elements. 

With hierarchy, modeling elements can be created as children of other modeling 

elements. This allows large, complex models to be built using the divide and conquer 

approach. At the highest level, elements are created to represent high level operations 

such as substructure. superstructure and finishing. Inside each of these high level 

elements, funher child elements are added to define the respective sub-operations taking 

place. At the lowest ievels, detailed simulation models are defined to mode1 the various 

fundamental construction processes. Elements that support the creation of child elements 

act in a manner similar to regular elements; they have their own input and output 

connection points. One important issue is how incoming entities miving at the parent 

element should be routed to the appropriate child element. This is done by creating 

relationships between the input connection points of the parent and a given input 

connection point of a child element as well as relations between the output connection 

points of a given element child and the output connection point of the parent. An 

example of how this is done is show in Figure 7-7. The parent element behaves just like 

any other element and can participate in relations with other elements, which may or may 

not contain child elements of their own. 



Figure 7-7 Utilization of Invisible Relationships for Routing Entities 

The concept of hierarchy in simulation modeling cari also greatly enhance the mode1 

definition process. Child elements can be used in an unconventional rnanner as a means 

of obtaining complex puameter data from the user. This supports the graphical modeling 

concept. which defines how simple textual, numeric and array type data are obtained. 

The mere existence of child elements with their own parameter values can be used as 

information that guides the simulation processing of the parent element. 

Consider, for exarnple. a cmsher element that receives through its input connection point 

an entity representing the input strearn and then generates an entity through its single 

output connection point a new entity representing the predicted strearn after the cnishing 

process. Crusher elements will contain a parameter indicating the desired sening of the 

cmsher. For each possible setting, the crushing anaiysis algonthm requires a table that 

indicates the expected average performance of the cnisher. This information rnust be 

supplied by the user. Ln computer ternis, an array of nurnben is supplied by the user for 

each possible setting of the cnisher. A convenient way of having the user provide this 

information is to add a child element inside the crusher element called "setting". This 

setting element encapsulates the expected gradation table for a single setting. During 



simulation, the "crush" element will access the information from the appropnate child 

element depending on the user's desind cmsher setting. 

As with special purpose modeling, modular and hierarchical modeling leads to increased 

simulation model-reuse. While SPS encouraged model-reuse through flexible modeling 

elements that can be used in a variety of scenarios, modular and hierarchical modeling 

contnbute to the regular model-reuse of existing eiements or groups of elements. To 

illustrate this, consider an earth-fiIl d a m  construction project. It is evident that an earth- 

moving construction process will take place at several stages of the project. As a result. a 

single simulation rnodel of an earth-moving process cm be constnicted and reused every 

time it is needed within the simulation model of the entire project. It becames quite 

simple to store these commonly used models in a user model library. which cm be 

accessed for use in a completely different project. 

Another added advantage of these concepts is that they aliow for the linking of models 

deveioped with different SPS tools. Developen of SPS toois need only worry about the 

high level general purpose connection point, which will synchronize the two high level 

modeling elements representing the two processes. An example scenario of an earth- 

moving process feeding an aggregate production process is illustrated in Figure 7-8. At 

the highest level, a relation is established between two high level elements. The purpose 

of this relation is to inform the aggregate production model of the arriva1 of a new batch 

of earth following a truck cycle. DrilIing down inside each high 1eveI element displays 

the detailed specifications of each respective model. Dotted block arrows have been 

added to illustrate the invisible dationships between child elements and the parent's 



connection points. These invisible relations are used to route entities as previously 

explained, 

Figure 7-8 Use of Modularity and Hierarchy Concepts for Linking Multiple SPS 

Toots 

When the concept of SPS modeling was discussed it was pointed out that SPS templates 

can produce inflexible environments where the user is iimited to modeling scenarios that 

fit the initial scope defined by the template developer. This limitation is easily alleviated 

by fint developing an abstract template based on generai purpose modeling paradigms 

such as CYCLONE, rhen using the modularity and hierarchy concepts descrïbed to allow 

usen to supplement their specialized models with elements from the abstract template. 

An example of a model that utilizes absmct elements to model a regular maintenance 

operation within an eanh-moving model is shown Figure 7-9. The added sub-mode1 
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utilizes a branch type element to decide stochastically whether or not a truck should be 

maintained. If the truck does not need maintenance, it is sent directly to the output port 

eIernent, which transfers the entity back to the earth-moving model. Otherwise, a 

maintenance crew resource is requested and the maintenance activity is executed with a 

stochastic duration. After the completion of the activity, the crew is released and the 

tmck is transferred back out. 

Figure 7-9 Extending a SPS Tool with the Belp of Generic Modeling Elements 



7.6 Issues of Tool Development and Utilization 

7.6.1 Introduction 

In the beginning, there were general-purpose simulators, which were difficult to use. In 

construction researc h ' s endeavor to increase the user base of simulation, simpler 

modeling constructs have been created. However, simplification of those modeling 

constructs resulted in their inability to mode1 complicated situations. As a resuit, the 

simple constructs were extended to give them more functionality and new constructs 

were added. Funher, some systems allowed for the definition of construct behavior in a 

loose fom such as a program script with dynamic capabilities. ironically this trend 

represents a cycle of development that leads back to full-blown generai-purpose 

simulation. The argument is that a user who is knowledgeabie in the new and enhanced 

environments should also be able to easily learn the general-purpose simulation 

environment. The problem is that the development of simulation systems is a time 

consuming and difficult task involving expert prograrnmers who possess knowledge of 

object-oriented development, database prognunming, and graphical user interface 

development while also possessing an understanding of the construction process itself. 

A hybrid concept was developed that redefined the d e s  and responsibilities of both the 

tool developer and the tool user. This concept accornmodares both novice and expert 

users. Further, it allows for a flexible enviromnent that ailows users to do their own kind 

of tool extension or development. The separation between the two groups becomes fuuy 

as developen utiiize a simplified development environment while users have some 

deveIopment capability. A symbolic representation of the various users and their Ievels is 

illustrated in Figure 7- 10. 
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Figure 7-10 Accommodation of Users and Developers with Varying Degrees of Skill 

The idea is to provide a development environment that simplifies the process of creating 

new rools and a modeting environment that allows and even encourages the use of 

development type features. 

7.6.2 Simplified Development 

The development environment for new SPS tools is simplified as follows: 

A code library that encapsulates al1 the routines commonly required by simulation 

tools is used. This includes discrete event simulation, graphicd drawing, statistical 

collection, tracing, and database access routines. This library is designed as an 

application framework making it flexible and extendable. Application frarneworks 

are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10. By building this library, development 

efforts that are not direcdy related to modeling are reduced and developers can focus 

on optimizing the core modeling and simulation related code. Further, the library 

becomes a sort of standard that is shared by the developed tools. 



New elements are defined by customizing a supplied genenc modeling element that 

cornes with a wide range of default functionality. More information on the structure 

of such an element is provided in the next section. By utilizing a common base 

element, compatibility between developed elements, including those from different 

tools, is an implicit process. 

The development environment iüelf is controlled and customized, allowing 

developers to focus on providing the required information rather than getting lost in 

the host of displayed features. This is demonstrated in Chapter 9. 

By broadening the definition of a developer through the streamlining of the 

development environment, small and large companies can now afford their own 

simulation tool development. This should lead to increased use of simulation for 

project planning. Users who feel that the existing tools are limited or who believe 

that a new tool is worth developing for a given domain can contact their local 

information system group to get this done in a reasonable amounr of time. 

7.6.3 Flexible Modeling Environment 

With the described approach, usea are also treated as special developers; they are given 

the ability to extend existing elements or even create new ones. This is done as part of an 

advanced modeling environment by allowing users to wnte code insens in the form of 

programming statements in a manner similar to generai-purpose simulation languages. 

The language of extension is the same as the language originally used to develop the 

etements. This means that users are in fact acquiring the knowledge to be developers. 



In order to create new modeling elements as part of the modeling environment itself, 

modular and hierarchical modeling concepts are used in association with a set of generic 

set of modeling elements and a user element library. This was illustrated in Section 7.5 . 

7.7 Obj ect-oriented Modeling 

Object-onented modeling is based on the idea of object-oriented programming. It is 

mentioned in this chapter as opposed to the system and irnplementation chapten because 

it constitutes a critical part of the methodology itself. It is an enabling technology that 

makes the goal of unifying al1 other concepts presented in this chapter reachable. 

An object-oriented approach can be used for the representation of al1 structures of a 

simulation environment, including the code library and the project information. The 

result is an object library, which provides the means of accessing and manipulating 

simulation projects. A graphical user interface simply provides an interface between 

usen and the library. This opens up the possibility of bypassing the GUI to perform 

batch operations or to extract simulation data for use by other systems. For example, 

assume that a given mode1 requires the creation of fifty connection road segment 

elements. Using the GUI, the user would have to create each element individually and 

ensure they are placed and connected appropriately, a process which could take several 

houn. Alternatively, usen can choose to temporady bypass the GUI and constxuct a 

script to perform this task. This script rnight appear as follows: 

Dim I as integer 
ForI=  1 tuJO 

AddElement "RoadSegment". 100.1 * 80 
Next 
ForI=2to50  

AddRelurion Elernenrs(f), Elements(I-1) 
Next 



7.8 Unified Modeling Methodology 

7.8.1 Overview of Unification approach 

It is proposed that the presented concepts be combined into a unified modeling 

methodology through a generic base modeling element. This generic element would not 

be directly used for modeling purposes. Rather, it would be used as the starting point for 

specific modeling element developments. Implementation of new tools becomes a 

simplified process where developen create the set of required modeling elernents based 

on this generic element. Another requirement is that the development process be 

controlled, meaning that developen need only define what actions to take in response to 

cenain state changes affecting the respective modeling element. To funher simplify the 

development process, a toolkit development approach is advocated whereby several 

libraries, cailed services, would be made available to developers for supporting comrnon 

tasks such as discrete event simulation processing and statistical analysis. 

7.8.2 Generic Base Modeling Element 

Using object-oriented language, the generic base modeling element is a virnial base class 

that encapsulates data structures representing a host of information, including connection 

points, parameters, outputs, resulu, and simulation resources. Class methods provide the 

means to manipulate these structures and to perform other operations. Class events 

provide feedback as to changes in the state of an element. Class properties, methods and 

events that are reiated are grouped together as part of a class behavior. It is through these 

behaviors that the concepts that make up the methodology take shape. Figure 7-11 
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presents the structure of the proposed generic base modeling element in tems of its 

behavion. Detailed information on the supported behavion and their related properties, 

methods, and events will be discussed in the next chapter (Section 8.72). 

Figure 7-11 Behaviors of the Generîc Base Modeling Element 

7.8.3 SPS Tool Development 

The development process for new SPS tools would involve the creation of the required 

modeling elements and their customization. Customizanon of new elemenrs would be 

done by providing the set of actions, in the fom of computer code. to be taken in 

response to certain events. The generic base modeling element would also include 

intelligence in the form of default implementations for most events. This would allow 

developen to concentrate on the uniqueness of each element. 

This proposed approach to tool development constrains developers to the provided 

architecture of the system. This means that they can't simply add a new behavior. 



However, this architecture, through the genenc base modeling element, becornes a kind 

of modeling standard to which al1 new tools must conform. 

7.8.4 The Support Libraries 

Developers should also be able to access a set of pre-defined services during the 

custornization of new modeling elements. Services are code libraries that encapsulate a 

set of commonly used routines for such tasks as discrete event simulation processing, 

statistical analysis, tracing, and database access. The unified modeling methodology 

stipulates that a set of support libraries must exist that allow developen to focus on 

coding the core requîrements of their tools. The actual transformation of these 

requirements into actions is the responsibility of the respective service. The identified set 

of libraries, also called services, required for SPS tool development and their 

relationships to the modeling element behaviors are illustrated in Figure 7-12. Detailed 

information on the proposed services and the functionality they expose will be provided 

in the next chapter (Section 8.2.3). 
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Figure 7-12 List of Identif~eü Services and Relatiooships to Element Behaviors 
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7.8S Simulation Modeling 

A simulation mode1 becomes a collection of instances of modeling elements. Figure 7-13 

illustrates this definition. Modeiing element instances of the sarne type (Le. based on the 

same modeling element) would share the same code and be differentiated soleiy by the 

value of their properties. 
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Figure 7-13 Structure of Simulation Mdels Based on the Unified Modeling 



7.9 Conclusions 

The proposed unified modeling methodoiogy presented in this chapter is based on several 

developed concepts. Speciai purpose simulation modeling allowed for the development 

of intuitive domain-based modeiing elements. Graphical modeling allowed for the 

simplification of the modeling process for novice users. Integrated modeling both 

defined how information can be obtained from other systems through a relational 

database management system and introduced a standard for the generation of project 

planning type of data. Modular and hierarchical modeling allowed for the modeling of 

large simulation projects. linking of models based on different SPS ternplates. and 

empowerment of users with development capabilities. The hybrid tool development and 

utilization approach explained how it is more beneficial for a simulation system to 

support a specuum of developers and usen with different skills and how their needs cm 

be satisfied. Finally, object-onented modeling was introduced as an enabling concept 

that can bridge the gap between al1 the presented concepts and also ailow for direct 

access to the simulation projects through an exposed object library. 

It is proposed that the unification of these concepts can be accomplished through a 

generic base modeling element, which can be customized by developen for the creation 

of specialized modeiing elements. The development process would follow the toolkit 

approach where several services support developers during the customization process. 



Chapter 8 - Simphony Environment 

8.1 Introduction 

The methodology presented in the previous chapter was used to develop a construction 

simulation systern called Simphony. This chapter will provide a detailed description of 

the various components of this system. A high level depiction of the overall environment 

is presented in Figure 8- 1. 

1 User d 

Figure 8-1 Simphony Environment 

Developers utilize the Simphony Editor program to mate SPS tools called "SPS 

Templates". This component was referred to as the "'Project Editor" in the previous 

chapter. SPS templates are a collection of modeling elements targeted for a single 

domain. The rem "Developei' will be used in the rest of this chapter to denote any 

person engaged in this process. Developed templates are stored in the Modeling Element 



Library. Usen utilize the Simphony Editor to create simulation models based on the 

existing SPS templates in the Modeling Element Library. The term "User" will be used 

throughout this chapter to refer to users whose primary role is building simulation 

models. Constructed simulation models and their simulated results are stored in and 

retrieved from the Construction Simulation Project Database. This is a relational 

database management system that other systems can access to extract the desired 

information. The User Mode1 Library is another such database that is utilized by users to 

store and retrieve reusable simulation models. 

8.2 SPS Template Development and the Simphony Designer 

8.2.1 Introduction 

Creating new SPS templates involves the design and implementation of the modeling 

elernents that will be used to create simulation models for a given domain. The design 

component is not a trivial task. It involves a complete understanding of the targeted 

construction domain itself and the fundamental principles of SPS modeling. Section 

8.2.5 will present a formal procedure that can be followed during the design stage. 

Once the design is cornplete. implementing the template involves the creation of the 

required modeling elements through the Simphony Designer. Creating new modeling 

elements involves the customization of the behaviors of a generic base modeling element. 

This, in tum, involves writing code in the form of event handers in response to the 

various events- Simphony generates these events in response to user or system actions. 

Defining a given behavior requires complete understanding of the associated data 

structures, methods and events. Section 8-23 wi1i detail the structure of the generic 



modeling element and its behaviors. Section 8.2.6 will present a detailed guideline that 

developen can follow during the implementation stage. 

A library is available to support the developers during the implementation process. This 

library provides a wide range of cornrnonly used routines including discrete event 

scheduling, statistical collection and analysis, simulation tracing, and graphical user 

interface support. These routines are grouped by their function into services. 

Information on the supported Simphony services is discussed in detail in Section 8.2.3. 

Simphony Designer is the cornputer program used in the implementation of new 

templates. It is similar to a typical iniegrated development interface in that it  combines 

the processes of code entry, validation and compilation into a single program. Access to 

Simphony services is also made available through this program. Simphony Designer is 

presented in detail in Section 8.2.4. 

To dernonstrate the venatility and flexibility of the described system, a template of 

genenc modeling elements was developed to allow for the use of general purpose 

modeiing concepts. The development of this template dong with code samples will be 

provided in Section 8.2.7. 

8.2.2 Generic Modeting Elexnent 

8.2.2.1 Introduction 

The generïc modeling element is used by developers as a starting point for the creation of 

new modeling elements. Customization of this genenc element involves the definition of 

its various behavion by implementing event handlers and manipulating the specific 

instances using properùes and methods. 



Table 8-1 provides a complete list of the supported modeling element behaviors and their 

reiated properties. methods and events. The remaining subsections will give an overview 

of each behavior and the means by which a developer can customize their 

implementation. These sections will also begin to introduce the coding syntax developers 

are expected to provide. 

Newly developed rnodeling elernents are added to the modeling element library. Once in 

the library. the user can use them to create multiple instances as part of the modeling 

process. Each instance uses a single set of code. Instances based on the same modeling 

element differ according to the values of their propenies. 

Table 8-1 Modeling Element Behaviors and Associated Properties, Methods and 

Events 

i General 
i 
1 Relationships ConnectionPoints 
I 

: File 
F i t E v e n t  
Res 

Methods 

AddConnectionPoint 
DeleteConnsctionPoint 
AddRelation 
DeleteRelation 
AddElement 
DeleteChildren 

Events 



htegrity 

Statistics 

CwrdinatesY 
Modeling Selected 

AddAttribute 

Planning 

Support 

OnCheckintegri ty 
OnRelationVaIid 

Stat 

Activity 

OnValidateParameters 

I 

8.2.2.2 Genera 1 

AddAc tivity 
AddStatistic 
SetNumAttributes 
GetNumCoordinates 
AdciAttribute 
DrawConnectionPoints 

Several properties. methods and events are available for general use and are not specific 

to any particular behavior. 

When the user attempts to create an instance based on a given modeling element, the 

OnCreate event is uiggered. This is similar to the concept of a class constnictor in an 

object-onented language. This event ailows the developer to define the initial structure 

of the element and declare any required user attributes, files. resources or statistics. The 

OnDelete event is triggered when the user deletes an existing element instance. 

Developers can handle this event to perform some functions pior to the deletion of the 

instance. 

The Delete method is used to explicitly delete a given element instance; the AdciAttribute 

method is used to declare user attributes. User amibutes are used to provide parameten 

that users cm modify during the modeling process. Attributes can also be used to 

provide read-only information and to hold temporary internai values. Developers can 

declare as many attributes as needed for each modeling element. Attributes are the only 

OnDraw 
OnDragDraw 
OnDrawRelation 
OnGetBoundingBox 
OnHitTest 
OnListBoxinitialize 
OnListBoxSelectitem 
OnMove 



means for the representation of state information of a given modeling element instance. 

This is important because it allows for automatic object penistence. This means that a 

given simulation project can be automatically saved and restored by simply saving and 

restoring the attribute values of al1 the defined modeling element instances. 

The AdciAttribute rnethod takes a number of parameten that determine the intemal and 

extemal representation, allowable user access type, and valid numeric range for numeric 

type attributes. The intemal representation (Le. data type) of an attribute can be numeric. 

date. time, textual, array, distribution, or object. The extemal representation and the user 

access type are related to the graphical user interface representation and are discussed in 

Section 8.2.1.9.5. The allowable range parameten are related to the integrity behavior 

and are discussed in section 8.2.2.6.3. 

The iD property is a intemally set numenc value that uniquely identifies a given 

modeling element instance. The ElementType property retums a textual value that 

indicates the name of the base modeling element of the instance. The Attr propeny is 

used to access the value of a previously declared attribute. 

8.22.3 Relationships 

Relationships between modeling element instances are supported with the notion of a 

connection point. A connection point is a data structure that is capable of holding a 

collection of references to connection points in other elements. Connection points for a 

gven modeling element are declared with the AddConnectionPoint method, which is 

done as part of the OnCreate event hander. This method expects a number of parameten 

that determine the type. initial geomeaical coordinates and tolerance of the connection 

point. The type cm either be input or output. The remaining method parameten are 



related to the graphical modeling behavior and will be discussed in Section 8.2.2.9.4. 

The AddReIation and the DeIRelation methods can be used for the manual manipulation 

of reIationship information. 

When the user manipulates relationships between two element instances through the 

graphical user interface or through code, several events are triggered to infom the 

developer of changes in the relationship information. The OnAddRelationIn and 

OnAddRelationOut events are triggered when the user requests the addition of a relation 

between two connection points. The former is triggered for the destination instance while 

the latter is triggered for the source instance. Similady, the OnDeleteRelationIn and the 

OnDeleteRelationOut are triggered after a relationship is deleted. This process is 

illustrated in Figure 8-2. 

The User Attempts to Add a Relation between The User Deletes a Relation between connection 
connection point 1 of instance A [O connection point 1 of fnsmce A and connectron point O of 

int O of Inwnce B 

Figure 8-2 Triggered Events in Response to User Manipulation of Relationships 

The shown OnRelationVaIid is related to the integrity behavior and will be discussed in 

more detaîls in section 8.2.2.6.2, 



8.2.2.4 Hierarchy 

With hierarchical modeling, certain rnodeling element instances can be created as 

children of other elements. The parent instance may contain higher-level simulation 

model resources and attnbutes and is mainly responsible for routing incorning entities to 

the appropriate child elements. 

The ChildElements property of the modeling element allows developen to navigate the 

list of child elements defined while the Parent property can be used to access the parent 

element. The AddElement method is used to create a child element instance white the 

DeleteChi tdren method deletes al1 the child element instances. 

The two events specifically related to hierarchical behavior are OnAddElement and 

OnDeleteElement. The OnAddEIement event is triggered for the parent of the element 

instance just added to a given model, while the OnDeleteElement is triggered for the 

parent instance of an elernent about to be deleted. The complete event sequence diagram 

for element addition and deletion is shown in Figure 8-3. 

Element A is added as a child of Element B Element A who is a child of element B IS Deleted 

R e t t u ~  Volve = F&r 

Rcmm Volve = Tme I 
Dciete Al1 Child Elements of Bernent A A 
t 

I Dekxe dl Relations h m  md To A 

Figure 8-3 Events Triggered in Response to the Addition and Deietion of Elements 



8.2.2.5 Simulation 

8.2.2.5.1 Overview 

Definition of the simulation behavior of a given element involves (1) the declaration of 

the required resources, files, and events, (2) the initialization of the starting entities and 

the scheduling of the initial simulation events, (3) the processing of entities and events, 

and collection of statistics, and (4) the final analysis of the results. 

The four basic elements of a discrete event simulation model are entities, events, 

resources and files. Entities represent active elements of the rnodei and can have any 

number of attnbutes (eg: Truck Capacity, Truck speed, ...). A simulation event 

represents a transition in the state of the simulation. Resources are used to model limited 

resource capacity where entities require those resources for given tasks. Files represent 

queues of entities waiting for services due to unavailability of resources. 

8.2.2.5.2 Resources 

Resources can be used to simplify the process of implementing a simple multi-server 

situation tied to a single queue. They are usefull for situations where incoming entities 

should finr wait in a queue for a resource to be available and then proceed when possible. 

Resources are first declared with the AdciResource method in the implementation of the 

OnCreate event handler. This means that they mut  be defined even before the simulation 

starts. However, the number of resources for a given resource type cm be changed 

during the simulation initialization. Once declareci, the created resource object cm be 

obtained with the Res member property. During simulation processing, resources are 



requested with the RequestResource member method and released with the 

ReleaseResource member rnethod. 

8.2.2.5.3 Files 

Files can be used to represent a queueing situation that cannot be modeled with a 

resource. This includes situtations where multiple queues are tied to a single resource or 

custom resource allocation schemes are required. Figure 8-4 illustrates such a situation 

where incoming trucks queue up according to their size. Files are also first deciared in 

the OnCreate event handler with the AddFile member method and then accessed with the 

File modeling element rnember propeny. 

Large Truck Queue 

Id d dd,l 

Small Truck Queue 

r+r+ 

Excavation 
Process 1 

Figure 8-4 Utilization of Fies to Represent a Truck Queuing Situation 

8.2.2.5.4 Simulation Events 

Simulation events allow for d i sme  event simulation to take place. Simulation events 

are first declared in the OnSimulationlnitialize event handler. Simulation events should 

not be confused with modeling element events. Modeling element events like OnCreate. 

and OnSimulationInitialize provide means of customzing the modeling element behavior. 

Simulation events can be scheduled to occur at a certain time through the ScheduleEvent 



member function and then processed as part of the implementation of the 

OnSimulationProcessEvent modeling element event. 

8.2.2.5.5 Entities 

Entities, which are also fundemental to the implementation of discrete event simulation, 

are created with the AddEntity member method. Entities are usually assigned attnbutes 

that can be used to make certain decisions during the simulation. Some modeling 

elements wiil create entities, typically in the OnSimuIationInitializeRun event handler, 

and others will simply process entities as they are transferred from other elements. 

8.2.2.5.6 Inter-Element Communication 

Communication between element instances can be done either by one element directly 

manipulating another element's attributes, or, in most cases, through entity transfers. The 

transfer process is automated according to the declared information. When an entity 

needs to be transferred from a given element through one of its connection points. a cal1 

is made to the TransferOut method. The first argument to this method is the entity to be 

transferred out. For each destination elernent instance connected to any of the 

connection points (i.e. which has a relation with the current element instance), the entity 

will be cloned and the destination instance's OnSimulationTransferIn event will be 

uiggered with the appropnate parameten. The defadt implementation of the 

OnSimulationTransferIn event is to schedule the designated bbFintEvent" of the element. 

The "FirstEvent" is assigned when the simuIation events are created with the AddEvent 

method. This approach accomplishes the modularity concept previously described in 



Figure 7-6. Custornization of ihis default mechanism can also be performed through the 

custom implernentation of the OnSimulationTransferIn event. 

8.2.2.5.7 Event Sequence for Simulation Behavior 

The diagram shown in Figure 8-5 illustrates the complete list of events that are triggered 

when the user requests that simulation be initiated. 

1 User Reauests the Start of the Simulation 1 

At least one Eiement R e t u m  a Value of False 

r For d l  elemen ts cal1 OnSimulationlniriaiize 

Current Run = + . 
i 4 For a11 elements cal1 OnSimulationinitRun ) 

No More Simulai n &vents or Simulation 
T h e  Reached M imurn Specifted nme Or 

The User Sto ped The Si'lation t 
1 For aU elements cal1 OnSimulationPostRun 1 

Current Run = Current Run + I 1 
Cumm Run Nlunber of Specifid Runs i 

Figure &5 Triggered Event Sequence for Simulation Behavior 



The OnCheckIntegnty is related to the integrity behavior and will be discussed in Section 

8.2.2.6.4. The OnSimulationInitialize event follows an OnCheckIntegrity event. Some of 

the tasks typically performed in this event handler are to: 

Reset the number of resources for resources based on the values of certain element 

attributes. This is the only event where changes in the number of resources for 

resources are possible. 

Declare the  simulation events using the AddEvent method. 

lnitialize project planning information. 

The OnSimulationInitializeRun event is called at the beginning of each nin. In this event, 

the starting simulation entities are created and scheduled with their starllng events. The 

OnSimulationPostRun is called at the end of each run. The most significant event is 

OnSimulationRocessEvent, which is called whenever a previously scheduled simulation 

event should be processed. The OnSimulationPostRun allows for any post simulation nin 

analysis or cleanup. 

8.2.2.6 Integrity 

Defining the integrity behavior involves the enforcement of certain rules at di fferent 

stages during the rnodeling process. Integrity rules can be grouped into four categories, 

which are described in the next four subsections, 

Genealogy-based d e s  are designed to prevent invalid parent-child type relationships 

where certain child elements cannot exist outside the scope of a given parent element. 

This dependency could be due to the fact that the child requires certain artributes or 



simulation resources of the parent. Support for this type of rule is provided through the 

OnCreate event handler. Referring back to Figure 8-3A, when the creation of a new 

element instance is requested, the OnCreate event is triggered. If this event retums a 

value of "False". then the instance will not be created. This gives developers a chance to 

check the type of the parent element through the Parent and the ElementType propenies 

and perforrn the required validation. 

In cenain situations, the simulation mode1 logic places certain constraints on the 

predecessor and successor relationships of element instances. This includes such rules as 

"Element Type A cannot precede Element Type B" or "Element Type A cannot 

participate in more than one relation". Support for these types of d e s  is provided 

through the OnRelationValid event. which is triggered when the user requests that a 

relation be added between two modeling elements (see Figure 8-2A). If the return value 

from the associated event handler is "Faise" then the relation will not be added. 

Developen can use this event to perform the required validation. 

Parameter type attributes ailow users to modify their vaiues and affect the outcome of the 

simulation. Validation rules on the suppiied user data are supported by the 

OnValidateParameters event. 

When the atmbute is initidly declared with the AddAtmbute methoci, developers have 

the capability to provide a minimum and a maximum vaIue as method parameters. These 

supplied values are used in the default impIementation of the OnVaiidateParameters 



event which ensures that users are not allowed to supply values outside the valid range. 

This obviously only applies to numenc types of attributes. For extended parameter 

validation requirements based on complex numeric rules, text validation rules, or even 

rules involving more than one attribute, developen cm provide their own implementation 

of the OnValidateParametes event. 

All the three previous types of integrity rules trap potentid errors before they occur. This 

is the desired mean of controlling model integrity but it is not always possible. SPS 

modeling. in association with gmphical modeling, utilizes a modeling approach that is 

non-linear in nature. As a result, the simulation model might contain intemediate States 

which are invdid. For this reason, model-based mles are required. Examples of such 

rules are "Element A must contain at least one child instance of Element B" or "Element 

A must have a relation with another instance of type Element B". Such rules are 

supported with the OnCheckIntegrity event, which is triggered when the user requests 

that simulation be iniated (see Figure 8-5). If a single modeling element retums 

"False" for this event, then the simulation will not be started. 

Statistical collection behavior for a aven modeling elernent is enabled by declaring the 

statistic in the OnCreate event hander with the AddStatistic member method. Declared 

statistics c m  be accessed through the Stat member property. The actuai collection and 

analysis of the data is the responsibility of the statistical collection and analysis service; 

this wiil be discussed Iater in Section 8.23.5. 



Explicit declaration of statistics is only requried for custom statistics. The declaration of 

Resources whithin a given element automatically implies the declaration of three default 

statistics: Utilization, WaitingTime, and Queue length. Similary, the declaration of Files 

automaticaly implies the declaration of two statistics: Waiting Time and Queue Length. 

Statistical analysis results are displayed as part of the element anribute dialog fom. This 

is the responsi bili ty of the graphical user interface services (see Section 8.2.3.8.4). 

8.2.2.8 Planning 

Modeling elements which need to generate projeci planning information must enable the 

planning behavior. This involves an initial cal1 to the AddActivity method, as part of the 

OnCreate handler, to declare the project activities. Once art activity is created, it can be 

accessed with the Activity property. The actual generation of planning data, including 

resource, cost, production and revenue information, is done through the planning service; 

this will be discussed in Section 8.3.3.6. 

8 .259  Graphical Wel ing  Support 

8.2.2.9.1 Overview 

Definition of the graphical modeling behavior for a aven element involves initialiùng 

certain settings and responding to certain events generated by the GUI. The actual 

rendering of graphical primitives, dialog boxes and fonns is the responsibility of the GUI 

sewice; this is discussed in detail in Section 8.2.3.8. 



Graphical modeling requires that modeling elements support advanced two-dimensional 

graphicül representation and manipulation. This implies that each element will require an 

associated set of geometrical coordinates that determine its f o m  on a mode1 layout 

window. 

To support this requirement, two array type properties, CoordinatesX and CoordinatesY, 

are available. The size of the arrays can be accessed with the SetNumCoordinates and 

the GetNumCoordinates methods. Most rnodeling elements will only require one set of 

coordinates representing the top left corner of the graphical representation with a constant 

width and height. Other elements, which might require a dynamic shape that can change 

as a result of certain user or interna1 actions, empIoy multiple coordinates. Figure 8-6A 

demonstrates a simple element that utilizes a single set of coordinates while Figure 8-6B 

demonstrates how two sets of coordinates are employed for an element that requires 

flexible representation. 

w 

Figure 8-6 Use of Geometrical Attributes as Modeling Element Reference Points 



Once the geometry of the modeling eIernent is defined and initialized, the default 

implementation of geometry manipulation tasks is automated through the default 

implementation of the relevant events. However, if they wish, developen can still 

implement their own custom implementation by defining their own event handlen. 

When the user attempts to modify the geometry of a given element instance through drag 

and drop mouse operations, the OnMove event is triggered. The default implementation 

offsets a11 the coordinates and the coordinates of the connection points by the amount of 

movement chat the user perfoms. If custorn handling of dragging operations is required, 

(for example, to implement rotation) then the developer defines his own OnMove event 

handler. 

8.2.2.9.3 Element Representation 

Graphical element represenration is supported through the OnDraw event, which is 

triggered when the screen display is refreshed. Developers cm utilize a wide range of 

graphical display methods, which are available through the graphical user interface 

service (see Section 8.2.3.8.2). 

822.9.4 Relationship Representation 

The OnDrawRelation event is triggered when a graphical representation of the 

relationships between two connection points is required. The default implementation 

draws an arrow between the two connection points. 

Connection points also need to be represented graphically as part of the OnDraw event 

handler. The default representation is available through the member method 



DrawConnectionPoints and is a circle. Developers can choose not to use this method 

and impiement their own connection point representation instead. 

The actual manipulation of relationship information between elements can also be done 

through the GUI. Uses can add or delete relations by selecting the source and 

destination connection points. This is called explicit manipulation of relationships. 

Another supported method of creating dationships, denoted implicit manipulation, 

automatically adds a relation between two connection points if the distance between their 

coordinates is smaller than the tolerance value supplied by the developer when the 

connection point was original1 y declared. 

8.2.2.9.5 Grap hical A ttribute Representation 

Developers cm define the type of GUI controls and access permissions that users have 

for manipulating exposed element attnbutes. When the attributes are initially declared 

with the AdciAttribute method, one of the method parameten represents the type of 

extemal representation for the attri bute. Possible options include text box, calendar, 

distribution selector, list box, table, and graph. 

Another AdciAttribute parameter is also available to conuol the type of access that usen 

have over the attribute value. Possible options are (1) 'bRead-Write", indicating the 

attribute is a parameter that can be changed by usea, (2) "Read-Only", indicating an 

output type attrîbute that users can view but not change and (3) "Hidden". indicating that 

the ataibute is for intemal usage only. 



8.2.3 Simphony Services 

8.2.3.1 Introduction 

Sirnphony services encapsulate cornmonIy used routines, which can be used direcdy or 

indirectly by the developer dunng the implementation of the event handlen. This section 

will present the available services and the support they provide. 

Access to these services during the developrnent process is transparent to the developer. 

Some services are available explicitly through special statements while others are 

implicitly accessed through member methods and through member properties of the 

modefing element ciass. Table 8-2 summarizes the means of accessing the supponed 

services and the routines they expose. 

Table 8-2 List of Simphony Services, their Access points, Properties and Methods 

! Service 
1 l I 

! 
Access Point 

! Simulation 1 Modeling / CurrentEntity 
1 Element 1 FirstEvent 

Random 
Number 
Sampling 

Tracing 1 Tracer statement 1 Lasthdessage 1 Trace 

AddEntity, AddEvent, I 
AddFiIe, Admesource. 

Dismbution type 

I 

Properties 

! Or 

Sampler 
statement 

DistType, 
NumParameters. 
Paramvalues, Positive, 

Methods 

StopSimulation, 
Seed, Beta, ExpntI, Norrnal, 
Triang, Uniforrn 

Statisticai 

t 

I 

Collection Element 
and Andysis (Stat property) ! 

Modeling 
MaxVal, MinVal 
GlobalAverage 
GIobalStdDev 

Tracehabled 
Intrinsic, Average, Collect, SetFinish, SetStart 



- 
Element 
(Activity 

l propeny) 

j Planning AddCostCenter 
AddResource, Halt, Start, 
OffsetResourceLevel 
RecognizeCos t 
RecognizeProduction 

Modeling 

L 

Database 
access 
Graphical Arrow, ArrowHead, Ellipse, Circ 

LineTo. MoveTo. Rectangle, 
RenderPicture, TextOut, 
ChangeFillColor, ChangeFont. 
ChangeLineSty te, 
ChangeTextCoIor, TextHeight 

GlobalMin, GlobalMax 

8.2.3.2 Simulation 

dbengine 
statement 
CDC statement 

The simulation service encapsulates a discrete event simulation engine that is responsible 

See section 8.2.3.7 

for managing al1 entities, resources, files and scheduIed events. Access to this service is 

provided through the previously discussed simulation behavior methods of the modeling 

element (see Section 8.3.3.5). Figure 8-7 illustrates the components of the simulation 

service and its access points with the modeling element methods. 

Modeling Etement Simulation 
Behavior 

- AddEntity - 
DeictlEntity 

Evcnt 
t 'hkdiw 1 

En!ity Pool 

Evat  Pool 

Figure &7 Simulation Service Componeots and its Accw Points 

ClomEniitv 

File Pool - 
AddRtsoum - Resourœ Pwl 
R c l ~ r c e  

m 



The entity pool manages the set of defined entities in the model and allows modeling 

elements to add. delete or clone entities. The event pool manages the list of events 

defined with the AddEvent method. The file pool encapsulates the list of defined files 

and provides the means to navigate and manipulate their content. The resource pool 

manages the set of defined resources and handles al1 requests for resource allocations and 

releases. 

The event calendar is responsible for the management of the simulation events. 

Simulation events are added with the ScheduleEvent method. Their position within the 

interna1 data structure is dependent on the event time supplied through the ScheduleEvent 

method panmeters. Scheduled events can ais0 be cancelled with the CanceIEvent 

method. Simulation processing is initiated when the user requests t'ie s tm of the 

simulation. -4 representation of the underlying algorithm responsible for this process is 

shown in Figure 8-8. The simulation event Ioop first removes the next event to be 

processed from the event calendar and advances the current simulation Ume to the tirne of 

the event. The event is then routed to the modeling element instance that originally 

scheduled it. During simulation processing, instances may schedule further events. which 

are in tum inserted into the appropriate calendar position. This process continues until 

al1 the events in the calendar have been processed or simulation time reaches a maximum 

specified by the user. 



Schedule Next Events 

Figure 8-8 Simulation Event Scheduling and Processing 

823.3 Random Nurnber Sarnpling 

The core component of this service provides support for random number generation and 

transformation into several standard stochastic distributions. Actual transfomed values 

are obtained through the Beta, Expntl, Normal. Triang, and Uniforrn methods, which 

generate beta, exponentially, norrnally, triangularly and uniformly disvibuted deviates, 

respectively. Other types of transformations c m  be supported through a user service as 

will be explained in Section 8.2.3.9. 

Another layer above the core component is also available for supponing element 

attnbutes with an intemal type set to a distribution. An attribue's intemal representation 

c m  be set to the distribution type to allow users to modify the disnibution specifications 

at run-time duou& the GUI (see 8.2.3.8.3) and then allow developers to sample random 

numbers based on the user's information. Several methods and properties, as listed in 

Table 8-1. are provided to allow developen to manudly control these types of amibutes. 



The tracing service provides support for a general purpose feedback management system. 

It is used by developen to insert tracing statements for tracking simulation progress or for 

reponing certain errors. The tracing service is also used intemally by the system to report 

any errors encountered at run-time. 

Developen can generate trace messages through a cal1 to the Trace method of the Tracer 

object. The fint argument is a string consisting of the message. The second argument 

specifies the message category. which the user cm use as a filter to examine a specific 

category of messages. Two funher subcategory levels cm also be defined through third 

and founh arguments. The convention is to use "Simulation" for simulation tracing 

messages, "Plan" for project plan type information, and "btegrity" for reponing integnty 

type errors. Intemal run-time erron are generated with the category "Execution". An 

example of a run-tirne error is a division by zero. The "Execution" category is a special 

category because any generated trace messages will cause the simulation service to stop 

if it is currently executing a model. 

For every trace call, the system will automatically track the current simulation nrn. 

simulation time, originating element instance, and element event. The last generated 

message can be accessed with the LastMessage property. The TraceEnabled property 

ailows developers to toggle the status of the service. If its vaiue is False then any 

generated tracing messages, with the exception of those based on the "Execution" 

category, will be ignored. 

The GUI service provides a dialog window for intuitive navigation by usen of generated 

trace messages (see Section 8.2.3.8.5). 



8.2.3.5 Statistical collection and Anal ysis 

This service provides the means for the automated collection and analysis of statistics 

during simulation. Analysis of observations collected with the Collect member method 

depends on whether the associated statistic was declared as intrinsic or non-intrinsic. For 

each data point that is collected, the simulation time at which it was collected is also 

tracked. A statistic declared as non-intrinsic will cause the analysis to ignore this time 

component and perform simple analysis based only on the collected data values. 

Otherwise, the calculations will be biased by the time value of the collected statistic. 

Intrinsic type statistics are typically used for variables that indicate a certain state of the 

mode1 such as the current file length or the number of available resources while non- 

intrinsic statistics are used for perfonance type variables such as cycle tirne. travel time. 

and waiting time. 

With intrinsic analysis, the observation time interval is exuemely important. By default. 

the interval is defined by the minimum and maximum time at which the data was 

collected, This is valid most of tirne. But in some situations it might be necessary to 

manually set this interval to adjust the analysis. Consider, for example, a statistic that is 

tracking the utilization of a backhoe. The data points for this statistic are collected from 

the tirne that a certain process first obtains the backhoe until the time it is finally released. 

Based on this information, the defadt anaiysis will calculate the average utilization based 

on the first time the backhoe was requested until the last time that it was released- 

However, it might make more sense to analyze the backhoe utilization across the entire 

duration of the project and not oniy based on the activities in which it was involved. To 



do this. developers can choose to define the interval manually using the SetStart and 

SetFinish methods. 

Statisticai data can also be tracked in full or in sumary.  The tracking method is 

specified duxing the AddStatistic cd1 and can later be examined with the FullTracking 

propeny. "Full tracking" means that the collected data is dumped to the database on each 

cal1 and that the user can view a histogram or a time-graph representation of the data 

through the GUI (see section 8.3.3.8.4). The alternative is summary tracking, which 

means that detailed statistical data is not kept and only surnmary information is availabte. 

This type of tracking utilizes far less memory space and CPU time. 

At any time during or after the simulation, several properties, as listed in Table 8-2. are 

available to aliow developers to extract the current statistical analysis results. This 

includes the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum for a given nin as well as 

global results across al1 runs. 

8.2.3.6 Planning 

The planning sentice allows for the generation of project planning information 

conforming to the standard previously discussed in Section 7.4.3. Activities are first 

declared for each modeling element as part of the planning behavior using the 

AddActivity member method. Once activities are declared, The AdciResource method 

can be used to declare required resources, and the AddCostCenter method can be used to 

declare cost centers, which are used for tracking costs. 

During the simulation execution, calls can be made to RecognizeProduction to recognize 

the production of a certain amount, to RecognizeRevenue to recognize that a certain 

compensation amount has been received, to RecongizeCost to recognize that cost for a 



certain cost center has been incurred and OffsetResource to recognize the allocation or 

de-allocation of a cenain resource. 

For each planning related call, Simphony records the current simulation nin and time and 

stores the data in the relational structure illustrated in Figure 7-5. 

The GUI service provides several foms that display a summary of the generated 

planning information. These are presented in Section 8.2.3.8.6. 

8.2.3.7 Database Access 

The database access service provides support for accessing extemal databases. This 

service is based on Microsoft's Data Access Objects (DAO) library, which supports 

cunor or batch SQL-based commands to be executed on an ODBC cornpliant data 

source. The actual set of supported properties and methods is very extensive and as such, 

will not be discussed here. It is sufficient to say that developen can utilize this service 

to retneve and manipulate information in extemal databases. For more information on 

ODBC and DAO, see Vaughn (1998). 

8.2.3.8 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

8.2.3.8.1 General 

The GUI service provides al1 the required functionality to support a graphical user 

interface for controlling the modeling and simulation system. This includes a wide range 

of dialog boxes. fonns. user interface controls, and Iine and bitmap primitives. 

8.23*82 Gtaphical Drawing Primitives 



Access to the graphical drawing primitives of the GUI service is available through the 

CDC statement. Exarnples of supported li ne drawing methods are MoveTo, LineTo, 

Circ. Rectangle, Ellipse, Arrow and ArrowHead. The format of the line output methods 

can be conuotled with the ChangeLinestyle and the ChangeFillColor rnethods. The 

RenderPicture method is used to vansfer a bitmap from the bitmap database ont0 the 

display surface. The bitmap database is managed by the developer and will be illustrated 

in Section 8.2.4.2. Text drawing is also supported through the TextOut, 

ChangeTextColor, and ChangeFont methods. 

8.23.8.3 Attribute External Representation 

The list of attributes for a given modeling element is vicwed using the e1ement attribue 

dialog box shown in Figure 8-9. Parameter type attributes are shown separately from 

output type attributes. 

Figure 8-9 Attribute Manipulation through the Element Attribute Dialog Box 



The user interface control that is shown when the user attempts to view or modify the 

value of the attribute varies with the developer's choice of intemal and external 

representation set during the initial cal1 to the AdciAttribute method. Table 8-3 shows a 

list of the possible options and a sample control. 

Table 8-3 GUI Controls Used for the External Representation of Elernent Attributes 

Interna1 
Rep. 
Numeric, text 

Numeric, text 

Disuibution 

External 
Rep. 
Default 

List box 

Default 

Default 

Table 

GUI 
Con trol 
Text Box 

List Box 

Calendar 

Distribution 
Dialog Box 



Gnph burd  Arny Attrlbutr 

8.23.8.4 Statistical Analysis Representation 

The statisiical analysis results of collected data are also provided through the element 

auribute dialog box as shown in Figure 8-10. Included in the information shown are the 

number of runs for which data was collected, the global mean and standard deviation, and 

the minimum and maximum values observed. For statistics declared with full tracking. a 

histogram represenation (Figure 8-1 1) and a tirne graph (Figure 8-12) can also be viewed. 

Time graphs display the value of the statistic as a function of time. 

Figure 8-10 GUI Presentation of Summary Statisticai Analysis Results 

Figure 8-1 1 Sample Generated Histogram 



Figure 8-12 Sample Generated Time Graph 

8.2.3.8.5 Trace Message Representation 

The GUI service includes a special form that is used to view generated tncing messages. 

This form, shown in Figure 8-13, allows users to filter and sort the messages according to 

their categories. 
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Figure 8-13 Trace Navigation Form 

8.2.3.8.6 Project Plan Representation 

Earlier, ir was mentioned that project-planning information is generated primarily for use 

by extemal systems. However, it is believed that users can also benefit from the ability to 

quickly view a summary of the generated information in a simple format prior to the final 

analysis by extemal systems. As a result. the GUI seMce includes a number of project 

planning display foms. The main foxm is shown in Figure 8-14. The lefi side displays a 

tree that contains a hierarchical view of the project activities. At the highest level is the 

project itself. Selecting a given activity fiom this m e  will display its related information 

on the sheet shown on the right. 



Schedule Information 
Start Time (Hrs) 
Finish %me (Hrs) 
Duntion (HE) 

Production Information 
Total Quanttty 
Productmty (Untts Per Ki min Hr.) 

Costing Information 
Total Cost 
Unit Cost (Wnit) 

Revenus Information 
Total Revenue 
Unit Pav Rate [Siünitl 

ive rage Std, Dm. 
i 

Figure 8-14 Project Plan Summary Form 

The scheduie information includes the start and finish time of the activities in tenns of 

elapsed hours. The activity duration is simply the difference between the finish and stan 

times. The production information section shows the total quantity recognized for the 

selected activity and the resultant productivity based on the total quantity and the acrivity 

duration. The costing information section shows the total cost incurred and the unit cost 

based on the recognized total quantity. Similarly, the revenue information section shows 

total revenue generated and the unit pay rate based on total revenue and total quantity 

recognized. 

Below the summary sheet, two buttons are available. The fint, "Cash Flow". presents a 

secondary form with a chan that shows the total revenue, total cost and net income as a 



function of the simulation time. The second, "Resource Utilization", activates another 

fom that displays the various resources utilized as a function of the simulation time. 

8.23.9 User Services 

The presented services provide comrnonly used routines for supporting the developer in 

creating a new special purpose simulation template. However, Simphony was designed 

in such a manner that extra user services can be added to the existing service pool. 

Advanced developers or third Party specialists can implement new specialized services 

for integntion with the S imphony development environment. Examples of potentiall y 

useful services include a comprehensive random sampling library, a CAD access library. 

an artificial neural network training and recall library, and an optirnization library. 

8.2.4 The Simphony Designer Program 

8.2.4.1 Introduction 

The Simphony Designer is an intepted development environment that allows for the 

definition of modeling elements. It allows developen CO define the element behavion 

using a language based on Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). VBA was deveioped by 

Microsoft Corporation for use as macro-based extension language for its senes of office 

productivity tools including Access, Excei and Word. The decision to use VBA was 

driven by the fact that nurnerous major developers now use it as the standard macro 

support language within their applications. This includes such products as AutoCAD and 

Primavera. The main form for the program is s h o w  in Figure 8-15. 



Figure 8-15 Main Form of Simphony Designer 

The modeling element tree displays a list of al1 currently defined modeling elements in 

the modeling element library. A tree view is used because the structure of the library is 

hierarchical. Clickmg on a given modeling element from the tree displays its event 

handlen in the "Event handler Coding Area" and allows developen to change their 

definition or insen new event handlen. 

Developen can Save their work at any tirne during the implementation process. Before 

saving, Simphony Designer will check the code and ensure that there are no syntax 

errors. if any errors exist, they will be explained in the status bar and a red line will 

indicate the position of the error. 

8m2m42 The Bitmap Database 

Simphony Designer includes a bitmap database that stores ail the picnires that are 

available for use by the modeling =!ements for customizing their graphical representation 
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through the RenderPicture method. The form used to manipulate this database is shown 

in Figure 8-16. 
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Figure 8-16 Bitmap Database Manipulation Form 

83.5 Template Design Guidelines 

The prirnary objective of Simphony developers is the construction of a tool that can be 

used by construction practitioners to automate, formalize and verify their decision 

making process. The f i a t  step in the development of a special purpose simulation tool 

consists of a careful and detailed analysis of the target construction process. It is very 

important for developen to understand in detail the engineering and management 

fundamentais, resources, interactions and transformations that occur within that process 

and to keep in mind the overall objective of the tool. This can be accomplished through a 

series of interviews with engineers and experts who are well experienced highly the 

target process. After a thorough analysis and documentation of the process and the 

engrneer's requirements, the design of the tool can begin. 



The best design is the one that can take the most advantage of Simphony's ability to 

allow for the construction of re-usable simulation models. Reusability is accomplished 

through a combination of pararneterized models and flexible modeling elements. With 

parameterized models. element parameten can be modified by users at run-time to 

sirnulate slightly different scenarios and generate different outcornes. Flexible modeling 

elements take advantage of modularity concepts to dlow certain elements to be reused in 

severai contexts. The end result, if designed correctly, is a tool that allows for the 

rnodeling of a large proportion of al1 the possible scenarios within the target domain. 

After the completion of the initial investigation, the detailed SPS template design can 

begin. This involves the identification of the required modeling elements followed by the 

definition of the behavion of each modeling element. The number of moieling elements 

required depend greatly on the nature of the modeled construction process and the 

arnount of reusability required. In most cases, a standard list of modeling elements will 

fint be defined and used. This list could graduaily grow to allow for the modeling of 

more situations depending on the user's requirements. Table 8-4 provides a step-by-step 

process that developen can use as a guideline for obtaining the initial set of rnodeling 

elements. 

Table &4 Simphony Tempiate Design Guidelines 

S t e ~  1 Action 
Provide a 
generai 
description of 
the target 
consmction 
process 

2 1 Define the 

Comment 
What are we uying to analyze? 
What are the resources hvolved? 
(Labor, E2pîpment.-.) 
What is the ovedl measure of  
performance 
What is a typical scenario? 
What is the general nature of variations 
from one scenario to the next? 
Based on the identified scenario 

Obiective 
The end result of this analysis 
will be the Primary Modeling 
Element that represents the 
construction operation as a 
whole 

The identified basic eIements 



1 1 elements of the 1 variations. identify the basic elements 1 will translate into the Child 
I 1 involved in the target process. 1 Elements of the Primary 

3 

construction 
process 
Define the 
function and 
behavior of each 
construction 
process element 

Based on the identified elements, define 

8.2.6 Template Implementation Guidelines 

Modeling Element. 
This preliminary process 

the preliminary Iist of attributes and 
operations chat each element will 
represent. 

Table 8-5 presents a step-by-step guideline for the development of a modeling element 

definition for each element 
will be the basis for the 
irnplementation of the 
behaviors of the modeling 
element. 

after the completion of its design. The illustrated process encourages the i~cremenral 

development and testing of the modeling elemen t behaviors. 

Table 8-5 Guidelines for the Incremental Development of a Modeling Element 

1 Description 1 Comments / Events 

1 Define initial 1 Athbutes 

1 1 the required connection points of the 1 

Use the AddAttribute method to add the / OnCreate 
required read-wnte attributes of the I 

2 Define Relations 

I 1 modeling element. 

modeling element. 
Use the AddConnectionPoint method to add OnCreate 

1 3 Simulation 
/ 4 Declare any 
/ required interna1 

attributes / 5 
1 6 Declare any 

Define Simulation Behvior 
Use the AdciAttribute rnethod to add the 
required hidden attributes of the modeling 
elernent. 

Use the AdciResource method to add any , OnCreate 
required resources 

7 Declare any 

OnCreate 

required files 
8 Declare any 

required simulation 
events 

required simulation resources. 
Use the AddFie method to add any 

9 Set the resource 
quan tities 

10 Declare any 
starting entities and 
schedule their 
starting events 

OnCreate 
required simulation files. 
Use the AddEvent method to add any 
required simulation events. 

Use the NumResources property of the 
resource object to set the number of 
resources based on the correspondhg 
atuibute values if needed. 
Use the AddEntity method to create the 
initial mode1 entities and schedule their 
starting events with the ScheduieEvent 
method, 

OnSirnulationInitialize 



1 simulation events 1 simulation events. Use a "Select-Case" 1 
1 11 Rocess the 1 Write the appropriate code to process the 1 OnSirnulationProcessEvent 

12 intercept incoming 
1 entities 1 implernent manual routing or to do sorne 1 

statement to filter the events. 
intercept incoming entities in order to 

integrity 

OnSirnulationTransferin 

13 Define integrity 
rules 

13.1 Define parameter 
is not sufficient, irnplement your own. 
Parameter integrity checking is performed 
after the user modifies any of the attribute 

pre-processing if needed. 

If the default parameter integrity checking 

1 genealogy-based 1 event handler. return False if the element 1 

OnValidateParameters 

13.2 Define 

I 
- - 

integrity 1 violates hienrchical integrity. For 1 
1 1 example. you might choose to dlow the 1 

values in the element property form. 
in your implementation of the OnCreate 

1 1 creation of truck elements only as children 1 

OnCreate 

integrity nurnber of relations from a given output 
connection point or constraint the types of 

OnRelationValid 
1 of the Move-Earth element. 

13.3 Deftne 
relationship 

1 level integrity 1 cannot be done with the previous three 1 

implement any relationship-based integrity. 
For example, you rnight want to Limit the 

13.3 Define mode1 

types of integrity checks. Mode1 level 
integrîty is performed when the engineer 

1 1 requests that the simulation be initiated. An 1 

the elements which could be connected. 
Implement any mode1 level checks that 

1 1 example of a check you might want to do 

OnCheckintegri ty 

1 1 here is ensuring that that an earth-moving 1 
1 1 element contains at least one source child 1 
I 1 elernent. 

1 required custom 1 required statistics such as mifk cycle times. 
1 statistics i Note that resources and files corne with - 1 
I 14 Define statistics 

14.1 Declare any , Use the AddStatistic method to declare any OnCreate 

14.2 Collect statistics 

15 Declare any useful 
output attributes 

several default statistics. 

any read-only attribute bat  could be 
beneficial to the engineer. 

Use the CoUect method of the statistic 
object to record observations. This should 
typicaily be done in the 
OnSimulationRocessEvent event handler. 
Use the AdclAttribute method to declare 

OnSimulationRocessEven t 
OnSimulationTransferIn 

OnCreate 



1 16 Customize 1 Add any bitmaps you rnight need <O the 1 OnCreate 1 
graphicd 
Representation 

1 1 need more than a single reference point. 1 1 

bitmap database. Use these bitmaps in 
order to improve the graphical appeal of the 
modeling elements. Alternatively, you can 
use any of the avaiiable Iine and text output 
methods of the pphics  service. if you 

OnDraw 
OnDrawRelation 
OnDragDraw 

l / to support rotation or highiy non- I I 

17 Customize 
graphical 
Manipulation 

cal1 the SetNumCoordinates method. 
If the default graphical manipulation of the 
elernent is not satisfactory, implernent yow 
own. You might want to do this if you need 

18 Define planning 
18.1 Declare activities. 

OnGetBoundingBox 
OnHitTest 
OnMove 

rectanplar elernent representations. 
i 

Use the AddActivity method to deciare any 1 OnCreate 
activity resources. 
and activity cost 

82.7 Sample Tool Development Session 

activities that s hould be generated through 
the current modeling elernent. 

centers. 
18.2 Recognize cost 
18.3 Recognize 

revenue 
18.4 Track resource 

levels 

An example will now be provided to illustrate how Simphony is used to create a simple 

modeling element. The new element will allow a plant owner to model a simple concrete 

batch plant operation. Incoming trucks amive at the plant site and wait for their tum. 

When the mixer is available, the next truck in the queue Ioads a certain quantity of 

concrete and then proceeds to its destination- 

The Simphony Designer program is fint used to create a new element called 

"Batch-Plant". Next, the simulation behavior of the new element is defîned to model the 

described scenario. 

RecognizeCost 
RecognizeRevenue 

OnSimulationProcessEvent 
OnSimulationProcessEvent 

OffsetResourceLevel I OnSimulationProcessEvent 



8.2.7.2 Step 1 : Building a Working Model 

Simulation model entities representing the trucks will be needed. So will a resource to 

represent the mixer location. The dimete simulation events wi Il be: TmckAmve. 

RequestMixer, and ReleaseMixer. The mixer resource is declared by implementing a 

handler for the OnCreate event as following: 

Public Funcrion Batch-Plant-OnCreatefob As CFCSirn-ModelingElernenrImtance, .r As Single. y As 
Sirigle) As Boolean 

Batclt -P fant-On Creare = True 
o h  On Create x y,  True 

06. AdMesource "Mirer", l 
Etid Furicrion 

The first line inside the handler sets the return vaiue to True to instnict Simphony to 

create the element. If for some reason the element should not be created, the retum value 

can be set to False. The second line calls the default implementation of the event handler. 

The third line declares the mixer resource with an initiai quantity of one. Next, the 

needed events are declared as part of the developer's implementation of the 

OnSimulationInitialize event handler: 

Public Su6 Batcii~Planr~OnSimularionIniriaIizefob As CFCSim~ModelingEien~et~titrstance) 
O 6. AddEvenr "Truck4 rrive ". True 
ob.rlddEvenr "RequestMixer" 
ob.A&Event "ReleaseMîrerW 

End Sub 

A startïng truck will need to be initialized at the beginning of the simulation. At each 

truck's arrival, the arriva1 of the following truck is scheduled. In order to initialize the 

first truck in the model, the OnSimulationInitializeRun event , which is trïggered at the 

beginning of each simulation run, is impiemented as following: 

Public Sub Batch-Plant-OnSùnuI~~tionlnitialireR~~(o As CFCSim-~rModelingElementImtance, RunNunl 
A s  Inreger) 

Dùn truck As CFCSim-Enrily 



Set truck = ab.A&iEntiry 

ob. ScheduleEvenr truck, "TruckArrive ",O 
Erid Sub 

The above code first declares a variable of type CFCSim-Entity. The second line cails 

the AddEntity method to obtain a reference to a new entity, which is then assigned to the 

declared variable. On the third line, the ScheduIeEvent method is used to schedule the 

first event for the starting entity. The ScheduleEvent rnethod expecrs the entity as a fint 

parameter. The second parameter is the event name to be scheduled and the third 

parameter is the duration from the current simulation time at which the event should 

The main simulation processing code is defined in OnSimuIationProcessEvent event 

handler. For the batch-PIant, this is done as following: 

Public Su6 Batch-Pfan~OnSim~tl~rionProcessE~~entlob As CFCSim-Modelit~y Elrnienrlnsrance. MyEvent 
As Swing. Entiry As CFCSim-Enti~) 

Dim NewTrtrck As CFCSim-Enrie 

Select Case MyEven t 
Case "TrucMrrive " 

'schedule the arriva1 of the next truck 
Set NewTruck = ob.AddEnti0 
ob.Schedule Evenr New Truck, "TruckArrive': 20. O 

' schedule the next evenr for the current truck 
06. Schedule Evenr eritiîy. "RtquesrMirer ", 0.0 

06ScheduleEvenr enzity,"Rele~~~eMùrer". 15.0 
End If 

Case "ReleaseMùrer" 
ob. ReleaseResource "Mîxerl*,enrin, 

ob. DeleteEntity entiry 
End Select 

End Su6 



The parameters of the event provide the event name that must be processed as well as a 

reference to w hichever entity original1 y scheduled the event. For the 'TruckArrive" 

event. the above code fint creates another truck entity represent the next truck that will 

arrive then schedules its arriva! time at 20 minutes. This means that currently, the 

assumption is made that the inter-amival time of the trucks is 20 minutes. Next the code 

schedules the "RequestMixer" event for the current truck. When the current event is the 

"RequestMixer", the above code first calls the RequestResource method to obtain the 

mixer resource. If the mixer is available, then the method cal1 will retum a True value. 

Othenvise a False value will be retumed and both the current event and the requesting 

entity are saved and automatically added to the resource queue. When the mixer 

becomes availab le, the saved event will be automaticall y rescheduled for the saved entity. 

When the mixer is obtained, the "ReleaseMixer" event is scheduled to occur in 15 

minutes. The assumption here is that loading time will be 15 minutes. When the 

"ReleaseMixer" event is to be processed, the above code first calls the ReleaseResource 

method to release the mixer and then destroys the current truck entity as it is no longer 

needed. 

At this point a working tool that rnodeis the described situation has been defined. It can 

be tested using the Simphony Editor prograrn and statistics can be examined for the mixer 

resource. 

8.2.73 Step 2 - Adding Randomness 

The second step will demonstrate how randonmess cm be incorporated into the 

simulation code through the random number sampling service. The assumption is now 

that, instead of trucks arriving every 20 minutes, the inter-mival time will be 



exponentially distributed with a mean of 20 minutes. Similarly, the Ioading time will be 

normally distributed with a mean of 15 minutes and a standard deviation of 2 minutes. 

To do this, the implementation of the OnSimu1ationProcessEvent is modified as follows: 

a.. 

0b.ScheduleEvent NewTruck,"TruckArrive",20.0 
... 
ob. Schedule Event entity, " ReleaseMixerl*, I5.O 
. . . 

After: 

... 
06.Sclledule Event New Truck, "TruckArrrve".Sampler.~~pntl(îO.O0) 
... 
ob.Sckedule Evenr en r ie,  "ReleaseMirer ", Sarnpler-nomit lS.O.2) 
. . . 

Instead of supplying direct deteministic values. the above code calls the sampling 

service to obtain a random number. 

8.2.7.4 Step 3 - Incorporation of Different Tmck Sues 

The next step is to demonstrate how trucks of different sizes can be incorporated into the 

model. An assumption is made that. on average. half the incorning trucks will be large 

and half will be small. For large trucks. the Ioading tirne is Norrnai(25,2); for small 

trucks it is NormaI(15,3). To do this, an entity attribute wi1I be used to determine the size 

of the truck. For the initial entity created at the beginning of the simulation run, it is 

assumed to be large: 

Public Su6 Barch-Plant-OnSimularionlnitialkeR~~(ob A s  CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnstance. RunNwn 
A s  Inreger) 

Dim truck As CFCSùn-ëntiry 
Set truck = ob.AddEnri~ 



ob.Sc/reduleEvenr truck, "TruckArrive ".O 
End Sub 

The main change highlighted above initializes a new entity attnbute called "Size" and 

assigns it the value "Large". Next, a similar change is made to the 

OnSimuiationProcessEvent event handler as follows: 

Dim x us single 
... 
Select Case My Event 
Case "TruckA rrive " 

'schedule the arriva1 of the nexr truck 
Set NewTruck = ob.AddEnrity 
x = Sampler.unifonn(O,I) 
If x c 0.5 Then 

New Truck("Sue") = "Sntall" 
Eke 

New Truck("Sizel*) ="Largew 
End If 

ob.Sc/redule Event New Truck. "TruckA rrive ". Sampler-expntlf 20.0) 

The above code first declares a single precision floating point variable (Single). When 

the 'TruckArrive" event is handled, the above code samples a random uniform number 

between O and 1. If this number is less than 0.5, it sets the truck size to "Srnail" 

otherwise. it sets it to "Large". This has the effect of generating an equal number of 

small and iarge trucks. 

The other change required will be to the pmcessing code for the "RequestMixer" 

simulation event. Changes are as follows: 

Case "RtrquesrMLxer " 
If 06. RequesrResource("Mirer': enrity) Then 

If enrity(*'Sire")=lr~e" Then 
ob-SchedukEvent entity,"Re&0~eMUcer",~pIer.nomal(25,2) 

Else 
ob.Schedu&èEvent e~,"Re~aseM~er",Sompler;nonnal(IS,3) 

End If 

End If 



The above code fint checks the value of the entity's "Size" attnbute and. depending on 

its value, the appropriate parameters of the distribution are used. 

8.2.7.5 Step 1 - Using Parameter Attributes 

Thus fa, the element definition includes numerous assumptions about the batch plant 

operation. This means that if the owner of the batch-plant Company would like to 

experiment with different truck inter-arriva1 times or loading duration, they must either 

posses enough information to modify the code. which is highly unlikely, or contact the 

developer to make the necessary changes. This is obviously unpractical; what is needed 

instead is a pararneterized modeling element. This means that attributes for rhe modeling 

element must be defined. which the plant owner can change in the Simphony Editor. In 

order to provide the plant owner with control over the truck loading duration, two 

attributes are added to the modeling element as follows: 

Public Funcrion Batch-Plant-OrtCreare(o6 As CFCSinr-ModelingElemen~Insra~~ce. x As Single. As 
Single) As Boolean 

Batch-Plant-OnCreare= True 
06. OnCreare .r. y. True 

ob.AUrtrrbufe "ioadLarge","tOadhg Duraibn for hrge Trucks",CFC-Disaibution, 
CFC-Single, CFC-Red W&e 

obAddAtiribute "LoadSmall","Luading Dur~n'on for Srna11 Tmcks1',CFC-Distribution, 
CFC-Single, CFC-Read Wde 

ob.AddResource "Mùrer", l 
End Funcrion 

The changes highlighted above use the AddAttribute method to declare two attributes of 

type ''CFC~Distribution". This means that wa will be presented with a special dialog 

box where they cm choose the distribution type and set its parameter values. Once the 

amibutes are declared. their values will need to be used as part of the simulation 



processing. To do this, the OnSimulationRocessEvent event handler is changed as 

follows: 

if enripi "Size ")= "Large " Then 
obScheduleEvent enti~,"RelerrseM~rer",ob("LaudLarge") 

&Ise 
ob.ScheduleEvenr enriry, "ReleaseMixer",ob("LoadSmall") 

End /J 

Instead of specifying a value directly, the above code simpiy references the declared 

attribute. which retums a random value based on the user's specifications. The attribute 

values can be manipulated through modeling element attribute form shown in Figure 8-9. 

8.2.7.6 Step 6 - Adding Custom Statistics 

The statistics available by default are those that are associated with the resources. If any 

extra custom statistics are needed, they must first be declared and the observation values 

collected during the simulation. Assuming that the owner is interested in the total service 

time of the truck, a new statistic is declared by adding the following line to the end of the 

OnCreate event handler: 

ob.AddStatistic "C'c~eTime", " Truck Cycle Tirne". False. True 

ïhe  shown statement declares a new, non-intirinsic statistic called "CycleTime" with full 

tracking. Now that the statistic is declared, the observations for it cm be collected. To do 

this, the truck entity must first be tagged before it requests a mixer with a timestamp. 

This will allow for the determination of its cycle time upon completion of the loading 

operation. This c m  be done by making the following highlighted changes to the 

OnSimulationProcessEvent event handler: 

Public Sub Batch~Plunr~OnSimulationProcessEvent(ob As CFCSùn_ModelingElernenfInnance. MyEvent 
Ar String. En te  A s  CFCSh-Entiry) 

Dim New Truck As CFCSim-Enrity 
Dim x As Single 



Selecr Case MyEvenr 
Case "Truck.4 rrive " 

'schedule the arrivai of rhe n tm rmck 
Ser NewTruck = ob.AddEnriry 
.r = Sarnpler. uniform(0,I ) 
Jfx < 0.5 Then 

NewTruck("Size")="Small" 
Else 

NewTruck( "Sire ")= "Large" 
End if 

ob.ScheduleEvent New Truck. "TruckArrive': Sumpler.expntl(20.0) 

'scheduie the n a t  event for the currenr truck 
06.ScheduleEvenr entity,"RequesrMirerl: O 

Case "RequestMixer " 
if ab. RequestResourcef"MLrer",enti~) Then 

if enriof "Sire") ="Large" Then 
obScheduleEvenr enti~,"ReleaseMirer".ob("toudtarge") 

EIse 
ob.ScheduieEvenr enti~."ReleoseMirer",ob("LoadSmll") 

End if 

End If 
Case "RelenseMirer" 

06. ReleaseResource "Mixer ", enrio 

06. DeleteEnrip enrie 
End Select 

End Sub 

8.2.8 Development of the Common Template 

8.2.8.1 Ovemew 

In order to test the expressiveness and flexibility of Simphony, a set of modeling 

elements were developed to dlow for the construction of simulation models based on the 

traditional general purpose simulation modeling approach. Table 8-6 Iists the developed 

elements and their hnction. The actuai development code is provided in Appendix 1. 



Table 8 6  List of Developed Modeling Elements Used to Support GPS-Based 

Modeling 

Modeling Element Purpose 
CreateEn t Used to create entities. 

or updates the values of an 
existing attribute. 

probabilistic branching. 
Consolidate ( Consolidates incoming entities 

Branch 

I 1 into one entitv. 

Irnp lements conditional and 

/ Task 
I 

1 RandomTask 

l 
( Releax 1 Releases a previously captured 

DeIays entities by a 
deterministic value. 
Delays entities by a random 

Resource 

Capture 

value. 
Declares a resource for use with 
Capture and Release elements. 
Delays incoming entities until a 
given resource is available. 

1 element. 
CollectStat 1 Collects observed values. Used 

Statistic 

1 1 in conjunction with the Statistic 

resource. 
Deciares a user statistic to be 
tracked using the CollectStat 

1 1 organize relationship 
Connec tor 

representâtion. 
Trace Used to generate trace messages. 

element. 
A dummy element used to 

1 ~xecute 1 Used to execute user code (user 
inserts). 
Used to route entities arriving at 
an input connection point of the 
arent element. 

; OutPort Used to route entities to an 
output comection point of a 

Paramerers Statistics 

Time of First Create 

Attribute 1 Name 
Attribue 1 Value 
... 
Attribute 5 Narne 
Attribute 5 Value 
Branching Probability 

Number to Consolidate 
Number to Generate 
Delay Duration 1 

Delay Duration 

Number of Resources 
Capture Rionty Waiting 

j Time 

Resource Narne 
Number of Resources 
S tatistic's name 1 User ' 
Intrinsic Status Statistic 
Full Tmckin 
S tatistic 
Value to Collect . 
Expression 
Category 
Expression 



1 1 act as a container for other 1 1 1 
CompositeElement 

1 eiements. I 

The listed elernents make up the bulk of the functionality that is often provided with a 

general-purpose simulation system. Usen can utilize these elements to extend the 

existing set of SPS templates and build accurate and representative models. Three special 

elements, the InPort, OutPort and CompositeElement, have been added to allow for the 

creation of sub-models. This is based on Simphony's support for hierarchy and 

modularity concepts. 

parent. 
A simple element designed to 

8.2.8.2 The Comrnon Template as a Development Support Tool 

1 

Through the common template, usen can in fact create elements of their own and place 

them in the User Mode1 Library for later use. This will be illustrsted in Section 8.3.2. 

Developers can ais0 use this library to automate the definition of the simulation behavior 

of their elements. The previous approach was to implement the behavior explicitly by 

handling simulation-related events and implementing the required discrete event 

simulation code. A quicker alternative is to delegate the simulation behavior to a set of 

child elements, which are based on the common template. Incoming entities at the parent 

element would simply be routed for processing by the child elements. Communication 

between parent and child elements is supported with the InPort and the OutPort nodes. 



Figure 8-17 Utilization of the Cornmon Template to Define Simulation Behavior 

Figure 8-17A contains a mode1 of a spreading opention. A dozer travels to a spreading 

pile. removes a certain quantity and then perfonns the spreading operation. The dozer 

and the spreading pile elements are atomic in the sense that their interna1 structure is 

defined using code and not through other lower level elements. The spreading modeling 

element. in contrast, defines its simulation behavior through its children. Entities arrive 

at its input connection point and are routed to the sub-mode1 shown in Figure 8- 17B. The 

sub-mode1 is built using a set of common elements. The finai element, OutPort, transfers 

the entity back to the higher level model. 

The actual structure of the sub-mode1 c m  be prototyped using the modeling environment 

to accomplish the required behavior and then later uanslated into the equivalent script. 

The end result is a modeling element that creates a set of child elements as soon as it is 

created, 



8.3 Construction Simulation using the Simphony Editor 

8.3.1 Introduction 

Simphony Editor is a cornputer system that allows usen to create and execute sirnulatjon 

models based on the elements available in the modeling element library. It acts as the 

controller of Simphony's GUI service. The main fom, shown in Figure 8-18, is based on 

a multiple document interface (MDI) standard. This allows multiple windows to be open 

at the same time in order to represent different views of the model. 

Figure 8-18 Simphony Editor Main Form 

The modeling element Iibrary displays al1 available elements that can be used to construct 

new models. The mode1 layout window displays the current set of defined elements at a 

certain level in the project hierarchy. Displayed elements can be selected, deleted, edited 



and linked. Viewing the contents of one of the displayed elements will open another 

layout window. The project navigation tree displays the structure of the simulation 

project. Double-clicking on an item on the tree will bring up a model layout window for 

the element represented by the tree entry. The trace window is used to display and filter 

generated messages. The tool bar displayed at the top of the main form is used to delete 

selected elernents, add and delete relationships, and change the zoom setting for the 

active model layout window. Double-clicking on a given element instance displays the 

modeling element attribue dialog box previously mentioned in Section 8.2.3.8. 

8.3.2 User Mode1 Library 

The user model library is a component of the Simphony Editor; it allows users to store 

commonly used simulation models. It is analogous to a style sheet or a template in a 

word processing application. When a user adds an element to the user Iibrary, the 

element information, including its attribute values and its child elements, are stored. The 

stored element can later be retrieved to any simulation project. This will retrieve the 

child elernents and also restore ail the attribute values. 

Users can in fact use this library as an element developrnent tool. This is done by users 

fint creating sub-models based on the comrnon tempiate to represent a given process and 

then store the defined model in the Iibrary. At any later time, this "user element" can be 

added to any simulation project. 

8.3.3 Support for User Inserts 

Figure 8-9 previously illustrated how users can manipulate parameter attribute values 

through the attribute dialog box. Users can instead choose to iink a given parameter 



attribute to an expression. This expression is evaluated every time the atvibute is 

accessed. The programming language used to build these expressions is based on VBA, 

which is the sarne language developers m u t  use to define element behavion. 

Users have access to the entire Simphony object model. This means that they can access 

or even manipulate any component of the model including the current entity, attnbute 

values of the current element or other elements within the simulation project. 

Expressions are defined using the Expression Editor shown in Figure 8-19. The 

Expression Editor includes an area where the expression can be defined as well as a 

hierarchical view of the current project structure for supponing the construction of 

statements. The shown code is used to irnplement a road segment element with a 

dynamic length. 

PuMc Funcm F568?6[ob As CFCS ~ModtlnpElnnerdlnstance] 
If E l c r n e n t s ~ ' S ô 8 S 4 ' ~ * ~ ~ 1  1W Thcn 

F56876 = 2ûW 
Ekd 

FS6ô76 = a#M - E h m e n i ~ 5 6 8 5 4 ' T ' ~ ~ ' 1 / 1 0 0  
End lf 

. E-Functto- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- -- - I 

figure 8-19 Expression Editor Used in the Creation of a Dynamic Road Segment 

184 



8.3.4 Support for Scripting 

Users have the capability to bypass the GUI and create simulation models by wnting 

VBA scripts. This is helpful in situations where large and repetitive modeling sequences 

are encountered. This function is performed through the script window shown in Figure 

8-20. Again. the full Simphony object mode1 is available to the user. The shown 

exarnple illustrates how fifty copies of the "Batch" modeling element can be created with 

seven lines of code. This feature possible is made possible by the open architecture 

implementation of the Simphony system. 

Function Script() 
Dirn i As tnteger 
Dim j As lnteger 
For i l 1  To 1 O 
For j-1 To 5 

Elements("S6879")AddElement "Batch", ii? 00.~7 00 
N ext 
Next 

End Function 

J 

Figure 8-20 Using the Scripthg Capabilities to Create a Large Number of Elements 

This chapier presented an overview of the Simphony environment and its components. 

Section 8.2 presented the development environment, including the base genenc 

modeling element and its behaviors, the various services, and the Simphony Designer. 

Section 8.3 presented the Simphony Editor and its features. 



The environment was developed as a unified modeling and simulation tool that supports 

the concepts presented in chapter 7. Special purpose modeling is dimctly supported 

through the developer's ability to mate SPS templates. Graphical modeling is supported 

through the graphical modeling behavior of the elements and the extensive GUI service. 

Integnted modeling is supported through the database access and planning services. 

Modular and hierarchical concepts have been fully and thoroughly utilized through the 

relationship and hierarchical element behavion. The hybrid tool development and 

utilization concept was supported through a controlled and simplified tool development 

approach and by providing users with the capability to mate user elements. 

Several manuals were written for Simphony usen and developen. The Simphony Editor 

User's Guide and the Simphony Designer User's Guide provide information on how the 

two respective cornputer programs and their features work. The Simphony Developer's 

Guide is a comprehensive guide for the development of new SPS templates including 

several tutorials. The Simphony Reference Guide is a detailed listing and explanation of 

the Simphon y objeci model, including al1 the supported language expressions. These 

manuals are available from the Construction Engineering and Management group at the 

University of Alberta (Hajar ir999a). 



Chapter 9 - Simphony Application Framework 

9.1 Background 

Discussions in previous chapters have concentrated on the fundamental construction 

rnodeling and simulation related concepts of this thesis. While this constitutes the 

majority of the contributions, there is one major concept from the software engineering 

and development arena that made it possible to transforrn the ideas into a practical 

computer system that can be deployed and tested. This concept is called object-oriented 

application frameworks and is presented here in order to provide a complete picture of 

the presented methodology including software design and implementation details. 

Funher information on the intemal implementation details of Simphony was documented 

as part of an interna1 department report (Hajjar 1999b). 

9.2 Introduction 

The majority of software development projects in the construction industry have followed 

the traditional approach. Applications are typically developed from scratch according to 

the requirernents of the Company. On some occasions, developen wil1 reuse code from a 

previous project or take advantage of specialized third pany componenü. This is referred 

to as "code-reuse" because only the programming code is being reused. While this 

practice reduces the development ame, it requires the complete redesign of the 

application in every instance. Object-oriented application frameworks dleviate this 

limitation by capturing and reusing both the recurring application code and the design. 



Object-onented application frarneworks, which will be referred to as application 

fnmeworks in the rest of this chapter, encapsulate a given design philosophy and a set of 

libraries that can be used to develop specific applications for a given domain. This means 

that overall developrnent becomes a two step approach as illustrated in Figure 9-1. 

Object Oriented 
Application 
Framework 

1 

Tool C 

Figure 9-1 Application Framework Approach to Tool Development 

First, a number of expert developen who are familia. with a specific application domain 

develop the application framework. Examples of specific application domains are cost 

estimating systems, scheduling systerns, and construction simulation systems. The 

developed application framework captures the broad and recumng business processes, 

msactions, and transformations within the target domain. Once the application 

framework is developed, specific tool irnplementations within the domain can be 

developed. For example, a specific implementation based on an estimating framework 

could include an earth-works estimating systems, a bridge estimating system, or a multi- 

story commercial buMing estimating system, 



Undentanding of application frameworks has greatly advanced in recent yean. Section 

9.3 will provide an overview of the basic concepts involved in framework design. 

implementation, documentation, and deployment. The information provided is based on 

application framework design and development guidelines as outlined in Frwhlich, 

Hoover, Liu and Sorenson (1998). This work was aiso used as the basis for the design 

and development of the construction simulation application framework as will be 

explained in section 9.4 . 

9.3 Overview of Application Framework Theory 

9.3.1 Design 

The first step in design of an application frmework is the determination of its intended 

domain. This helps in defining the scope of the framework and the basic services that it 

should provide. Variability analysis is a technique that c m  be used to assist in this 

process. This involves a detailed analysis of features across a number of possible 

scenarios. Scenarios may include generd descriptions, formal process models or. Ideally, 

actual tools developed for the intended domain. Variability andysis results in the 

identification of cornrnon and distinct features. The common features translate into the 

'Yrozen spots" of the framework. Frozen spots are framework components whose 

behavior tool developea have littie or no convol over. The identified distinct or variable 

features translate into the "hot spots" of the framework. Hot spots are places in the 

frarnew ork that tool developen can customize for speci fic requirements. 



9.3.2 Implementation 

Once the design of the framework is complete, the implementation c m  begin. Often, the 

process is iterative rather than linear; implementation may require the redesign of certain 

components, as the domain becornes more understood. During this process, the means by 

which developen will be custornizing the frarnework are also determined. 

93.3 Testing 

Once the framework implementation is complete, it is tested through the implementation 

of several basic tools. Ideally, some of the tools originally used for the variance analysis 

are re-implemented. This proves the initial practicality and expressiveness of the 

developed application framework. 

9.34 Deployment 

Several issues are related to the deployment of application framework after their 

impiementation and testing is completed. First. the fhnework must be inuoduced in a 

careful manner so that developers can gradudly learn its basic requirements, features and 

components. This process can include roll out sessions, example applications, extensive 

documentation and tutorids. Second, the distribution means of the framework must be 

addressed. Possible options include source code or binary code distributions. Third, a 

process must be established to capture important feedback from the tool developers. This 

indudes general support information, bug reports, and enhancement requests. 



9.4 Application Frameworks for Construction Simulation 

9.4.1 Overview 

Chapter 7 explained how the unification of the various concepts was achieved through 

the fomalitation of a generic base modeling element and a set of development support 

services. This genenc element can be used in the development of a special purpose 

simulation template that ailows for modeling a specific construction domain. This 

approach to achieving unification naturally led to the use of an application frarnework as 

the basis for Simphony's development. As illustrated in Figure 9-2. the framework 

corresponds to the Simphony object mode1 (SOM). which is used to build specific special 

purpose simulation (SPS) tools. These tools were previously referred to as SPS 

templates; they reside in the modeling element Iibrary. 

1 Modeling Element Library 

Figure 9-2 Utiüzation of Simphony Appücation Framework for Generating SPS 

Templates 

Simphony Object 
Mode1 

Application 
Framework 

eneral Purpose Simulation (GPS) 

TOOI Deveiopment Earth-moving template 

t 

Aggregate production template 



The Simphony object mode1 encapsulates both the generic modeling element and al1 the 

required services. The benefit of this approach is that al1 the design and development 

knowledge cornmon to al1 special purpose simulation tools is captured in a single place. 

This dramatically reduces the development complexity and duration for specific SPS 

tools and allows developers to concentrate on the core features of their intended domain. 

Further, by isolating the core component of the tool fiom the support elements, accurate 

cornparisons across the various tools becomes possible. This result has allowed for a fair 

evaluation to be made across tools developed by students in a class assignrnent, as will be 

demonstrated in the next chapter. 

9.4.2 Framework Design 

9.3.2.1 Overview 

The fint stage in the design of an application framework is the detemination of the target 

domain. SOM'S domain is construction simulation tools. The domain is further limited 

to civil construction engineering. Funher enhancements to the SOM may make it possible 

to support other types of constmction areas but this has not been investigated as part of 

this thesis. 

Domain analysis has been presented in the fom of the unified modeling methodology 

previously found in Chapter 7. It was stated that the resuitant tools must be based on 

such concepts as special purpose simulation modeling, graphical modeling, integrated 

modeling, and the hybrid approach to tool development and utilization. This realization 

came from an assessrnent of previous experiments with three domain applications: an 



earth-rnoving simulator (AP2-Earth), an aggregate plant production simulator 

(CRUISER) and a construction site dewatenng simulator (CSD). 

9.4.2.2 Variability Anaiysis 

A variability analysis of the three applications revealed that a large proportion of features 

were identical in al1 tools; code had in fact being reused for these features. Further, of ail 

the remaining features, the majonty did not Vary significantly and it was possible to 

generalize their functionality in order to standardize implementation. These cornmon 

features became the "frozen spots" of the frarnework. The remaining features were 

genuinely unique to the specific tools. They were used in the identification of the "hot 

spots" of the framework. 

Table 9-1 lists the features that were found to be the sarne across (001s. Certain features 

existed in some tools but not in others. Table 9-2 lists the features that were, for the most 

part similar across toois. Some of the mentioned features did not exist in any of the tools 

but are required as stipulated by the unified modeling methodology. The fundamental 

basic variation across tools was the structure. or behavior, of the modeling elements. 

Although a standard list of broad behavior categories for modeling elements wüs 

identified the individual definition of the behavioa across tools and even within specific 

tools varies considerably. Table 9-3 lists the identified behaviors and how they generally 

differ across modeling elements. Note that the features listed in al1 the tables correspond 

to a high level functionai requirement and not necessarïly a specific low level feature. 



Table 9-1 Common Features across Construction Simulation TooIs 

CRUISE 

Sampling i N u m h r  i 
1 I 1 

number generation library able to &ansforni results 
into a standard set of stochastic deviates. CSD is 
based on a deterministic model and does not 

CSD 

Random 1 x x 

Comments 

1 Both ApZ-Emh and CRUISER require a random 

Project Plan 

l I 1 database 1 1 database containing standard industry or company 

! 

1 Extemal 

X 

Table 9-2 List of Factored Features across Tools 

required random sampling. 
AP2-Earth genentes information based on the 

Information 1 Gcneratiun 1 
1 

X 1 x 

access 

pqT- Engine 

simulation fun which can be used to construct a 
project plan in the form of an estimate or a 

1 schedule. I 

1 AP2-Earth and CRüISER c m  m e s s  an external i 
information. 1 

progress and 
general 
feedbac k 
reporting 

Collection 

CRUISE 

R 

Graphical 
user 
interface 
Modeling 

1 elements 

CSD 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Comments 

CSD's simulation engine is a non-linear 
mathematid equation evaiuator. CRUISER'S is a 
steady state depth first analysis engine and Ap2- 
Eanh's is a discrete-event engine. Each tool 
employs a different type of engine. However al1 
three cases can be geaeralized to employ a 
discrete-cvent engine. Each tool would simply 

X 

X 

utilize the enpine to a different extent. 
m-Earth generates a trace file of ail the 

Al1 applications utilize the sarne ptaphical user 
interface library (Microsoft Windows GUI) 

NI application employ a set of mode1 building 
blocks, called modelinp elcments. 

simulation events in the mode1 and reports crrors 
through the GUI. CRUISER genentes information 
on the analysis processes at each element and 
reports mon through a central fetdback manager. 
CSD does not requirt any simuiation progras 
reporting but does inform users of errors directiy 
through the GU. Although the means of 
providing feedback and the required level of detail 
is different, ail three tools c m  dtfinitely benefit 
h m  a centralized feedback reporting mechanism. 
While CRUISEEt involves very simple statistical 
coliection and anaiysis features, --Earth's is 
more involved. It includes such analysis as 



Persistence 

intrinsic and non-intrinsic types. However, one is 
basically a subset of the other. This allows for a 
unified approach to statistical collection and 
analysis. 
Ali applications are able to store and retrieve the 
simulation models defined by the user. Ap2-Earth 
utilize a database approach in order facilitate data 
cxchange whiIe CSD and CRUISER employ a 
binary file approach. The unified modeling 
methodology stresses the importance of intepted 
rnodeling and as such, it is decided that al1 tools 
will utilize a database as the only means for mode1 
pcnistence. 
While al1 tools rquire a set of modeling elements, 
the structure or behavior of each modeling elcment 
differs fiom one cool to another. A set of 
behaviors is factored from al1 three tools plus the 
further requirements of the unified modeling 
methodology CO obtain a cornmon set of behaviors 
with default functionality: attributes, relationships, 
hienrchy, simulation, integrity, statistics. planning. 
and pphical modeling. Most behaviors are 
dcfined differently for different modeling 
elements. 

Modeling 
Element 
Behaviors 

Table 9-3 List of Variable Fea tures across Tools 

X X 

i l 
1 

I i 
Attributes 1 x 

Relationships 

CSD Feature 

++-f- Simulation 

l / R i 

AP2-Earth CRUISE 
I 

Comments 

Each modeling tlement requires a unique set of 
attributes to represent its state. Some &ributes 
allow users to provideci parameter values at run- 
timt, somc providc simuIation rcsults and others 
are used for temporary and i n t d  purposes. 
Attributes' internai rcpresentaùons aIso Vary 
considerably between ekments. Possible types - - 
includt tex&, numeric. and array based. 
While two of the toois requirc the notion of a 
relation between modeling elements, different 
modding etemcnts support different number and 
types of relationships. 
Modeiing elerntnts, across toois and within 
tools, define distinct simulation models in the 
form of discrete-event code handlers. 
Each modeting element rquires a different set of 
d e s  that place constraints on its relationships, 
possible arcribute values and other parameters- 
m-Earth and CRUISER localize the statistical 
collection and analysis at the modeling elements- 
Each modeling element generates a different 
number of statistics under different 
circumstances. 



Planning 

Graphical 
Modeling 

Planning information, according to the unified 
modeling methodology, will be derived from the 
individual implementation of the planning 
behavior of each modeiing element. 
Each rnodeiing element is represented 
graphically in a different rnanner in order to 
differentiate the different types of elements. 
Relationship information can also be represented 
differently depending on the tool or even the 
individual modeling element panicipating in the 
relationship. 
Modeling element attributes, which are 
manipulated by the user through the GUI, also 
employ different types of user interface conuols. 
Sorne of conrrols utilized by the three toois 
include a text box, Iist box, calendar, and grid. 
Attributes designed for presenting results to the 
user also employ several graphical 
rcprcsentritions. For example, the site water table 
level attribue in CSD is represented by a three 
dimensional surface chart. 

9.43 Framework Implementation 

9.4.3.1 Overview 

The presented domain variability analysis lead to the finai design and implementation of 

the Simphony object model. The identified common features translated into the main 

framework services and a definition of the genenc base modeling eIement. A simplified 

representation of the framework structure is shown in Figure 9-3. The previously 

identified cornmon features were grouped into the services of the framework. The 

generic base modeiing element encapsulates a default representation and can be used by 

developers to create custom simulation tools, 



Simphony Application Framework 

Simulation 
Service 

1 Planning Service 1 Generic Base 
Modeling Element 

Simulation Service 
I 

Database Access Service 

GUI Service 

Figure 9-3 Simplified Representation of Simphony Application Framework 

9.4.3.2 The Modeling Element as a Hot Spot 

The genenc base modeling element represents the main hot spot of the frarnework. This 

structure was implemented as a parameterized class, which developen can customize 

through the technique of composition. With composition, developen mate  objects 

based on the generic class and provide information as to the specific implementation of 

certain parameten. The modeiing element class parameters are the properties that can be 

manipulated through the ovemdable class methods. When based on this, construction 

simulation tool development is reduced to the process of declaring the set of required 



modeling elements and overriding the default implementation of the desired class 

methods. The detailed structure of the generic base modeling element class was presented 

in Section 8.2.2. 

One way in which developers custotomize a given modeling elernent is related to its 

attribute table: an element that models a truck in an earth-moving simulation may 

contain an attribute tabie such as the one shown in Table 9-4. 

Table 9-4 Sarnple Attribute Tabie for Truck Modeling Element 

/ Name 1 Description 

I 
I 

1 I 1 time 1 f I 1 
l rprionty l Truck priority at 

intersections / I Defuit I Read Wnre 

l Rep* I 
Type 
Quantity 
Capacity 

Permissions 1 1 1 
1 

- --- - --- 

9.433 Concerns 

The primary objective for developing the SOM was the simplification of the development 

process for new construction simulation tools. This objective, dong with the unique 

nature of the framework domain, meant that a simplified tool development approach was 

needed. The result was the development of a custom integrated development 

environment (IDE) programming interface. This system is called the Simphony Designer 

and was prevîously presented in Section 8.2.4. The general idea is that developers use a 

special scripting language based on Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to implement 

the modeling element class methods. The scripting environment exposes the framework 
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services through special language statements. For example, the attribute table shown in 

Table 9-4 can be defined as part of the developer's implementation of the truck's 

OnCreate method which may appear as follows: 

Public Function CEM-EMS-Truck-OnCreare(o6 As CFCSirn-ModelingElementfnstance, - 
x As Single, y As Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Truck-OnCreate= True 

06.Addttttribute "Tvpe", "Truck Type'', CFC-Texr, CFC-ListBox, CFC-ReudWrite 

ob+Ad&ttribute "Quantiry ", "Number of Trucks", CFC-Numeric. CFC-Sing le, CFC-Read Write, 1.100 

ob.AddArrribute "Capacity ", Truck Capaciry in Cubic Metresn. CFC-Numeric., 
CFC-Single, CFC,ReadWrite,5,200 

ob.AddAstribute "Dumping Time ". "Truck Dumping Durarion': CFC-Distribution, , 
CFC-Sing f e. CFC- Read Write 

ob.Addiitrribute "IPrioriry 'Truck Priority ar Intersections", CFCCIVumeric. , 
CFC-Single, CFC-ReadWrite, l 

ob.AddAnribute "LPriority", "Truck Loading Prioriry ", CFC-Numeric. , 
CFC-Single. CFC-Read Write. l 

06. AddAtrribute "Path ". "Patlt Number to Follo w on Branches". CFC-Ntinteric. - 
CFC-Single. CFC-Reud Write, l 

End Function 

The resultant scripts are evaluated at run-time during the tool execution process. Code 

syntax errors are highlighted during development while run-time errors are trapped and 

reported through the tracing s e ~ c e .  This smtegy resulted in a slightly different 

approach to traditional tool development. Developers. instead of creating new standalone 

tooIs, merely m a t e  new templates, in the form of customized rnodeling elements, to 

extend a single tool. This single tool has been previousiy presented as the Simphony 

9.4.4 Framework Testing 

The SOM was fint tested through the re-developrnent of AP2-Earth and CRUISER to use 

the framework. Results of these tests will be discussed in the next chapter. M e r  the 
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successful completion of these tools. a genenc generd-purpose simulation based tool was 

developed to evaluate the framework flexibility. This tool was presented in Section 

8.2.7. This series of tests. performed by the framework developer, demonstrated the 

practicality and effectiveness of the frarnework. 

9.4.5 Framework Deploy ment 

Extensive user and reference documentation for the entire framework and the two 

supponing computer programs was written. The framework documentation included a 

complete reference manual of al1 the objects as well as a detailed developer guide that 

included several tutonal applications. 

The framework was fint introduced to graduate civil engineering students as part of a 

class module. The students had the benefit of one undergraduate prograrnming course. 

one gaduate computer applications coune and basic computer simulation training using 

a commercial system. A series of four one-hour lectures and four two-hour lab sessions 

wüs given. The frarnework services and modeling element behaviors were presented 

along with sorne code illustrations. After the initial introduction, a series of tests, or case 

studies, was perforrned. These concentrated on evaluating the usability of the framework 

by novice developen. The students' first task was the development of a CYCLONE 

simulator as part of a class assignrnent,. Their second task was the development of a 

specialty simulation tool for a specific construction process of their choice for their 

course project. The code used to implement both the general-purpose simulation based 

tool and two re-developed tools were provided to students. The resulu of these case 

studies will be presented in the next chapter (Section 10.4 ). Bugs and requests for 

enhancements resulting from class testing followed a formai email reporting procedure. 



This process resulted in several refinements to the framework in the form of new builds. 

The detailç of the build history are provided in Appendix 2. 

9.5 Conclusions 

This chapter discussed the application of object-oriented application frarnework concepts 

to the construction simulation domain. An application frarnework approach greatly 

reduces the development effort and allows for the standardization of the generated tools. 

Design of the framework resulted from a variability analysis of three previously 

deveioped standalone toois as well as the requirements of the unified modeling 

methodology. 

Application frameworks represent the natural progression from archaic code reuse to 

development of reusable code libraries then to the development of stnictured object 

librax-ies. These were a critical factor in the implementation of ideas presented in this 

thesis. It is also strongly believed that they can be equally effective in other construction 

management dornains. 



Chapter 10 - Case Studies 

10.1 Introduction 

The presented unified modeling methodology, used as the basis for the development of 

Sirnphony. leads to irnprovements in two areas. First, simulation tools become more 

effective, powerful, and appealing to the average construction user. Second, the 

development process of these tools is drmatically simplified. and shonened. 

The fint statement has already been proven through the successful development, 

validation and deployment of the three tools presented in Chapten 3.4, and 5. Although 

these projects were completed prior to the fui1 development of the unified modeling 

methodology, their findings led direcdy to the fomalization of the contributing concepts. 

As a result, the second area of improvement. related to tool development. is the primary 

focus of several case studies discussed in this chapter. 

To test the hypothesis that development time is dramatically shortened, two of the 

previously presented tools, AP?-Earth and CRUISER, were re-developed using 

Simphony. The original development duration was then compared with the tirne required 

for re-development. The results of this case study are presented in Sections 10.2 and 

10.3 . To test the other hypothesis that the development process is dramatically 

simplified, students from the Civil Engineering 606 simulation course undenook 

development of construction simulation tools using Simphony. This exercise is discussed 

in Section 10.4 . 



10.2 AP2-Earth Redevelopment 

10.2.1 Overview 

A Simphony special purpose simulation template, callei 5 "CEM-EMS", was developeî 

with most of the functionality provided by AR-Earth. Usen are able to model 

preparation, loading, hauling, dumping and spreading operations, and generate results in 

a similar manner to the AP1-Earth. The template code is provided in Appendix 3. 

10.2.2 Earth-Moving Simulation using the CEM-EMS Template 

The CEM-EMS template consists of sixteen modeling elements that can be used to 

define the various components of an earth-moving operation. Most of these elements 

have attributes that usen can manipulate to modify the outcome of the simulation. A 

sample model based on this template is shown in Figure 10-1. 

Figure 10-1 Sample Model Layout Based on the CEM-EMS Template 



Models are built hierarchically in a top down fashion. Higher level elements generally 

represent overafl operations with lower levels incorporating more details regarding the 

specific process. The available modeling elements, are illustrated hierarchically in Figure 

10-2. At the highest level is the "CEM-EMS" element which corresponds to the 

template's name. Such root elements normally encapsulate high level model attributes, 

statistics, and shared resources. At the next level, seven elements can be used to define 

the source and placement areas, trucks, and road layout information, which is made up of 

road segments, intersections, branches and external traffic processes. Below the source 

area. represented by the "CEM-EMS-Source" eiement, a model can be defined using the 

six elernents shown. These elements are refated to the preparation and excavation 

processes. Below the placement area, represented by the "CEM-EMS-Placement" 

element, the spreading and dumping processes are defined using a set of seven modeling 

elements. As illustrated in Figure 10-2, five elements cm be used for defining models 

inside both the source and the placement. The "CEM-EMS-TruckIn" and 

"CEM-EMSTmckOut" elements are used for routing trucks from the parent (either 

source or placement) into the appropriate location in the sub-model. 



Figure 10-2 Modeling Elements of the CEM-EMS Template 

Each modeling element provides a specific functionality and allows users to manipulate 

the intemal behavior through its parameter attributes. Outputs and statisticd analysis 

results are provided as needed for certain modeling elements. Table 10- 1 lists the 

modeling elements, their functionality, parameters, outputs and any statistics they 

provide. 

Table 10-1 Function of each CEM-EMS Template Element 

EIement 
CEM-EMS 

Source 

more trucks and their properties. 

Function 
Serves as a simple container of a 

Truck 
~urnber-*f ~rucks 
Capacity 
Dumping Time 
Priority 

given earth-moving mode1. 
Serves as a container of the 
preparation and the 

[ Intersection ] Ai1ows for the npresentation of ) Expected Delay 1 j Utilkation 

Parame ters 

txcavation/loading processes. 

Amount To Haul 

1 

Outputs 

Amount 
Loaded 

Statistics 

.4ilows for the definition of one or 1 Truck Type 1 Cycle Time 



1 uaffic interaction amongst truck 1 1 Queue Length 
1 fleets. 

- 

ExtTraf'fic 

tength 
Grade 

Road 

Split 

Waiting Time 
Models a one way single lane road 
scgmen t. 

Used to introduce an external uaffic 
process into the model, typically at 
intersections. 

Placement [ Serves as a container of the dumping 

Rolling Resist. 
Time of First Arr. 
Time betwcen Arr. 
Priori ty 

Used to route trucks to appropriate 
paths 

Truckin 

TruckOui 

Dozer 

Top Path Number 
Bottom Path 
Number 

Excavator 

Spreading 

Amount 
and spreading processes 
Used to route trucks from source or 
placement elements into sub-model. 

, Used to route trucks from sub-mode1 

Dump 

Dumped 

back to parent source or placement. 
AIlowsforthedefinitionofoneor Utilization 

Queue Length more excavators used for loading 

Models the interactions that occur at 
the Ioading or dumping material pile. 
Trucks will queue if not enough 
material has been prepared inside the 
source and dozer will queue if not 
enough material h;is been dumped 
inside the placement. 
Allows for the definition for one or 
more dozer used for preparation and 
spreading operatiom. 
Used to model preparation activity 
inside a source 
Used to mode1 the spreading 

Number of exc. 
Productivity 
Starting Amount 

Number of dozers 
Capacity 
Produc tivity 
Amount to Prepare 

I 

10.23 S trategies for CEM-EMS Template Development 

operation inside a placement 
Used to model a dumping location 
inside a placement 

During the development of the template. it was determined that Simphony's hierarchical 

modeling support should be employed in order to guide users in building models using a 

Maximum ailowed 
trucks at any time 

"top-dom" approach. At the second levei of the hierarchy. below the root element, the 

model would correspond to what a planner would initially "jet dom" on paper to explain 

Spread 
Amount 
Dumped 

Utilization 
Queue Length 
Waiting Time 



the project to another penon. At the next level. as part of the source and placement sub- 

models. the preparation, excavation, dumping and spreading operations would be defined. 

For defining the simulation behavior of the preparation and spreading elements, the GPS 

(general purpose modeling) template was used as an alternative to hard-coding the 

discrete-event code inside each modeling element. The benefits of this approach are that 

deveiopment time is reduced as coding is not required and the user, dthough not required 

to, is able to modify the underlying simulation behavior by defining an alternative sub- 

mode1 using the GPS template. This means that a founh level in the hierarchy exists 

below the preparation and the spreading operations. It is based on rnodeling elements 

from the GPS template as illustrated in Figure 10-3. 

Figure 10-3 Definition of Simulation Behavior through GPS Template 

10.2.4 Enhancement Over the Original Tool 

The use of hierarchy and modularity concepts for the implementation of the CEM-EMS 

template resulted in a more flexible and extendable tool. Flexibility was gained by 

exposing more of the intemal implementation details of certain elements. For example, 

with AP2-Earth, the user had limited control over the behavior of the preparation and 
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excavation processes. With the developed template, usen can view the definition of 

these processes and modify them in any desired manner. The tool can also be extended 

by users who are familiar with the GPS template. As was explained earlier. the definition 

of the spreading and preparation operations can be modified. The sarne approach can be 

followed in combining the elements based on the CEM-EMS template with other 

elernents based on the GPS template for modeling certain scenarios. An illustration of 

how this can be done was provided in Figure 7-9. 

Another advantage of the Simphony template is that usen are able to store a given 

portion of their mode1 in the user library for use in other projects. 

102.5 Cornparison of Development Efforts 

3 Earth Analysis of histoncal records showed that the original development of the AP-- 

project was equivalent to a one penon labor year. This involved time spent learning the 

fundamentals of euth-rnoving operations. site visits, Company interviews. site 

deployment. documentation and integration. The actual design and programming time. 

which involved C++ coding. database development, and report design and construction. 

was approximately 400 hours. This value c m  be compared with the Simphony template 

development time, which is detailed in Table 10-2. The total duration was 28 hours. 

Table 10-2 Development Hours for the CEM-EMS Template Components 

1 Overail Desijm I 

f Dump 1 

Source 
Placement 

[ Pile 1 3 5  

2 5  
2 5  * 



10.3 CRUISER Redevelopment 

r 

Spreading 
Preparation 

10.3.1 Overview 

In a similar manner, a Simphony template, cailed "CEM-CRUSH", was developed with 

the same functionality as CRUISER. A sample mode1 layout based on this template is 

shown in Figure 10-4. The Simphony code for this template is not provided due to its 

length. However, it has been published as part of a department intemal report (Hajjar 

1999~). 

2.5 
2.5 

I f 1 - -. 

Figure 104 Sample Mode1 Layout Based on the CEM-CRUSH Template 



10.3.2 Aggregate Plant Simulation Using the CEM-CRUSH Template 

The set of modeling elements making up the CEM-CRUSH template are similar to the 

corresponding elements of CRUISER in both representation and functionality. The one 

major difference is that some elements take advantage of hierarchy and modularity 

concepts. The hierarchical relationships of the rnodeling elements are illustrated in 

Figure 10-5. 

Figure 10-5 CEM-CRUSH Template Structure 

The raw feed element (CEM-Crush-RawFeed) is used to define the properties of the 

input raw sueam into the plant. The feed rate is manipulated through the attribute forrn. 

The actual gradation of the samples is provided by defining one or more sample elernents 

(CEM-Crush-Sample) as children of the raw pile element. Each defined sample 

represents a single observation, 

The sieve analysis elernent (CEM-Crush-SieveAnalysis) is used at strategic locations 

throughout the plant mode1 in order to collect observations. The element will analyze 



incoming stream passing through it and produce a gradation graph similar to the one 

shown in Figure 4-6. This functionality was previously a propeny of the conveyor 

element; it was transferred to allow users to explicitly determine the places where 

analysis should take place. This eliminates unnecessary calculations. The sieve analysis 

modeling element dso replaces the functionality of CRUISER'S product pile. The 

product pile was used to examine the generated gradation dong with a user defined 

envelop representing the desired gradation. To generate this type of output (shown in 

Figure 4-3), two sample elements (CEM-Crush-Sample) can be added as children of the 

sieve analysis element. One represenis the upper bound and the other represents the 

lower bound. If this is done, the sieve analysis element will simply add the streams 

represented by the sample elements to the gradation graph along with the results of the 

analysis. resulting in the desired type of output. Any number of child sarnples can be 

added to compare the analysis results with any reference gradation. 

The screen element (CEM-Crush-Screen) is used for the modeling of the size separation 

process. Several other support elements are also used in defining the various size 

separation parameters. The deck (CEM-Crush-Deck), S t r e d n  

(CEM-Crush-Stredn) and StreamOut (CEM-Crush-StearnOut) elements are used to 

define a sub-mode1 inside the screen element that determines the exact Stream flow across 

the various decks and splits of the screen. For exarnple, a simple single-deck screen cm 

be represented with the model shown in Figure 104A while a double-deck screen with a 

split top deck can be represented with the model shown in Figure IO-6B. 



Figure 10-6 Modeling Size Separation Processes Using Screen Sub-Models 

The crusher (CEM-Crush-Crusher), setting (CEM-Crush-Setting), and picture 

(CEM-Crush-Picture) elements are used in the modeling of the size reduction process. 

Size reduction rnodeling, as explained in Section 4.3.7, depends on empirical tables that 

provide the expected gradation based on a given crusher setting. A crusher is defined by 

first creating a crusher element and then defining the empirical table as a sub-model. 

Each possible m h e r  setting, along with its expected gradation, is defined usîng a single 

setting element. A typical casher could contain up to ten child setting elements 

representing the ten possible crusher settings. The pictWe element is used to customize 

the graphical representation of the crusher element. The described rnodeling process, 

involving the definition of multiple setting child elements and their corresponding 



expected gradation, must be defined only once for each type of crusher. Once the new 

crusher type is defined. it can be stored in the user element library for Iater use. 

10.33 Strategies for CEhi_E&S Tempiate Developrnent 

The re-development of CRUISER involved a funher analysis of the basic required data 

structures. This led to the factoring of several components in order to reduce the amount 

of coding and resulted in better use of object-oriented modeling concepts. The sample 

element is one example of this factoring. In CRUISER, sarnple related data structures 

were duplicated in the raw feed, desired gradation and product pile elements. Although 

these elernents manipulated the samples using shared routines. certain aspects. including 

the user interface, were individually implemented. The sample element. once defined. is 

used whenever gradation data was required from the user. For example. it is used both to 

obtain raw feed sarnple gradation for the raw feed element and to define desired 

gradations inside the sieve analysis element. 

The hierarchical concepts used in Simphony made it possible to obtain complex data 

from the user. For example, the cnisher element required the definition of an empirical 

gradation table consisting of a custom two-dimensionai structure. This was done by 

representing each column of the table with the setting element. which, in tum. ailows the 

user to define the expected gradation for the corresponding setting. Dunng simulation 

validation. the cnisher element fiat ensures the existence of a child setting element that 

defines the expected gradation for the user specified cnisher setting. If an element is 

found, the crusher element stores a reference to the element for alter use. The code used 

to do this is as follows: 

Public Funcrion CEM-Crwh-Cruslter-OnChecWntegrigtob As CFCSim-Modelittg ElementInstunce) A s  
Boolean 



Dim child As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrlnsrance 
Set ab( "SertingObject").Reference =Norhing 

For Each cliild In 06. ChildElements 
if child. ElemenrTvpe= "CEM-Crwh-Sening" Tlten 

ifobt "Setting ")=chiid( '*Setring Label") ïhen 
CEM-Crush-Crusher-OnCheckIntegriry= Truc 
Set ob("Setting0bjecr"). Reference = child 
Erir Funcrion 

End If 
End If 

N a t  

Tracer. Trace "Current crusher sening is invalid. ". "Integrity" 
CEM-Crush-Crusher-OnChecklntegriry= False 

End Funcrion 

During the simulation, when a strem entity reaches a aven crusher, the crusher element 

uses the stored setting element reference to obtain the expected gradation information and 

use it as part of the processing algorithm. 

The screen element was also designed CO take advantage of hierarchy and modularity 

support. The basic processes involved in modeling a screen were separated and 

imptemented as individual elements. This resulted in a the use of a screen sub-mode1 CO 

define specific stream flow across decks and splits. The StreamIn element is used to 

route the incoming Stream entities to the appropriate deck. Multiple decks are then used 

to represent the various decks and splits of a given screen. The Sueamout element is 

finally used to direct stream entities back to the higher levei model. 

10.34 Enhancements Over the Original Tool 

Many benefits were gained from the redevelopment of CRUISER as a Simphony 

template; some of these were mentioned in the previous section. Other benefits include 

the ability to extend the mode1 with GPS-based elements and to combine models based 

on the CEM-Crush tempfate with elements based on other templates. Some of the more 



specific advantages include inherent support for custom mshen, extended flexibility of 

size separation process modeling, and storage of commonly used models in the user 

element library. 

CRUISER did allow for custom crushen to be defined, but chat involved using a separate 

program to define the empirical tables. By designing and implementing the crusher 

element using the approach explained in the previous section, it becomes possible to 

define custom crushen as part of the modeling environment. 

Users are also given more control over the rnodeling of the size sepantion process. 

Whereas before al1 aspects of this process were controlled through the screen element 

parameten, the current approach exposes the user to the inner workings of the screen 

element and ailows them to customize it as desired. 

The user elemec! library can be used to greatly simplify the rnodeling process for 

aggregate production operations. Commonly occumng sarnpie gradations c m  be stored 

by creating a sample element, defining the gradation, and storing the resuit in the library 

for later use in other projects. The same applies to commonly used crushers. Aggregate 

producen will typically posses a limited number of cnishen. As a result, they c m  define 

the propenies for each crusher element and store the information in the library. Future 

simulation projects cm access the library and use the exact cnisher which is to be used on 

the planned quarry. The same idea applied to screens; commonly used screen setups, 

such as singie deck, double deck, and single deck with split top, can be modeled once, 

stored in the library and later accessed for use in other projects. 



103.5 Comparison of Development Efforts 

Historical records revealed that total project investment was equivalent to one and a half 

person years. of which 650 houn was actual design and programming time. The 

remaining time was spent on process discovery, documentation. and implementation. 

The development of the equivaient Simphony template, detailed in Table 10-3. took 

approximately 40 houn. 

Table 10-3 Development Hours for the CEM-CRUSH Template Components 

Screen 13 
Dcck 1 2  

Sample 
, SieveAnalvsis 

10.4 Class Experiments 

3 1 
8 1 

10.4.1 Overview 

Simphony was introduced to five students in a graduate class. Each student had the 

benefit of one cornputer applications course, a basic Visual Basic education, and 

simulation training in the course. After attending four one-hour lectures and four two- 

hour lab sessions. students were asked to develop a Simphony CYCLONE template as 

part of an assignrnent. CYCLONE is an activity based simulation system that uùlizes a 

set of five basic modeling elements. A sample model was illustrated in Figure 7-2. The 

students' second task was to develop a template for either paving or tunneling 

construction processes as part of their course project. 



10.4.2 CYCLONE Template 

CYCLONE was selected for the assignment because it consisted of a relatively small and 

easily understood number of modeling elements. Further, a standaione CYCLONE 

simulation tool was developed by a third-year computing science student for instructional 

purposes. The programmer's development time was approximately 230 houn. This did 

not include time spent becoming fmilisir with the CYCLONE method. The template 

development time of the students, which averaged approximately 40 houn. is detailed in 

Table 10-4. 

Table 10-4 Surnrnary of Students' CYCLONE Template Development 

1 Student 1 Hours / Grade 1 # of Lin= 1 Normalized 1 

Provided hours were first normalized by dividing them by the assigned percentage grade. 

This was done as a means of extrapolating the number of hours it would have taken to 

provide a fully functional tool. Some students did not impiement certain features such as 

priority queue allocations and counter statistics. The number of lines of code is shown in 

order to illustrate the relative complexity of the template. This number can be compared 

to the "CEM-EMS" template, which consists of 1168 lines, or the "CEM-CRUSH' 

template, which consists of 2059 lines. 

1 of Code 
256 
418 
325 
255 

- 
A 
B 
C 
D 

Hours 
58.3 
36 
16.7 
43.3 

35 
3 6 
15 
26 

608 
100% 
90% 

_ 60% 



10.4.3 Project 

Students wen instructed to design and develop a Simphony template to allow for the 

modeling of either paving or tunneling operations. AI1 students were able to successfully 

complete the basic project requirements. The degree of flexibility and effectiveness of 

the resulting tools varied between students. The results of the projects are summarized in 

Table 10-5. Development time averaged 41 hours for the paving template and 67 houn 

for the tunneling template. A sample mode1 based on a paving template from student B is 

shown in Figure 10-7 and a sarnple mode1 based on the tunneling template from srudent E 

is shown in Figure 10-8. 

Figure 10-7 Sample Mode1 Layout Based on Student B's Paving Template 



Figure 10-8 Sample Mode1 Layout Based on Student E's Tunneling Template 

Table 10-5 Summary of Students9 Projeet Template Developrnents 

1 Template 1 Student / Hours 1 Grade 1 # of Lines Normalized 1 

10.5 Summary 

I 1 
Paving 1 A 

1 Tunnelinp 

This chapter discussed several case studies that demonstrated that Simphony c m  lead to a 

drarnatic simplification and shortening of the development effort for new construction 

simulation tools. Two case snidies, which invoived the re-development of AE-Earth and 

CRUISER, showed how development time was reduced by a factor of fifteen. 

Experirnents involving graduate students proved that novice developen are able to easily 

develop new simulation tools. Further, the tirne required for students to develop a 

Sirnphony-based CYCLONE tool was shorter than the time it took a programmer to 

develop a stanciaione version by a factor of six. 

Pavinp 
Paving 

1 

B 
C 

[ Tunnelinp E 40 - 609  1 300 66.7 
D 

of Code 
383 25 

Hours 
4 1.7 60% 

47 

35 I 

47.5 1 35 
3 8 

708 1 722 1 67 

100% 
80% 

1161 
705 



Chapter 11 - Final Discussion 

11.1 Research Summary 

Research presented in this thesis began with the goal of transferring simulation 

technology into the construction industry and making simulation based tools as common 

as estimating and scheduling systems. In order to achieve this goal, it was determined 

that a study would have to be done fint to identify the basic requirements that simulation 

tools must possess in order to be successful. 

This study was the focus of the first phase of research. It resulted in three custom 

simulation tools for earth-moving, aggregate production and site dewatenng operations. 

These tools were developed and refined based on the requirements of leading local 

contractors with expertise in their respective industries. An analysis of the success 

factors of the tools as well as their limitations led to the identification of a set of features 

that al1 simulation tools must suppon. These features were grouped into several 

categories and can be summarized as follows: 

1. The user interface should suppon graphical representation and manipulation of the 

model structure. Integity violations should be trapped as soon as possible and 

reported to the user through the modeling interface in a helpfui fashion. Graphicat 

modeling support should be the primary means of model definition and manipulation. 

However, advanced usen should still be accommodated and allowed to bypass the 

graphitai system. 

2. The modeling process should be done in a manner that is naniral and relevant tu the 

specific target domain of the simulation tool. Users should not be exposed to the 



abstract underlying consmcts, which require expertise with fundamental simulation 

concepts. 

Construction methods Vary in complexity and as a result the simulation tools must be 

able to accommodate different types of simulation processon. 

Results generated by the simulation tools should be of immediate relevance to the 

targt user. Specific post simulation analysis should be performed when required 

with results presented in a familiar and natural manner. 

Simulation tools must be able to integrate with existing systems in order to reduce the 

data entry requirements as well as to generate information for use by existing 

systems. The generated information from each tool should follow a standard 

structure in order to simplify its analysis process by extemal systems. 

Users should be able to combine models based on severai tools in an effective manner 

in order to allow for the modelinp of complete projects involving multiple 

construction methods. 

Tools should support and even encourage the reusability of exiting simulation 

mode 1s. 

Tool developers should be able to ma te  new tooIs in a relatively shon time with 

minimal effort. The tool development process should be standardized in order to 

provide inherent support for al1 mentioned features. 

Based on these identified features, a set of concepts was then formulated. Special 

purpose simulation modeling ailowed for the development of intuitive, domain-based 

modeling elements. Graphical modeling allowed for the simplification of the modeling 

process for novice usea. Integrated modeiing defined how information can be obtained 



from other systems through a relational database management system and intmduced a 

standard for the generation of project planning type of data. Modular and hierarchical 

modeling allowed for the modeling of large simulation projects, linking of models based 

on different SPS tools, and empowennent of users with development capabilities. The 

hybrid tool development and utilization approach explained how it is more beneficial for 

a simulation system to support a spectnim of developea and usen with different skills 

and how their needs can be satisfied. This set of formulated concepts was then combined 

into a unified modeling methodology. The unification process was supported with the 

concept of object-oriented modeling. 

A cornputer system called Simphony was then developed based on the unified modeling 

rnethodology. Simphony allows for the c~ation of new SPS tools in the f o n  of 

modeling element templates. Development of new tools is greatly simplified and 

shonened as developen create new tools by inhenting the pre-defined functionality of a 

genenc modeling element and then customizing it as required. The development pmcess 

is supported by a set of services that provide commonly used routines for such tasks as 

discrete-event simulation processing and statistical collection and analysis. 

The design and implementation of the Simphony system was guided by the principles of 

objectsriented application Frameworks. This is a concept from the software engineering 

discipline that provides guidelines on designing and implementing libraries that captuce a 

recurxing software solution within a given application domain. 

Several case studies were perfonned in order to test the level of tool development 

simplification. Through a redevelopment of the eanh-moving and agpgate production 

simulation tools, it was discovered that the simplification factor can be as high as sixteen 



for developers who are familiar with Simphony. It was further demonstrated that novice 

developen are able to produce new Simphony-based tools at a Pace that exceeds that of a 

programmer using a commercial development system by a factor of six. 

11.2 Summary of Research Contributions 

The described research has led to nurnerous contributions to construction simulation 

research . During the fint phase of research. actual simulation knowledge was transferred 

to local construction cornpanies through the developed tools. Collaborating companies 

used the tools as part of their decision making process. Further, a set of ieatures that 

ensure the success of specidized construction simulation tools was identified. As pan of 

the second phase, several concepts were fomalized and combined to form a unified 

modeling methodology. This methodology was used to develop a fully functional 

cornputer system, which dramatically sirnplified and shortened the development time of 

new construction simulation tools. 

These represent some of the concrete contributions that resulted from this research. 

There are numerous other anticipated contributions. By standardizing the structure of 

simulation tools through the transformation of their definition process into a declarative 

format, a standard representation of the fundamental construction process emerges. This 

isolation of core tool requirements from the support elements could potentially allow for 

the automated analysis of individud construction processes as well as the represenrative 

cornparison of different processes. 

Further, the centrdized and standardized approach to the representation of the 

construction process and project data leads to many contributions. The modeling 

element library, which is where al1 the specific tool definitions are stored, is, in effect, a 
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formal representation of the construction rnethod within a Company or across the 

industry. The project data captures planning decisions not only regarding the overall 

project breakdown. high level relationships and resources, but aiso regarding the 

underlying reasoning process of the planner. 

11.3 Recommendation for Future Development 

The presented research demonstrates how the unified modeling methodology cm be 

followed to build effective and practical simulation tools. This was done through the 

redevelopment of earth-moving and aggregate production templates based on the original 

tools which were successful in an industry setting. It is recomrnended that this horizontal 

type of research expansion be continued through the development of new templates for 

common construction methods; thus leading to a complete process library. 

It is also recommended that a vertical expansion of the system be done in order to 

improve the functionality of Simphony. This is inherently supponed through the 

presented user service concept. Specific recommendations for new services. 

implemented as ActiveX libraries. include an optimization library and an artificial neural 

network training and recall support library. 
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Appendix 1 - Development Code for the Common Template 

CreateEnt 

Public Function CreateEnr-OnCreare(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementImtance. x As Single, y As Single) 
As Boolean 

ob. OnCreate x y, True 

CreateEnr-OnCreare= True 

ob. AdâAnribute "Quantity'e,"Number of Entities to  Createm.CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single, 
CFC-Read Wrire. I ,  1 O00 

ab. AddArrribute "Firsr'@."Tinie of First Create ". CFC-Nitmeric, CFC'Single, 
CFC-Read N'rite. O, IOOOOOO 

ob.Ad&rrribure "Bcrween ", "Time Berween Creares ". CFC-Distribution. CFC-Single. CFC-Read Wrrre 

ob.Ad&nribute "Fired", "Enrites CreateEntd su farW,CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single.CFC-Hidden 

ob("Quantiry")= 1 
ob( " First ") = O 
ob("Benveen"j=O 

06.AddConnectionP olnr "Out",x+57. y + X  COtttpur.5 
End Function 

Public Sitb CreareEtir-OnDragDrarcf 06 As CFCSinr-ModelingElementinstance) 
ob. On Draw 

End Sub 

Public Sub Creare Ent-On Draw (ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elernentlnstance) 
CDC. Circ ab. CoordinaresXf O)+X,ob. CoordinatesY(O)+t5.25 
CDC. T e - d u t  ob.CoordinaresX( 0)+5,ob.Coordinates Y( O)+2O, O&( "Qtranriry ") 

ab. DrawConnection Points 
End Sirb 

Public Sub CreareEnt_OnSimularionlnitialize(ob As CFCSim-rModelingElemen~Instance) 
O 6. AddEvenr " Ftre Entity " 

End Sub 

Public Sub CreareEnt-OnSimularionlnitialireRun~ob As CFCSUn_ModelingElementInstance, RunNm As 
Integer) 

06-ScheduleEvent obAddEmîry,'*Firehtiry",ob("First") 
ob( "Fired")=O 

End Sub 

Public Sub CreareEnt~OnSimulationProcessEvent(ob As CFCSim_ModelingElementInstunce. MyEvent As 
String. Entiry As CFCSim-Entiry) 

Dim newEntdy Ar CFCSün-Entity 



If ob( "Firedm)> = ob("Quanri~") Then Exit Sub 
ob( "jlredW)=ob( 'IfiredM)+ l 
Set newEnriry = ob.AddEn;iry 
ob. TransferOur Ne wEnrily 
ob.ScheduleEvenr entiry, "FireEnrtty ". ob("Bet~een") 

Tracer. Trace "Entity: " & newEntityld & " Created", "Simulation" 
End Sub 

Destroy 

Public Funcrion Desrroy-OnCreate(o6 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, .r As Single, v As Single) As 
Boolean 

Dim cp As CFCSim-Connection Point 

Destroy-On Crea te= True 
ob. On Create n y, True 

ob.AddConnectconPoint "1Nw,x-7.y +X,Cfnpur,S 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub Desrro_v_O~iDrag Draw( ob As CFCSim-ModeLing Elementlnstar~ce) 
ob.0nDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub Destroy-OnSimulationTransferIn ( ob As CFCSirr~,ModelingElententInsrance. Enti-1 As 
CFCSim-Entity, SrcCp As CFCSinr-ConnectionPoinr. DstCp 4s  CFCSint-ConriecrioriPoint) 

ob. DeleteEntity enrie 
End Su6 

SetAttribute 

Option Erplicir 

Public Function SerAnribute-OnCrearetob As CFCSm-ModelingElenientInstance. x As Single. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

O 6. OnCreute .K. y, True 
Dinc i As lnteger 
SetArrribute-OnCreare= True 
For i= l Tu 5 ' up to 5 artribures 

obAdiArrribure 'Anr" & i & "Nme"."Attribure " & i & " Name':CFC-Tctt, CFC-Single, 
CFC-Read Write 

ob.A&ttribute " h r  " & t & "Val': @'Artribure " & i & " Value': CFC-Tm, CFC-Sing le. 
CFC-Red Wrire 

ob("Attr" & t & "Namew)="" 
Nexr 

a64ddConnectionPoint "In" . x-IO,  y+Z, CInput. 5 
06.AddConnectionPotnr "Our ".x+ 100,y+25,COurput.5 

End Function 

Public Sub SetAnrïbure-OnDragDrawtob As CFCSùn-ModelingElementInstance) 
ob. OnDraw 

End Sub 



Public Sub SetAttribute-OnDraw(o6 As CFCSim,ModelingElementInsrance) 
CDC. Charlge Font "Courier New", 13. True, False. False. False 

CDC. Rectangle 
06. CoordinaresX(O),ob. CoordinatesY(O),ob. CoordinatesX(0)+90,ob. CoordinatesY(O)+SO 

CDC. TexOur ob. CoordinatesX(O)+5,ob. Coordinates Y(O)+ 15, " Set " 
CDC. TnrtOut ob. CuordinatesX(O)+5,06. Coordinates Y(0) + 25, "Anributes " 
06. DrawConnection Points 

End Su6 

Public Sub SerAttribute,OnSimulationTransferInfob As CFCSim-ModelingElernentInstance, Enrity As 
CFCSim-en fi'/. SrcCp As CFCSim-Connection Point, DstCp As CFCSirn-Connecrion Poinr) 

Dim t As Inreger 
For i= l  To 5 

Ifobt"Anr" & i & "Narrie")o"" Then 
entitytobt "Anr" & i & "NameV))=ob( "Anr" & i & "Val") 
Tracer-Trace "Entiry: "' & entity.ld & "'has been assigned a value of "' & ob('*Anrm & i & 

"Val") & "' For artribure: "* & ob("AnrV & i & "Name") & ""', "Simulation" 
End If 

Ne.rt 

06. TransferOut enrity 
End Sub 

Branch 

Public Fttnction Branch-OnCreatefob As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrInstance. .r As Single. y As Single) As 
800 fean 

Dim cp As CFCSim,Connectiori Poinr 
Broinch-OnCreate= True 
With ob 

.OnCreute g y .  Trire 

AddAtrribute "Prob", "Top Branch probabiliry ". CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single. CFC-Read Wrire.O.1 
.And "Prob")=0.5 

..4ddConnecrion Point "INW..r-25.y CInput.5 
AddConnection Point "Top",x+25.y-25. COurpur.5 
.AddConnection Point "Bottom"~+25,y+25. COutpur.5 

End With 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub Branch-OnDragDruwiob As CFCSim,ModellVtgEZementInstance) 
ob.OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub Branch-OnDraMo6 As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrlnrrance) 

CDC. MoveTo 06. ConnectionPointr( "ln *)~ob.ConnecriunPoints('*ln"). Y 
CDC. LineTo 06. CoordinutesX(O),ob. CoordinaresY(0) 
CDC-Arrow ob.CoordinatesX(O).ob.CoordinaresY(O) , 

O 6. ConnectionPoinrs( "TopW),r, O 6. ConnectionPoutrs("Top"). Y. 1 7 
CDC-A rrow 06. CoordinatesX(0). ob.Coordinares Y(0), 06. ConnecrionPoinist " Bonont")-r . 

&. Cmecti'Pointr( "Bumm "), Y. f ? 



ub. DrawConnection Points 
End Sub 

Prrblic Sub Branclt-OnMove(ob As CFCSirn-Modeling Elenienrfnsrnnce, By Val x l As Single, By Val y l ris 
Single, By Val xZ As Single, By Val y2 As Single) 

Dim a As Double 
Dim b As Double 
Dim c As Double 
Dim X As Double 
Dim Ang As Double 
Dim xo As Double 
Dim yo As Double 
Dim cp As CFCSini-Connecrion Poinr 

uSqrt(ob. CoordinatesX(0) - XI) A 2 + tob.CoordinatesY(0) - YI) A 2) > 20 Then 
a= Sqr ( (06. CoordinatesX(0)-.r2) A 2 + (06. CoordinatesY(0)-y2P2 ) 
b= Sqr ( (ob.CoordinatesX(0)-.rI) A 2 + (ob.CoordinatesY(0)-y I P2 ) 
c= Sqr( ( ~ I - . r 2 ) ~  3 + (yl-y2)Y ) 

'figure out expression 
X= (c"2-&2-&FZ ) / (-2 *a *b) 

ifSqr(-X * X + I )=O Then &rit Sub 
' calculate inverse cosine 
Ang=Arn( -X / Sqrl-X * X + I )) 

ifang=O Then Eirit Sub 

For Each c p  In  06. Connecrion Points 
xo=cp.x - ab. CoordinaresXf0) 
O =  - t cp. Y - 06. Courdinares Yt 0)) 
cp-x = .ro *Cos fang)+ yo *Siti(ang) +O 6. CoordinatesX(0) 
cp. Y = -{ -xo *Sin(ang)tp *Cos fang)) + ob. Coordinates Y(0) 

Nert 
Eiie 

' cal1 default on move 
ob.OnMove x1.y 1 ,x2,yZ, True 

End If 

End Sub 

Public Sub Brunch-OnSimulationTrOntferfn(ob As CFCSimmModeling&lemenrImance. Enriry As 
CFCSh-Enrity, SrcCp As CFCSim_ConnectionPoùrt. DsCp As CFCSimimConnecriuriPoint) 

Dim sampled As Double 
sampled=Sampler. Uniform(0. I ) 

Ifsampledc 06f"Prob") Then 
ob. TransferOut enri'y, O&. Connecrion Points( "Top ") 



Tracer. Trace "Rouring to the top port" . "Simu larion" 
Else 

ob. TransferOut enriry. 06. Connec tion Points("i3onorn") 

Tracer. Trace "Rouring ro the bonom port. '*. "Simulation" 
End If 

End Sub 

Consolidate 

Option Explicit 

Public Function Consolidare-OnCreate(ob As CFCSim,Mode/ingElementittsrance. .r As Single. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

ob. OnCreare x, y, True 
Consolidate-OnCreate= Trtie 
ob.AddAnribute "Quanriry","Nuniber ro ConsolidateW.CFC-Nutneric. CFC-Single, 

CFC-Read Wrire, 1. IO00000 
ob.AddA ttribute "Generate ". "Number of En tiries to Generare ': CFC-Numeric, CFC-Sing le. 

CFC-ReadWrite. 1. IO00000 

0b.AdnCannecrionPoinr "In " , x-I O. y+?5, Clnpur. 5 
ob.AddCorinectionPolnr "Out1 ".x+ IX.!+25, COutpur,5 
ob.AddConnecrion Point "Out2",x+50.y+60. COutpur.5 

End Fiincrion 

Public Sir b Consolidate-On Drag Draw f ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnstance) 
ob.OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Siib Consolidate-On Draw(ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elementinsrancr) 
CDC. ChangeFunt "Courier Netc:'*, 13, True. False. False. False 

CDC. Rectangle 
06. CoordinatesX(O),ob.CoordinaresY(0),ob.Coordi~t~X~O) + 1 10.ob.CoordinatesY~0)+50 

CDC. TcnOur o 6. CoordinaresX(O)+5,ob. CoordinmY(0) + IO, "Consolidare" 
Ifob("Quanriry") Calcularion=CFC-Simple And ob("Generaren).Calcu1ation=CFC,Simple Then 

CDC. TeaOut 06. CoordinaresX(O)+5.ob.Coordinares Y(O)+X. " ( " & ob("Quanti~") & ") X " & 
ab( "Generate") 

Else 
CDC. Tertout ob.CoordinaresX(O)+S.ob.Coordina~esY(O)+25, " ( Formula )" 

End if 

ob.DrawConnectionP oints 
End Sub 

Public Sub Consolidare-OnSimularionInirializeRun(ob As CFCSUn_ModelingElementImance. RunNtun As 
Inreger) 

ob( "CurrenrLevel")=O 



End Sub 

Public Sub ConsolidateeOnSimularionTransferIn(06 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInsrance, Enri- As 
CFCSim, Entiry, SrcCp As CFCSirn-Connection Point, DsrCp As CFCSirn-Connection P oint) 

Dirn newEnriv As CFCSirn-Enriry 
Dint i As lnreger 

For i= I To Int(ob("GenerateW)) 
Set newEnriry=ob. CloneEnriry(entiry) 

Tracer. Trace "New entip created: " & newEnriry. Id,"Sirnularion" 
ob. TramferOur newemiry, 06. Connection Points("Our2") 

Next 
Elid I f  

ob. TransferOut entity ob. Connecrion Points("0ut 1") 
End Su6 

Public Function Task-On Creare (ab As CFCSim-Madeling Elementlnstance, x As Single, y As Single) As 
Buolean 

ob. On Create .r.y. True 
Task-On Creare= True 
06.AddAnribtire "Durarion"."Delay Duration':CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single, CFC-ReadWrite,O 
ob( "Durarion ")= I 

ob..4ddConnection Point "ln" . s- 10. i+25. CInput, 5 
ob.AddConnecrionPoint "Out ".x+ I l  5.y+X. COutput.5 

End Funcrion 

Pubiic Su6 Terk-OnDragDrawf ob As CFCSim-ModelingEiemenrlnstance) 
ab, OnDra w 

End Siib 

Public Su6 T&OnDraw(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementImzunce) 
CDC ChangeFonr "Courier New". 13,Tme. Fa lie. Faise. False 

CDC. Rectangle 
ob-CoordiruitesXt0).o6.Coordimtes~(0),ob.CoordùlaresX(O)+ 100,ob.CoordinatesY(0)+50 

~ob("Durarion").Calculazion=CFC~Simple Then 
CDC. Textout ob.CoordutatesX(U)+S.ob.CoordinatesY(O)+2O, "Task ( " & ob( "Duration ") & ") " 

Else 
CDC. TerrOur 06. CoordinatesX(O)+ Xab. Coordinates Y(O)+20, "Task (Formula)" 

End if 

ab. DrnwConnecrion Points 
End Sub 

Public Su& T4~k~OnSimuiatiodnitiaIi-efob As CFCSim-ModelingElementIrtscance) 
06.AddEvent "Sran". True 



06.AddEvent "Finish" 
End Su6 

Public Sub Task-OnSimulationProcessEvenr(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElenrenrlnstance, M_vEvenr As 
String, Enri- As CFCSint-Enri-) 

Dim Duration As Double 

Select Case MyEvenr 
Case "Star?" 

duration=ob("Duration ") 

Tracer.Trace "Entity: " & entiry. ID & " will incurr a delay of" & duration, "Simularion" 

Case "Finish" 
Tracer. Trace "Delay of Entity: " & cnrity ID & " Completed" , "Simulation" 
ob. TransferOut entity 

End Selecr 
End Sub 

Option Erplicir 

Piiblic Funcrion RandomTask-OnCreate(ob As CFCSim,ModelingElementInsrance, .r As Single, y As 
Single) As Boolean 

ob. On Create x y. True 
Randoni Tmk-OnCreate= True 
ob.AdàAttribure "Durarion". "Delay Durarion ", CFC-Disrribution. CFC-Sing le. CFC-Read Write 

ob.AddConnectionPoint "In" . s- 1 O, y +X, Clnpur, 5 
ob. AddConnection Point "Otit",-r+ I75,y+2% COutput.5 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub RandomTa&OnDragDraw(ob A s  CFCSim-ModelingElementlnstance) 
ab. On Dra w 

End Sub 

Public Sub RandomT&OnDrawfob As CFCSim_ModelingEiementI~t~rance) 
CDC.ChangeFont "Arial". 12, True. False. False, False 

CDC. Rectangle 
ab. CoordinaresXf O). 06. Coordinates Y(O),ob.CoordinatesX(O)+ I60,ob. Coordinares Y{U)+JO 

CDC. Tertout ob.CoordinatesX(0)+5.ob.CoordïnaresY(O)+ IO. "Task" 
CDC. TeaOut 06-CoordinatesX(O)+5.0 6. Coordinates Y(O)+3O. 

ob("Durution"). Distribution. GrrSrring Represenrnrion 

06. DrawConnecrionPoïnts 
End Sub 

Public Sub RandomTarkkOnSimularioninüia1ire(06 As CFCSim-ModelingElernentInsrance) 
06-AddEvent "Stan8'. True 
ob.AddEvent "Finish" 



End Sub 

Public Sub Random Task-OnSimularion ProcessEvent(ob As CFCSim-Mode1 ing Elernentlnstance. My Event 
As String, Enrity As CFCSim-Entiry) 

Dirrr Duration As Double 

Select Case MyEvent 
Case "Sran" 

durution =ob f "Du ration") 

Tracer.Trace "Enri-: " & entigID & " will incurr a delay of" & duration,"Simulation" 

Case "Finish" 
Tracer, Trace "Delay of Entity: " & entity.ID & " Completed" . "Sir~rularion" 
06. TransferOut enrity 

End Select 
End Sub 

Resource 

Public Function Resource-OnCreatefob As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, x As Single. y As Single) 
As Boolean 

Resource-On Create= True 
06. OnCreate xy, True 
06-AddAtfribute "ResName ". " Resource Description", CFC-Te* CFC-Single. CFC-Read Write 
06.AddAnribute "Total","Toral Number of Resorrrces ". CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single. 

CFC-Read Wrire, 1,lOOOOOO 
ob-AddAttrîbure "Currenr". "Current Number ofA vailable Resources ", CFC-Nunieric. CFC-Sin~le. 

CFC-ReadOnly 
ob.A&nribure "Requests". "".CFC-Collection, CFC'Singfe. CFC-Hidden 
06-AddAttribute " Winners ", "". CFC-Collection. CFC-Single. CFC-Hidden 

ob( "ResName ")= "Res " 
ob('Total")= I 
ob f "Current ")= 1 

ob.AddSratistic "Utili;ation"."Resource Utilizarion ", True. False 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub Resource-OnDra w(o6 As CFCSim-ModelingElementImtance) 
CDC. ChangeFont "Courier New", 12, Tme, Fafse, False, False 

CDC'Rectangle 
ob. CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coordinates Y(O),ob.Coordina!esX((O)+50.ob.Coordi~tes Y( O)+S0 

CDC. TmOut ob. CoordinaresX(O)+3,ob. CoordinatesY(O)+ IS, ob("ResName") 
ifob("T0tal"). Calcularion = CFC-Simple Then 

CDC. TexrOur 06. CoordinatesX(O)+ I O.ob.Coordi~~1tesY(O)-tZ5. " ( " & ob( "Tord ") & ") " 
Else 

CDC. TextOut O 6. CoordinatesX(O)+ IO.ob. Coorduiares Y(0)+2S. "Formula" 
End If 



End Sub 

Public Sub Resource-OnSimulationlniriali:e(ob As CFCSim,ModelingElementInstance) 
ob.A&Event "CollectStut" 
ob.AddEvetir "Release " 

'find out which request nodes use us 
Dim requesr As CFCSint-Modeling Elementlnsrance 

ClearCollection ab( "Requests "). Collection 
For Euch request In  O 6. Parent. ChildElements 

If requesr. ElemenrType= "Request " Then 
If requestf "ResOb "). Reference Is ob Then 

ob( "Requests "). Collection.Add request 
End If 

Eltd If 
Ne-rr 

End Sub 

Public Su6 Resource,OnSimrr larion lniria1i:eRunf ob As CFCSim,Modeling&IementInstance. Run Num As 
Inreger) 

ob("Currenr")=ob("roral") 
End Su6 

Public Sub Resource~OnSimulatïonProcessEvent~ob As CFCSim-ModelingElentenrI~istance, 1WyEvent As 
String. Entin, As CFCSini-Etiri-) 

Select Case MvEvenr 
Case "CollectS~at " 

ob.statf "Utilisation ").Coliect 1 O0 * f l-(o6( "Current")/obf"Toral"))) 
ob.Delete&nrin, entiry 

Case "Release" 

Dim request As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance 
Dint WinnerRequest As CFCSim-ModelingElemetitInrrance 
Dim WinnerPriorïry As Long 
CfearCollection ob( " Winners "). Collection 

' Firsr Find Out Highest Priorip 
CVinnerPriority=-l 
For Each requesr In ob( "requests"). Reference 

If request. File( "ResFile "). Length>O Then 
requesr. File("ResFi1e"). MoveFirsr 
if WinnerPriorin, < request. File( "resFile "). Priority Then 

WinnerPtiorip = request. File( "resFile "). Prioriry 
End If 

End If 
Nexr 

' Then flnd out al1 the requesrs thm have rhat priorin, 
For Each requesr I n  06("requests").Reference 

if requesr. File("ResFile").Lrngth>O Then 
requesr. File( "ResFile "). MoveFirst 
If WinnerPrioriry = requst. File( "resFile "1. Priority men 

ob f " Winners "1. ColtectionAdd request 
End I/ 



End If 
Ne-rr 

if ob ( " Winners "1. Collection. Count=O Then 
06. DeleteEntiry enriry 

ElseIf ob( " Winners "). Collection. Courir= f Then 
ob( " Winners ").Collection( I).ScheduleEvenr entiry, "Checkl*,O 

Else 
' resolve benveen reqtcests randomly 
Dirn x As Double 
x=Sampler. unifonn f l,ob( "Winners").Collection.Count+ 1)  
ob ( " Winners "1. Col1 ection(lnt(X)).ScheduleEvent entity, "Check ",O 

End If 

End Select 

End Sub 

Capture 

Public Funcrion Capture-OnChecklrtregrity(ob As CFCSini-ModelingElententImtance) As Boolean 
Capture-OriChecklnregric= True 

'find resource 
Set ob("Res0B"). Reference = Norhing 
Dim childob As CFCSini-ModelingElemenrlnstance 
For Each childob In 06. Parent. ChildElements 

if cliildob. ElemrntTvpe= "Resource" Then 
Ifchildob("ResNanie")=ob("ResNatne") Then 

Set ob( "ResOb "). Reference=childob 
End If 

End I f  
Ncrt 

If oh; "ResOBW).Reference Is Nothing Then 
Tracer. Trace "Cannor find specifted resource: " & ab f "ResName"). "lntegrip" 
Capture-OnCheckïnregriry= FaIse 

End if 
End Funcrion 

Public Funcrion Capture-OnCrearetob As CFCSim-ModelingEienienrInstance, x As Sirtgle, y As Single) As 
Boolean 

ob. OnCreare xy. Tme 
Capture-OnCreare=True 
ob.AddAttrîbure *ResNamel*, "Resource iVame".CFC_Ter. CFC-ListBox, CFC-Read Write 
ob.AddAttribute "Quanriry"."Nwnber of Resources To Capture", CFCJiumeric, CFC-Single. 

CFC-Readwrire. 1 
O 64ddAtrribute "Prïoriry","Caprure Prîorîq", CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single, CFC-Readwrite, I 
o b . A ~ t t r i b u t e  "ResOb '*. "", CFC-Qbject, CFC,SEngle. CFC-Hidden 

06.AddConnecrionPoint "ln" . s- IO. y +B. Clnpur. 5 
06AddConnecrion Point "Out "s+ 12 7. y +S. COurput.5 



ob.AddFile "ResFile': QUEUE 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub Capture-On Drag Dra w(o b As CFCSinl-Mode ling EZent entlns tance) 
06. O d h  w 

End Sub 

Public Sub Capture-On Draw(o b As CFCSim-Modelittg El emenrItisrance) 
CDC. ChangeFont "Courier New", 12, True. Folse, False, False 

CDC. Rectangle 
06. CoordinatesXf O), ob.CoordinatesY(O),ob. CoordinaresXf O)+ 120,ob. Coordinates Y(0)+50 

if ob( "Quantis, "). Calculation = CFC-Simple Then 
CDC. TeaOur ob. CoordinatesX(O)+S,ob.Coordinates Y(0)+20, "Capture:"' & ob( "ResName ") & " ' 

( "  & ob("Quanrity ") & ")" 
Else 

CDC. TexrOur ob. CoordinatesXf O)+S,ob. Coordinares Y(0)+20, "Capture: "' & ob( " ResName ") & " ' 
(Formula)" 

End 

ob. DrawConnection Points 
End Sub 

Public Su6 Capture-OnlisrBo,rlnitiali~e(ob As CFCSim-ModefingElemenrinstance, artr As 
CFCSim-Artribute, !srList As Object) 

Dim childob As CFCSinl-ModelingElententinstance 
For Each childob In ob. Parent. ChildElements 

If childob. ElernenfT_vpe="Resource" Then 
Isrlist.Addlrem childob("ResNarne") 

End If 
N a t  

End Sub 

Public Sub Capture-OnSintularionInitiali:e(ob As CFCSirn~ModelingElementfnstance) 
ob.AddEvent "Check" 

End Sub 

Public Su6 Capture-OnSimularionProcessEvenr(o6 As CFCSUnUn~ModelingEfernenritlstance~ MyEvent As 
Srring, Entity As CFCSim-Emiry) 

Dim res As CFCSim,ModelingElemenrinsfance 
Ser res=ob( " R e d  B"). Reference 
Dim MainEnriry As CFCSim-Enriry 

If ob.File( "ResFile").Lengrh=O fhen Exit Sub 
06. File( "ResFile "). MoveFirst 
If resl"current") < ob. FiIe("ResFi1e ").enriry("NumRes") Then 

Tracer.Trace "'Not enough resoruces..-"."Simulation" 
&it Sub 

End If 



Set Main Enrity= 06. File( "res File"). Pop 

res( "current ")= res( "currenr ")- Main Entiry("Num Res ") 

' tell resource to collect staristics 
res.ScheduleEvent ob.AddEnti~,"CollectStat'*,O 

Tracer. Trace "Enfin, " & MainEntiryJd & " entiry obtrtined resource"~"Sirnulation" 

06. TranferOut Main Entiry 
End Su6 

Public Sub Capture-OnSiniulationTransferfn(ob As CFCSint-ModelingElemenrlnsrame, Enrity As 
CFCSinr-Entip, SrcCp As CFCSim-ConnecfionPoint, DstCp As CFCSim-ConnecrionPoint) 

entiry("NutnRes'*)=ob("Quanri~") 
ob. File( "Resfile ").Add entity, obf"Priority") 
0b.ScheduleEvent ab.AddEntiq, "Check",O 

End Sub 

Public Funcrion Release-OnCheckInregriry(o6 As CFCSirn-rModelingElementlnstance) As Boolean 
Re1ea.w-On Checkintegrity= True 

Set obf "ResOB"). Reference= Norhing 
Dint cliildob As CFCSini-bfodelingEhentfnsrance 
For Each childob In ob.Parent.CiiildE1errtents 

Ifchildob.ElenrenrTvpe= "Resource" Then 
ifchildob("ResrVame")=ob("ResName") Then 

Set ob("Res0b"). Reference=childob 
End If 

End if 
Next 

if ob ( "ResO B "). Reference is Nothing Then 
Tracer. Trace "Cannot find specïjied resource: " & 06 f "ResName")."Integrip" 
Release,OnChecklnregri~= False 

End if 
End Function 

Public Function Release-OnCreate(o6 As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrlnnance, x As Single. y As Single) As 
Boolean 

06. OnCreare x, y, Tme 
Rclease-On Create = True 
ob.Addtinribure "ResNume". "Resource Name", CFC-Text, CFC-ListBo.r, CFC-Read Wrire 
ob.A&Xnribute "Quantiry'*."Num6er of Resources To Releae ", CFC-Nurnen'c. CFC-Single. 

CFC-ReadWrite, 1. l ûûûO00 
ob.A&rrribute "ResOb':"@*. CFC-Objecr, CFC-Single. CFC-Hidden 

06.AddConnecrionPoint "In" . .r-IO. y+= Clnpur, 5 
ob-AddComecrionPoinr "Our",x- l27.y+25. COurpur.5 

End Funcrion 



Public Sub Release-On DragDraw(o6 As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance) 
ob. On Draw 

End Sub 

Pub1 ic Sub Release-On Dra w(ob As CFCSini-Modeling Eiement fnstunce) 
CDC. ChangeFont "Courier New': 12, True, Fa fie, Fafse, False 
CDC. Recrangle 

ob. CoordinatesX(OI.ob. Coordinates Y( O), ob.CoordinatesX(O)i 120,ob.Coordinates Y(O)+ 50 

i fob("Quanti~"). Calcularion=CFC-Simple Then 
CDC. T a O u r  ob. CoordinatesX(O)+S,ob.Coordinates Y(0)+20, "Release: "' & ob("ResName") & " ' ( " 

& ob("Quanrity") & ")" 
Else 

CDC. TexOur ob.Coordinate~X(O)+5~ob.CoordinatesY(O)+SO, "Releuse: "' & ob("ResNan~e") & "' 
( Formula)" 

End I f  

06. DrawConnecrion Potnrs 
End Sub 

Public Sub Releme~OnLisrBo~rIniti~lize(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementIns~ncr. anr As 
CFCSirn-Anribute, 1stLcst As Object) 

Dim childo6 As CFCSim-ModelingElenaenrfnstance 
For Each childob In ob. Parent. ChildElenrenrs 

if childob. ElemenrType= "Resource " Then 
lstl ist. AddItent chifdo b("ResName") 

End If 
Nett 

Elid Sub 

Public Su& Releere,OnSimularionInitializef 06 As CFCSim-Modeling Eleinentlnstance) 
obAddEvent "Release ", True 

End Sub 

Public Sub Release-OnSimulationProcessEvendob As CFCSim-ModeltngElementI~~~tance. MyEvent As 
String, Enrio As CFCSim-Enriry) 

Dint res As CFCSim_Modeling&lernentfttsrance 
Dirrt Quanti0 As lnteger 
Set res=ob( "ResOb "). Refererrce 
quanti~=lnt(ob("Quanrip")) 

If(quanti~+res("Cumenr")) > red "Total ") Then 
Tracer. Trace "Release will increase the number of mailable resources to " & 

quanriry + res( "Current "). " Warnïng " 
End I/ 

res( "Cu ment") = res( "Cu ment "1 + q m i r y  

' send a release message to resource 
res.ScheduleEvent obAddEnriry, "Releasel:O 

ob. TranrferOut entic 
End Sub 



Statistic 

Public Funcrion Statisric-OnCreate(o6 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, x As Single, y As Single) Ar 
Boolean 

Sratisric-On Creare= True 

ob. SerNumCoordinaresZ 
ob. CoordinaresX(O)=x 
ob. Coordinares Y(Oj= y 
ob.CoordinaresX( 1 )=x+ 100 
ob.CoordinazesY( I)=y+SO 

ob.A&nribute "SratName","Starisric T Name", CFC-Text, CFC-Single, CFC-Read Wrire 
06.Addclrtribure "Inrrinsic ". "Intrinsic Sratisric ", CFC-Text, CFC-Lisrl3o.r. CFC-Read Wrire 
o6.AddAnribure "Fulll*,"Do Full Tracking",CFC-Texr, CFC-LisrBos, CFC-ReadWrire 

ob( "lntrirzsic")="No" 
06 ( "Full")=" Yes " 

ob( "SrarName ") = " " 
ob.AddSrarisric "Star ". "Star ". False. True 
Statisric-OnCreare= True 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub Statbtic,OnDragDruw(ob As CFCSim,ModelingElenienrImfnnce) 
ab. OnDraw 

End Su6 

Public Sub Statistic,OnDra\~+(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElrmentl~t~tance) 
CDC. ChangeFonr "Courier New", 12, True, False, False. Falsc 

CDC. Rectangle 
ob.CoordinaresX(0). ob. Coordinares Y(O),ob. CoordinatesX(O)+ 1 OO,ob. Coordinates Y(0)+50 

CDC. Ter1 Out ob. CoordinatesX(0) +t. ob. Coordinares Y(O) + 10, "Sratisric " 
CDC. Text Our 06. CoordinatesX(O)+t. 06. Coordinares Y(O)+3O, ob("StarName") 

End Su6 

Public Sub Srarisric,OnttrtBo.rInitialise~ob As CFCSim,ModelingElemenrIns~ance, anr As  
CFCSim-Anribure, LrrLisr As Object) 

ktlist.Addlrem " Yes " 
fstlisr.AddIrem "No" 

End Su6 

Public Sub Statisric,OnSimulmononlnuialSef 06 As CFCSim_ModehgElementInstance) 
06.~1arl"Star"). Inrrinsic= (ob( "lnrrutiic ")= "Yes ") 
obsratl "Star"). TrackFull= (ob("Fulf")= "Yes") 

End Sub 

Public Fmction Srarisric-On ValidareParametersfob As CFCSim~ModelingElemenrImf~ce, Parameters 
As Objecr) As Boolean 

Sta fistic-On ValidareParamerers= False 



If Parameters( "lntrinsic ") = " Yes " And Paranterers( "lntrinsic ") = "No" Then 
MessagePrompt " Please specifi eirher 'Yes ' or 'No 'for the lntrinisc parameter" 
Erir Funcrion 

End If 

If Parameterd "Full ") o "Yes" And Parameters( "Full ") c> "No" Then 
MessagePrompr "Please specirjj either Yes'or 'No'for the Full Tracking parameter" 
Exir Function 

End If 

Public Function CollecrStat,OnCreare(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, .r As Single. y As Single) 
As Boolean 

06. On Cteare .r, y, Tme 
CollectStar,OnCreare= Tme 
ob.A&îrtribute "StatName ", "Statisric ", CFC-Tert, CFC-ListBo.r, CFC'Read Write 
ob.AddArtribute "Value"."Value ro ColfectStat",CFC,Numeric, CFC-Single. CFC-ReadWrite 

ob.ArldConnecrion Point "ln" . x- IO. y +25. Chpur. 5 
ob.AdKonnectionPoint "Our".x+60.y+25,COutput.5 

End Funczion 

Public Sub CollectSrat_OnDrag Draw(o6 As CFCSim-Modeling ElemenrInsrance) 
ob.0RDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub CollectStat-OnDra\v(ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elernentlnstarice~ 
CDC. ChongeFonr "Courier New". 12. Tme, False. False, False 

CDC. Reamgle 
06. CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coordinares Y(O),ob. CoordtnatesX(O)+SO,ob. Coordincues Y(O)+JO 

CDC. Tertout ob. CoordinatesX(O)+S,ob. Coordinates Y( O) + 10, "Collect " 
CDC- re.rtOut ob. CoordinatesX(O)+S.ob. CoordùtatesY(O)+SO. "Value" 
ob. DrawConnectionPoir:ts 

End Sub 

Public Sub CollectStar-OUtBoxInitialke(ob As CFCSim~ModelingEZementImtance. m r  As 
CFCSim-Anribute. IsrLLrt As Object) 

Dim childob As CFCSUn,ModelingElementI~rmce 
For Each childo b In  06. Parent ChiùiElernents 

If childob. ElementType="Statisric" Then 
IstlistAddltem cttildob("StatNme") 

End If 
Na3 

End Sub 

Public Sub CollecrSratf OnSimulat ionTr~erln(ob As CFCSim_ModelingElemenrImtance. E h i e  As 
CFCSim-Entity SrcCp As CFCSim-ComectionPoinr, DstCp As CFCSim-ConnectionPoinr) 



Dinr value As Double 
Dirn star As CFCSim-Staristic 

'find sratisric mentioned 
Set stat = Nothing 

Dint childo b As CFCSim-Modeling Elementfnstance 
For Each ch ildob In 06. Parent. ChildElements 

If childob. ElementT~pe='~StatWtic" Then 
if~hildob('~SrarName") =ob("StatName") ïïten 

Ser srar=childob.srat( "star ") 
Erir For 

End lf 
End If 

Ne-rt 

ifsrar 1s Nothirig Thert 
Tracer. Trace "Cannotjînd specfid srarisric: " & ob( "StatName ") , "Execurion " 
Erit Sub 

End If 

i~alue=ob("Valire") 
star. Collect value 

Tracer. Trace "Sratisrical value Collected: " & value. "Simulation" 

06. TransferOut en fi-, 06. ConnecrionPoints("Our") 
End Su6 

Public Function Connecter-OnCreatefob As CFCSim,ModelingElementInsrance, .r As Single. y As Sirlgle) 
As Boolean 

ob. On Creare .CF. True 
connec for-OnCreate= True 

ob.AddConnectionPoinr "ln" , x-3, y +3, Clnput. 5 
06. AddConnectionPoint "Out".x+J,y- J.COutput.5 

End Function 

Public Sub Connecter-On DragDraw(o6 A s  CFCSim,ModelingElemenrInrtance) 
ob. On Drarv 

End Sub 

Public Sub Connecter-OnDraw(ob A s  CFCSim-ModelingElemenrImtmce) 
06. Draw Connecrion Points 

End Sub 

Public Sub Connecfor-OnGetBodùtgRecr(o6 As CFCSimimModefingElemenrInsrmce. mRect As 
CFCGrap hic.-Recr) 

mrecr. fefi=ob.CoordinaresXf O)- 1 O 
mrecr.top=ob.Coord~resY(O)- IO 
mrect. right=ob.CoordinatesX(O)+ 10 
mrecr.bonom=ob. CoordimresY(O)+ 10 

End Sub 



Public Su& Connecter-OnSiniulation Transferlnt ob As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance, Entin, As 
CFCSirn-Enrity, SrcCp As CFCSim-ConnectionPoint, DstCp As CFCSirn-connec fion Point) 

ob. TramferOur enriv 
End Su6 

Public Function Trace-OnCreatef ob As CFCSim,ModelingElementf~tance, x As Single, y As Single) As 
Boolean 

06. On Create .r, y, True 
Trace-On Create = True 

ob.Ad&nribute "Expression", "fipression to Trace". CFC-Te=, CFC-Single.CFC-ReadWrite 
ob.Ad&ttribute "Category ", "Trace Category ", CFC-Text, CFC,SUtgLe,CFC-Remrite 

ob.AdKonnectionPoint "ln" , .r- IO, y+25. Chpur, 5 
06. AddCotinecrion Point "Out".x+60.y+25,COutput.S 

Etid Funcrion 

Pltblic Sub Trace-On Drag Draw 06 As CFCSini,Modeltng&fernentfnstance) 
06. OnDraw 

End Su6 

Prcblic Sub Trace-On Dra w(ob As CFCSim-Modeiing ElemenrInstance) 
Diln niRect As New CFCGrapliics-Recr 
Wirh 06 

mRect.left = .CoordinaresX(O) 
niRecr. top = .Coordinates Y(0) 
rnRect. rigitt = . CoordinatesX(0) + 50 
mliecr. bottorn = . Coordinates Y(0) + ,cO 

End With 

CDC. Rectangle mRect-lefi, d e c t .  top, mRecr.right, mRect. bottom 

Ifob-Selected Then 
CDC. Rectatrgle ntlçlect-lefi + I ,  mRecr.top + I .  rnRecr-right - I .  mRect.bottom - 1 

End If 

CDC- Te.t~Out 06. CoordinatesXf O)+3,0b. CoordinaresYt'O)+ IO, 'Trace" 
I f  ob f "expression"). Calcularion= CFC-Simp le Then 

CDC. Textout ob. CoordinatesX(O)+3.06. CoordinatesY(0) +ZS. ob f *'Erpression") 
Else 

CDC Textour ob. CoordinatesX(O~+3,0bb. CoordinaresY(O)+ZS. "Formula" 
End if 

End Sub 

Public Sub Trace-OnSimularionTrLUZSferIn (06 A s  CFCSînz-ModeIingElementInrtance, Enfiry As 
CFCSim-Entin: SrcCp As CFCSirn-ConnecrionPoinr, DstCp As CFCSin-CunnectionPoint) 

06. TransferOut enrity 
Tracer- Trace obf "Erpression"),o&"Caregory") 

End Su6 



Execute 

Public Funcrion Erecute-OnCrearefob As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrinsrance, x As Single, y As Single) As 
Boolean 

ob. OnCreate %y, True 

Execure-On Creare = True 

ob.AddConnecrionPoint "ln" , x-IO, y +Z, Chput, 5 
O b.AddConnection Point "Out'*,x+60,y+25, COurput,S 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub Elrecure-OnDragDraMob As CFCSim,ModelingElementIttsrance~ 
ob.OnDraw 

End Siib 

Public Sub fiecure-On Draw (06 As CFCSim-Modehg Elementlnstance~ 
CDC. ChangeFonr "Courier New". 13, True. False, False. False 

CDC. Rectangle 
ob. CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coo rdinatesY(0). ob. CoordinaresX(O}+5U,ob. Coordinates Y(Oj+50 

CDC- Tert Our 06. CoordinatesX(O)+S, 06. CoordinaresY(O)+tO, "Erecure " 
ob. Draw Connecrion Poinrs 

End Sub 

P~rblic Sub Erecirre-OnSiniulationTramferln(ob As CFCSitn-ModelingElementImrance, Enrie As 
CFCSint-Enri-. SrcCp As CFCSim-Conncction Point. Dsr Cp As CFCSini-Connecrion Point) 

Dim .r 
' reference the artribure so that uny linked erpressiori is evaluared 
x=o b( "Erpression ") 

06. TransfrOur enriry 
End Sub 

Public Funcrion InPort_OnCreate(ob As CFCSint-ModelingEfemenrInsrance. .r As Single y As Single) As 
Boolean 

Dint yl As Single 
Dim x i  A s  Single 
Dim mRect As New CFCGraphics-Recr 
Dim i As lmeger 

Dim cp As CFCSùn-ConnecrionPoint 
ln PonOnCreme= True 
Wirh 06 

-0nCreare xy .  Tme 
.AddConnectionPoint "INU,.r- 1O.y +B. CInpur.0 
.AddConnecfionPoUit "Ouz"-r+6O. y +a COutpur.5 



ob. Parent. OnGetBoundingRecr rnRecr 
.CI =niRedefi- I O  
y l =m Recr.top- 10 

For Each cp In 06. Parent. Connection Points 
Ifcp.ctype=CItipur Then 

i=i+ 1 
I f  cp. y >y1 Then 

y1 =cp. y 
X I  =cp.x 

End I f  
End I f  

Nest 

y l = y I +  15 
06. Parent.AddConnectionPoint "ln" & i, XI, y 1. Clnpur. 5 
06. Parent-AddReLation 06. Parent. ConnectionPoints( "IN" & i),  ob.CorrnectionPoints( "IN") 

End Witli 
End Furiction 

Priblic Sub In Port-On Deletefob As CFCSim-ModeLingElementinstance) 
ob. Parent. DelereConnecrion Poinr ob. Connecrion Pointsf "IN"). Relations From( 1 ) 

Etad Su6 

Public Sub In Port-OnDragDrawf ob As CFCSini-ModelingElementlnsrartce) 
ob. OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Funcrton OutPort-OnCreateiob As CFCSim,ModelingElementImtance. .r As Single. y As Single) As 
Boo Lean 

Dim V I  As Single 
Dim xl As Single 
Dim mRect As New CFCGraphics-Recr 
Dirn i As lnteger 
OutPort_OnCreate= Truz 
Dirn cp As CFCSim,ConnecrionPoint 

With 06 
-0nCreate x.y. True 

AddConnectionPoint "INx-7,y+25.Cfnptrt.5 
AddConnectionPoint "Out".x+57,y+25,COutput,O 

ob. Parent. On GetBo wtding Rect tnRecr 
x i  =mRect. Riglu+ I O  
y I =rnRect. Top5 

i=l 

For &ch cp In ob. Parent. ConnectionPoinrs 
lfcp.ctype= COutpur Then 

i=i+ I 
Ifcp. Y>yl Then 



y1 =cp. Y 
X I  =cp.x 

End if 
End If 

Nexr 

yI=yI+  I5 
ob.Porent.AddConnectionPoinr "Our" & i, X I ,  y 1. COutput, 5 
06. AddRelation ob.Connection Points( "Out"), 06. Parent. Connecrioti Poin tsf "Our" & i )  

End With 
End Funcrion 

Pubtic Su6 Our Port-OnDelere(o6 As CFCSim-Modehg Elemenrfnstance) 
06. Parenr.5elereConnection Point ohConrrection Poinrs("0UT"). RelationsTof I ) 

End Sub 

Public Sub out Port-On Drag Draw(ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elentenrtnsrarice) 
ob. On Draw 

End Su6 



Appendix 2 - Simphony Build History 

Build 2: (released March 5, 1999) 
I ) Fixed refresh problem 
2)fired problem with root elernent connection point croshing 

(when InPori is added then deleta at the root element) 

Build 3: (released March 10, 1 999) 
1 )  Add LimitList, GraphType attributes 
2)  lmproved the grid (Columns, ...) 
3) Replaced intrinsic collection with my own CFCSim-Collection class 
4 )  Fixed some hdc refresh probkms 
5) Add CurrentRrrn srarement 
6 )  Add the ColumnLabrl member property to the CFCSinz-Attribute Class 

Brrild 3: (released March 18, 1999) 
1)  changed list box ullignrnent for CFC,ListBo.t ope attributes. (Aligns tu the riight side 
of the grid now) 
2 )  Quick- Fhed a problem with RenderPicture method which only appears on Win85198 
machines by truncating 

the bottom 5% of an? picrure. 
3) Added an image expon finctionality tu the Bimap Dl3 editor. 
4)  Added the "number of events processed" so far as a simulation progress indicator. 
5) OnChecklnregrity is now called for al1 parents first, then the children. Also, if will 
now fail 

when it encounteres the ftrst False remm value. 
6)  Fked minor bug with column labels as used by graph based anribules. 
7) Markjïkedfreezing problem associuted with prioriry based resource Requests 

Build 5: (released April3, 1999) 

1 )  Fiked collection class probiem (NewEnum enumarator was retuming object instead O/ 

item) 
2 )  Scheduling an ment for a given entity will now delere any prior events foe that e n t i ~  
and give a waming 
3) Deleting un entity will first delere any scheduled events for it. 
4)  Enabled Full menus for Sax control so now Search and replace feurures are accessible 
in the designer through the popup menu. 
5) Added user-scripting capabilihes to the Editor ( Window->Script Windo w)  
6 )  MaximiZed Designer Window on Stamp. 
7) Added Project Erpon and lmpon Capability to allow for the rransfer of project d m  
berween darabases, 
8) Made the element fonn a topmusr window, 
9)  Opgrade to Sax Engine Build 15. 



Build 6: (released April12, 1999) 

I )  Made lntrinsic and TracWull Prope- of CFCSim-Statistic class public. 
2 )  Fked problem with swing and loading of distribution qpe anributes (Id3 were not 
being generated). 
3) Fixed problern with statistical analysis of in thsic  data. (chonged temporary variables 
from long ro double). 
4 )  Set the Cancel burton on the project info dialog box to default. 

Bitild 7: (released April15, 1999) 
1 ) Modeling element library form is no longer a topmost window 
2) Fred problem with Open Project rnerhod of CFCSirn-Conductor class 

Build 8: (released May 10) 
1 ) fked problem with a r r q  rypes attribtues where a reference to the assigned value 
iristead of its value was being stored. 
2)f~redproblern with entities not cioned iftransferout is called with a spectfrc conneetion 
point 

Btiild 9: (released June 10) 
1 )  fîxed bug with overflow ditring parsing of modeling element code ($or elements with 
code size > 32000 characters) 
2) jked trace reporting error. 

previously , an y t racing messages prior to simulation ( d u h g  in reg- checking ) 
were being cleared. 
3) Removed "ImmediateUpdate" trace features. (useless propeny) (also removed iis 
reference from the manuals) 
4 )  Optimized trace message generation code. 
5) upgraded sar basic engine io version 5.2 (Build 3) 

BuiZd 10: (released June 15) 
1 )  Trace messages which included the single quote character were producing an error - 
frred. 
2) Accessing object-based attributes afler a project load caused an error - fLired. 



Appendix 3 - CEM-EMS Template Code 

CEM-EMS 

Public Function CEKEMS-OnCreate(o6 As CFCSirn-ModelingElemenrInstance, x As Single. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

CEKEMS-On Create = True 

ob.SetNumCoordinates 2 
ob.SetNumCoordinates 2 
ob. CoordinaresX(O)=x 
ob.CoordinatesY(O)=y 
ob. CoordinaresXt 1 )=x+ 100 
06. Coordinates Y( 1 )=y+SO 

Dim obi As CFCSini~ModelingElementlnstance 
Dirti 062 As CFCSinl-ModelingElementInstance 

Ditn 063 As CFCSini-ModelingElenienrlnsrance 
Dim 064 As CFCSirn-ModelingElententlnstance 
Dini ab5 As CFCSim,ModelirtgElerrtenrInstance 

Set 06 1 = ob.AddElement( "CEM-EMS-Source", 71-0, 169.0) 
obl( "AmountToHaul")= 1OOOOO 
061. CoordinatesX(O)= 71 
061 .CoordinatesY(O)= 169 
obI.CoordinatesX( 1)=181 
06 1.Coordtnates Yf 1)=209 
obl .Connecrion Poinrs("1n 1 ").x= 1 16 
ab 1 .Conriection Points( "ln I "). Y= 153 
obi.ConnectionPoints( "Out1 ").r= 116 
06 ISonnecrion Poinrs("0ut 1"). Y=229 

Set obZ = ob.AddEIement("C~EMSPiacemenr "S86.O. 186-0) 
062- CoordinatesX(O)=586 
062- Coordinates Y(0) = 186 
062.CoordiruuesX( I )=696 
062.CoordinatesY( 1)=226 
062. Connecrion Poin~s( ' ïn I").x=631 
062-ConnectionPoints( '*In 1 "1. Y=246 
062. Connection Points( "Our1 ")-r=631 
o62~ConnecrionPoinrs("Outl"). Y= 1 70 

Set 063 = ob.ii&iElementt"CEM~EMSSTruck'*, 16.0.60.0) 
063("Type")="Caterpthr Mode1 777C" 
ob3("Quuntiry")= 1 
ob3("Capacifyn)=4S 
ob3(" Dumping Zùne "). Distributton.DisrType=O 
063("~umpUlg Tirne"). DisrriburionPosirive= True 
063("DuntpingTirrte"). Distribution. ParamererValue(O)= 1 
063("1Priorin;")= 1 
ob3( "~r io r i t y " )=  1 



063("Path")= 1 
063. CoordinatesX(O)= 16 
063.Coordinates Y(O)=60 
063. CoordinaresX( I )=96 
063. Coordinates Y( I ) = 1 10 
063. Connection Pointst "c l  ")A= 106 
063. Connecrion Points("c1"). Y=85 

Set 064 = ob.AddEIement( "CEM-EMS_Roadl', 1 17.0.230.0) 
064("Length")= 1000 
ob4("Graden) = 2 
oM( "RR ") =2 
O&. CoordinatesX(O)= 1 I 7 
064. CoordinatesY(O)=Z30 
obl.Coordir~atesX( I)=631 
064. Coordinates Y(1)= 249 
064. Connection Poinrs("cl")..W 7 
064. Connection Points('@cl"). Y=S3O 
o&.Connecrion Points('*c2").x=631 
oM.Connection Points("c2"). Y=249 

Set 065 = 06.AddEIemenrt"CEM-EMS,Roaà",63 1.0.1 71 .O) 
o65("Lengrh")= lûûû 
obS("Grade")=2 
ob5("RRW)=Z 
o65.CoordinatesX(O) =63 1 
065. Coordinates Y(0) = 1 7 1 
065. CoordinaresX( 1)= 1 18 
ob5. Coordinates Y( 1 )= 154 
ob5Xonnection Points ( "clW),r=63 I 
065. Connecrion Points f 'cl " 1. Y= 1 71 
065. Connection Pointsf '*c2").x= 1 18 
065. Connection P oinrs("c2"). Y= 154 

ob 1 .AddRelarion!obI.ConnectionPoinrs("OurI"),o64.Connecrion Points("c I "1) 
ob2.AddRelation(ob2.Connection Poinrs("but 1 ").065.Connection Points( "c 1 "1) 
O b3-Ad&elarion(ob3.Connection Points f "ci  ").obi. Connection Points( "In 1 ")) 
ob4AddRelation(ob4. Connection Points('*c2"),062. ConnecrionPoints( "ln I ")) 
ob5AddRelation(ob5.ConnectionPoints("c2"~,ob l~ConnectionPoinrs("ln1")) 

End Functîon 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-OnDraNo6 As CFCSim~ModelïngElernenrfnrrance) 

CDC- Tert Out ob. CoordinaresX( O)+ IO.ob.CoordimresY(O), "Earth-moving " 
CDC.Te.uOur ob.CoordinaresX(O)+ 15.ob.CoordinatesY(O)+tO, "Shulation " 

IfobSelected Then 
CDC ChangefineSîyle CFC-SOWD. 1. RGBf tSS.0,O) 

End If 
CDC* Rectangle ob. CoorduiaresX(O),ob-Coordi~tesY(O).o6.CoordinatesX( 1 )).ob. Coordinates Y( 1 ) 
ob. Draw ConnectionPoints 

E I I ~  Sub 



Public Function CEM-EMS-Source-OnCrearefob As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, x As Single. y 
As Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Source-On Create= True 
06.SetNumCoordinates 2 
06. CoordinatesX(O)=.r 
06. CoordinatesY(O)= y 
06. CoordinatesX( 1 )=x+ 110 
06.Coordinates Y( I)=y+40 

ob.AddAnribute "AmountToHaul", "Amount of Earth To Haul1*. CFC_Nunteric, CFC-Single, 
CFC-Read Wrire, I O00 

ob.A&rtribure "AmuuntLoaded", "Amount of Earth Luaded So Far", CFC'Numeric, CFC-Single, 
CFC-ReadOnly 

O&( "AmounrToHaul")= 100000 
Dim ob 1 As CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnstance 
Set obi = ob 
Dim obt As CFCSim-Modeling Elemenrlnsrance 
Dim ob3 As CFCSim,ModelingElenientItutance 
Dint 064 As CFCSim-Modeling ElententInstance 
Dint ob5 As CFCSirn-mode Ling Eletnentlnstance 
Dim 066 As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInsrance 
Dint 067 As CFCSim-ModelingElement~nstance 
Ditn ob8 As CFCSini-ModelingEle~nentlnsrarice 

Set 062 = obl .AddElement( "CEM-EMS-Pile1:28 1.0.101.0) 
062("StartingArnount")=U 
062. CoordinatesX(0) =28 1 
o b t  CoordinatesY(O)= 101 
ob2.Connection Poinrs('*AddInW),r=2 71 
ob2.ConnecrionPoints("AddIn"). Y= 1 O6 
ob2.Connecrion Points("AddOut")..r=ZJ6 
ob2,Connection Poinrs("AddOut")- Y= 156 
ob2.Connection Poinrst"GerInU).x=3 16 
ob2.Cotinection Poinrsf "Getln "). Y= 146 
obXonnec~ionP oints( "GerOttt").x=291 
obZ.ConnecrionPoints( "GelOur "). Y= 1 O6 

Set 063 = 06 1. AddElemenr( "CEMEMEMSSTmcksIn ",2&.5, 228.6) 
063. CoordiwresXtO)=t44.5454 
O 63. Coordinates Y(0) = 258-6364 
obJ Connecrion Points("INW)x=234.5455 
ob3.ConnecrionPoints("IN"). Y=283.6364 
063.ConnectionPoints("Out")x=3#S455 
ob3.Connecrion Poinrs("0ur"). Y=283.6364 

Ser 064 = ob 1 .AddElemenr("CEMEMEMSSTmckrOur".607.8, 73.7) 
O&#- CoordinaresX(0) =6O7.8181 
ob4. Coordinares Y(O)= 73.72 725 
o&.ConnectionPoirrrs("IN")~600.8 182 
064. Connecfion Poinrs("IN"), Y= 98-72 727 
ob4. Connection Po ~nrs(*Out").x=664.8182 
o M  ConnectionPûï~*d"Out"). Y=% 7372 7 



Set 065 = 06 1. AddElement( "CEM-EMS_Ercavator1',3%. 0.77.7) 
ob5( "Quantity ")= I 
065("Productiviry"). Distribution. DisrType=O 
ob5("Productiviry"). Distribution. Positive= True 
ob5("Productiviry").Distribution. ParameterValue(O)= 1000 
065. CoordinatesX(0) =395.9999 
065. Coordinates Y(@= 77.72 728 
obS.CoordtnatesX( 1)=475.9999 
ob5.CoordinatesY( 1)= 127.7273 
065. Connection Points( "c l  ").x=386 
ob5.ConnecrionPoinrs("cl"). Y= 102.7273 
065. Connecrion Points("c2").x=486 
065. Connection Points("c2"). Y= 102.72 73 

Set 066 = ob 1. AddElement( "CEM-EMS- Preparation ", 149. 0,43.O) 
066("AmountTo Prepare ")= 100000 
ob6. CoordinaresX(O)= 149 
066. Coordinates Y( O) =33 
066. CoordinaresXf 1 )=229 
O 66. Coordinates Y( 1 ) =83 
066. Connection Points( "ln 1 ").x= 139 
ob6. Conrizcrion Points( "ln1 "). Y=38 
066. Connection Points("Out1 ")..r=239 
066.ConnectionPoinrs("Outl"). Y=53 

Set 067 = ob 1 .Admement( "CEM,&MS,Do:er".48.0,23.0) 
ob7("Quanti~")= 1 
ob7("Capacirym)=5 
ob7("Productiviry"). Distribrition. DistTvpe=O 
ob7("Productivitf"'. Disrribution. Positive=True 
ob7("Productivity"). Distribution. ParameterValue(O)= 1 O00 
067. CoordinatesXt O)=48 
067. CoordinaresY(0) =2.3 
067.CoordinatesX( 1)= 128 
067. Coordinates Y( 1 )= 73 
067. ConnectionPoints( "c l  ").x= 138 
067, Connecrion Points( "cl"). Y=48 

Set ob8 = ob 1 AddElemenr("Conrtecror': l33.0.139.O) 
068. CoordinatesX(0) = 1.33 
068. CoordinatesY(O)= 139 
oM. ConnectionPoinrs("1n")-r= 130 
068. Connection Poinrs("1n"). Y= 142 
ob8KonnectwnP oints("Our").x= 136 
068. ConnectionPo inrs("0ut"). Y= 136 

062. Delerechildren 
0b3. Deletelhiidren 
oM. DeleteChildren 
ob5.DelereChildren 
066. Delerechildren 
067. De LereChildren 
068. Delete Children 



Dirn 069 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance 
Dirn ob I O As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInsfance 
Dirn ob 1 1 As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance 
Dirn ob 12 As CFCSim,ModelingElementlnstance 
Dirn 061.3 As CFCSinr,ModelingElementInstance 
Dirn ob 14 As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance 
Dim ob15 As CFCSim-Modeling Elemenrinstance 

Ser 069 = 066. AddElement( "In Pon", 76.0, I34.O) 
069. CoordinatesX(O)= 76 
069. Coordinates Y(O)= 134 
069. ConnecrionPoints("IN").x=66 
069. Connection Points( "IN"). Y= 159 
069. Connection Points( "Out ").x= 136 
069. Connectiun Points("0ur"). Y= 159 

Set ob 1 O = ob6.AddElement("OurPorr'~ 7 I7.O.Ig.XO) 
06 1 O. CoordinatesX(O)= 7 1 7 
obl O. Coordinates Y(0) = 1 95 
06 IO. Connection Points("IN").x=710 
06 IO. Connection Points( "IN"). Y=220 
ob 10. Connecrion Points( "Our ").x= 774 
ob1O. ComecrionPoints("0ur"). Y=220 

Set ob 1 1 = ob6.AddElemenr("Branch", 163.0,161.0) 
obl I ( "Prob "). Calcularion = CFC-Formula 
obl l( "Prob "). Fornrula.SerErpression "" & ChrS(13) & ChrS( 10) & "" & Ch& I 3 )  & C M (  I O )  & " If 

ob.Parent("*'AmountPrepared"") c o6.Parent("'XmountToPrepare"") Then" & ChrS(13) & Chr%(lO) & " 
F X X X X =  OW&Chr$(13) & Chr%(lO) & "  Else"& CIlrS(13) & Chr$(lO) & " FXXXX = 1" & 

Chr%(IJ)&Chr$(lO) & "  EndIf "&Chr%(13)& CItr$(IO) & " "  & ChrS(l3) & CIlrS(10) & " "  
obi 1. CoordinatesX(O)= 163 
ob 1 /.Coordinates Y(O)= 16 1 
ob I 1. C'nnection Poinrst "IN").x= 138.02 18 
06 l 1. Connecrion Points( "IN"). Y= I59.957 
obJ 1.ConnectionPouits("Top")~= I89.OZ3 
061 1. Connecrion Points( "Top "), Y=137.0647 
06 1 I Sonnecrion Pouirs("Bottorn")r- I86.9355 
06 II. Connection Points(**Bonom"). Y= 187.02 12 

Set 0612 = ob6.AddElement("Destroy".600.0.39.0) 
ob 12. CoordinaresX(0)=600 
ob12. Coordinates Y(0) =2 9 
ob 12. ConnecrionPoinrs("IN").,r=593 
06 12. Connection Points("IN"). Y=54 

Set ob 13 = O b6.AddElement("fiecure'*.263.0.201 .O) 
o613('"Erpression'*). Cdcularion=CFC-Fomula 
061 3('*EXpression"). FonnulaSerExpression "" & Chra 13) & Chr$(l O) & "" & Chr$( 13) & Ch&( 10) & 

'* 06. Parent(""AmowirPrepared"'*)=ob. Purenr(""AmountPrepared"'*)+ob. CurrenrEnriry( ""Capacity " ") " 
& ChrS(13) & ChrS( IO)  & "" & ChrS(13) & ChrRfO) & "" 

ob13.CoorduiafesX(O)=263 
ob13. Coordinates Y(0)=20 1 
obl3.ConnectionPouits"In")~r=253 
ob 13. ComectionPoUlts('*fn")- Y=226 
ob 13.Connecrion Poinr~(s"Our")s=323 
06 13.ComectionPoUirs("OurW). Y=226 



Set ob 14 = ob6.AddElemen~'Taskww,385.0,203~0) 
ob 14(" Duration"). Calcularion = CFC-Formula 
ob14("DurarionW). Fomula.Set&pression"" & ChrS(l3) & Chr$llO) & "" & ChrS(I3) & Ch&( 10) & " 

FXXXX = (06. CurrenrEntity(""Capaciry""Y ob. CurrenrEntip( ""Productiviry " "). Value) * 60" & Chr$( 13) 
& Chr$(IO) & "" & Chr$(l3) & ChrS(10) & '"' 

O 6 14. CoordinatesX(0) =385 
ob 14. Coordinates Y(0) =2O3 
06 14. ConnectionPoinrs("ln").x=375 
06 14. ConnectionPoinrs( "ln "1. Y=228 
ob 14. Connec rion Poinrs("Out").x=5# 
06 1.3. Connecrion Points("0uz"). Y=228 

Set ob 15 = o b6.AddElernen~('*&.recute",562.0,202.0) 
o615("ExpressionW). Calcula tion = CFC-Formula 
obl5("Erpression").Formula.Set&pression"" & ChrS(l3) & Chr${IO) & "" & ChrS(13) & ChrS(1O) & 

" 06. CurrenrEntity ( ""Pa yload"")=ob.CurrentEnti~(""Capacin,"")" & Ch& 13) & Chr$( 1 O) & " " & 
Chr$(l3) & Chr$(lO) & "" & Chr$(l3) & Chr$(lO) & "" 

06 15. CoordinatesX(O)=562 
ob 15. Coordinares Y(O)=202 
ob 15. Connecrion Points("1n ").x=553 
ob 15. ConnecrionPoinrs( "ln "). Y=22 7 
ob 15. Connecrion Poinrs( "Out").x=6tZ 
obl5. Connectrori Poinrs("0ut"). Y=Z7  

069. DeleteChildren 
ob 10. DelereChildren 
o b 1 1. DeleteChildren 
ob 12. Delete Children 
061 3. DeleteChildren 
ob 14. DeleteChildren 
obl5. DelereChildren 

ob9AddRelarion(ob9. Connection Points( "Out "),ob 1 I.ConnecrionPoinrs("IN")) 
obl I .AddRelation(ob 2 I. ConnecrionPoints( "Top "),obi 2,Connecrion Points("1N")) 
061 l.AddRelarion(ob11. ConnectionPoïnrs("Bonom").ob13.ConnectionP oints( "ln")) 
061 3.AddRelation(ob 13. ConnecrionPoinrs( "Out"),ob I4.ConnectionP oints( "ln '*)) 
06 14AddRelationfobl4. ConnectionPoinrsf"Our").obl5.ComectionPornts("lnw)) 
o&l5AddRelation(o& 15. ConneczionPoints("Outw)~oblO.ConnectionPohts("IN")) 

ob2AddRelarion(ob2,Connecrion Points("AddOut").ob8.ConnectioBPoulrs("Inm)) 
ob2.AddRelation(ob2. Connectîon Poinzs("GetOutw'},ub5.ConnectionPoinrs("c 1 ")) 
063.AddRelarion(o63. Connecrion Points("Out").ob2. ConnecrionPoinrs("Get1n")) 
obSAddRelation(ob5. ConnecrionPoinrs("c2"), ob4.Connection Points("iN")) 
066AddRelationfo66. ComecrionPoinrs( "Our1 ").ob2, ConnectionPoùlts("Addln")) 
067. .-iddRelation(ob7- ConnectionPoinrs('T1").ob6.ConnectionPoïnrs("lnI"~ 
oMAddRelation~ob8.ConnectionPoinzs{ "Ouz").ob6. ConnecrionPoùlts("In1")) 

Public Sub Cm-EMS-Source-Odrawfob ks CFCSint-ModelingElementInstance) 
Dim cp As CFCSh-ConnectionPoinr 

CDC. RenderPicture "EMSSSource ".ab. CoordïnatesX(O).o b.Coordinafes Y(0l.o 6. CoordinatesX{ I 1- 
ob. CoorùinatesX(O),ob- Coordinates Y( 1 )-ob.CoordinatesY(0) 



Ifob.Selected Then 
CDC. Rectangle 06. CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coordinates Y(O), ob. CoordinatesX( I 1.06. Coordinates Y( I ) 

End If 

For Each cp In ob.ConnectionPoints 
Ifcp.c?pe = COutput And cp. RelationsTo. Count>O Then 

CDC. ChnngeFillColor RGB(255.0.0) 
Else 

CDC. ChangeFillColor - 1 
End If 

CDC. Circ cp.x.cp. Y.cp.tolerance 
If cp. mpe= COutpur Then 

CDC. Te-rtOut cpx-3, cp. Y- 19, cp. RelarionsFrom( l ).ModelingElemenrl "Num ") 
Else 

CDC. Te-rtOur cpx-3, cp. Y+S,cp. RelationsTo( 1). ModelingEientent( "Nunt ") 
End If 

N a t  

End Sub 

Public Furtction CEM,EMS-Source-On Rela~ion Valid(srcCP As CFCSint-Connecrion Poinr. dstCP As 
CFCSi,n-Connection Point) As Boolea~i 

CEM- EMS-Source-On Re latiott Valid= True 

IfsrcCP. RelationsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePrompr "Ottlu one relation is allowed from rhis connecrion poi11t " 
CEM-EMS-Soit rce-OnRelarion Valid= False 
Exit Funcrion 

End 

If dstcp. Modeling Elenlent. Then 
MessagePrornpt "Source element cannot be connected to other Source elements " 
CEMiEMSSSou rce-On Relation Valid= False 

End if 
End Function 

Public Sub CEM,E~ZS~Soitrce~OnSimulationlnitiali:eRun(ob As CFCSint-ModelingElementImtance, 
RunlVwn As Integer) 

ob( "Amount&aded")=O 
End Sub 

Public Function CEMEMEMSSPlacementOnCreate(ob As CFCSimmMode1lUlgElementI~mce. x As Single, 
y As Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Placement-OnCreare=True 
06.SetNumCoordinates 2 
06. CuordinaresX(O)=x 
o h  CoordinatesY(O)=y 
ob.CoordinatesX( I)=x+ 1 1 O 
06. Coorduiares Y( 1 )=y +4O 



06,AcùlAnribute "AmounrDumped", "Amount of Earth Dumped So Far", CFC-Numeric, CFCSingle, 
CFC-ReadOnly 

Dim 06 1 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance 
Set 061 = ob 
Dim 062 As CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnsrance 
Dim 063 As CFCSim-ModeLingElententInstance 
Dini 064 As CFZSint~ModelingElementInstmce 
Dim 065 As CFCSim-Modeiing Elementhstance 
Dim ob6 As CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance 
Dim ob 7 As CFCSim-Modeling ElententInstance 

Ser 062 = 061 . AddElemenr( "CEM-EMS,Pile",376.0,94.0) 
0&2("StartingArnounr") =O 
062. CoordinatesX(O)=376 
O 62. Coordinares Y(@ = 94 
062. ConnecrionPoinrs("Addln").x=366 
062. ConnectionPoinrs( "Addin "). Y=99 
062. Connecrion Poinrs("AddOur").s=341 
obI. Connecrion Poinrs("Add0ur"). Y= 139 
062. Connecrion Poinrs("Getln").x=411 
062.Connection Points( "Gerln "1. Y= 139 
062. Connection Poinrs("GetOut").x=386 
062. Connecrion Poinrsf "GetOur "1. Y=99 

Ser ob3 = 06 I .AddEIemenr( "CEM-EMSJrucksIn " S I  .O, 24.0) 
063. CoordittatesXf O) = 5 I 
063.Coordinates Y(0) =?# 
063. Connecrion Poinrs("IffW).x=4 1 
ob3.ConnectionPoinrs("Iff"). Y=49 
ob3. ConnecrionPoinrs( "Our ")x= 1 1 1 
ob3.Connection Poinrs("0ur"). Y=49 

Set ob4 = 06 1-AddElemenrf '"CEM_EhfS-TruckîOur",351.0.317.0) 
O&. CoordinatesX(0)=351 
oh4 Coordinates Y(O)=3 17 
ob4. Connection Poinrsf "IN)-r=344 
ob4.ConnecrionPointsf "IN" ). Y=3#2 
ob4. ConnectionPoitits("0ut")-r=408 
ob4. ConnecrionPoinrs( "Our "). Y=342 

Set 065 = ob l .AddElemenr("Cm-EMS-Dmp1*.2 10- O.26.U) 
065("Quantity")= 1 
obS.CoordinaresX(0)=2 10 
06.5. Coordinates Y(O)=26 
065. CoordinaresX(1)=290 
o&S.CoordùtatesY( 1)= 76 
ob5. ConnectionPoVtrs('*c~")x=~OO 
065.ConnectionPoinrs(**cI")- Y=SI 
ob5. Connecrion Points("c2").x=300 
065. Connection Poinrs("c2"). Y=51 

Ser 066 = ob 1 AddElement("CEMEMEMS-Spredhgw,4 15.0,ZJ.O) 
ob6.CoordinatesX(0)=4 fi 
066. Coordinares Y(O) =23 



066. CoordinaresX( 1 )=495 
066. CoordinatesY(1)=63 
066. Connecrion Points( "In 1 ").x=405 
066. Connection Points("In1"). Y=28 
066. ConnecrionPoinrs("0ur 1 ").x=505 
066. ConnecrionPoints("Our1"). Y=33 

Set 067 = 06 1 .AddElement( "CEM-EMS-Doter ",377.0,193.0) 
067("puanrity")= f 
067("CUp~~ily")=5 
O 67("Productivi'y"). Distribution. DisrTvpe=O 
06 7("Productivity"). Distribution, Positive= True 
067("Producriviry").~istriburion. ParamererValue(0)=500 
ob7.CoordinaresX(0)=377 
ob7.Coordinares Y(O)= 193 
067. CoordinatesX(f)=457 
ob7.CoordinatesY(I )=243 
ob7. Conrtecrion Potnrsf "c l  ").x=467 
06 7. ConnecrionPoinrs( "c 1 "). Y=2 18 

062. DelereCItildren 
ob3. DelereCliildren 
O 64. Delere Ciiildren 
065. DeleteChildren 
066. DeleteChildren 
06 7. DelereChildren 

Set 068 = 066.AddElemenr("InPon". 62.0.82.0) 
068. CoordinaresX(0) =62 
068. Coordinates Y(O)=82 
ob8.ConnectionPoinrs( "IN").x=52 
068. ConnectionPoints( "IN"). Y= l O7 
o68.ConnectionPoinrs("Our")-c= 122 
068.ConnecrionPoUus~"Out 'O). Y= IO7 

Set ob9 = ob6.AddElement("OutPon",501.0.82.0) 
069.CoordinatesX(O) =SO I 
069. Coordinates Y(O)=82 
ob9.ConnectionPois("IN")~x=494 
ob9.Connection Points( "IN"). Y= 1 O7 
069.ComectionPoirirs("Out")~=5S8 
069.Cunnecrion PoUus("0ur"). Y= 107 

Set 06 10 = ob6.AddElement("Task". 197.0.85.0) 
061 0t"Duranon"). Cuhhrion=CFC-Formula 
obIa("Duration"~.FonnulaSetExpression"" & ChrS 13) & Ch&( I O )  & " " & Chr3 13) & ChrS( 1 O) & " 

FXXXX = (06. CurrentEnriry(""Capacity'"'Y ob.CurrentEnr~(""Producrivi~""). Value) * 60" & Ch& 13) 
& Chr3 IO) & "" & Ch&( 1.3) & Chr$( IO) & "" 

obIO.CoordinotesX(O)=197 
ob ~~.CoordimtesY(o) =8ï 



ob 10. ConnectionPoints( "In ").x= 187 
ob IO. Connecrion Points( "In IV). Y= 1 I O  
ob10. ConnectionPoints("Our").x=312 
ob IO. Connecrion Points("0ur"). Y= 1 I O  

Ser ob 1 1 = ob6.AddElernentt"Ekecute ".387.0.83.O) 
obl I( "Erpression "). Calcularion=CFC,Forntula 
ob 1 1 ( "Erpression "). Fonnula.Set&rpression "" & Chr$(l3) & Chr$(lO) & " " & C h 4  13) & Chr%( IO) & 

" 06. Parent(""AmounrSpread"")=ob. Parent( ""AnrounrSpread"")+ob. CurrentEntity("" Payload" ") " % 
ChrS(l3) & Chr$(lO) & "" & ChrS(13) 8 Chr$(lO) & "" 

obl 1. CoordinaresX(O)=387 
obl l. Coordinates Y(O)=83 
obl l.ConnectionPoints("In").x=377 
obl 1. ConnectionPoinrsf "In"). Y= 108 
obl 1 . Conriecrion Points("Out")..r=447 
obl 1. Connecrion Pointsf "Our"). Y= 108 

068. DeleteChildren 
069. DeleteChildreri 
oblO. DelereChildren 
ob I 1. DeleteChildren 

ob8.AddRelationf ob8 Connection Points( "Out "),ab 1 O. Connection Points( "In "1) 
obl0.AddRelatiorit ob 10.Connecrion Poinrs("Out"),obl I. ConnectionPoinrsf " ln")) 
obl l.AddRelation(o5 1 1. Connection P oinrs("Out"),ob9. Connecrion Points( "IN")) 

ob2.AddRelarion(o 62. Connection Points ( "AddOut "),O 64. Connecrion Points( "IN")) 
ob2.rl~ReIarion(ob2.ConnectionPoints~"GetOur"),ob6.ConnectionPoinrs~"ln I ")) 
ob3.AddRelarion(ob3. Connecrion Points("0ur"). 065. Connection P oints( "c l " ) )  
065.AddAelarion( 065. ConnecrionPoinrs( "c2"),ob3 Connection Points( '*Ad&")) 
ob4.AddRelation(ob6.ConnecrionPoints( "Our1 "),ob2.Connecrion Points( "GerIn "1) 
ob7AddRelarionf 067,ConnectionPoints( "clW),ob2. Connection Points( "Gerln ")) 

End Funcriun 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Placemenr-OnDrawfob As CFCSint-ModeltngEletnenrInsmnce) 
Dim cp As CFCSini-ConnectionPotnt 

CDC. RenderPicture "EMS-Placernent ".ob. CoordinaresX(0). ob.Coordinates Y(O).ob. CoordinatesXf I )- 
ob. CoordinaresXf O), ab. Coordinares Y( 1 )-ob. Coordinares Y(0) 

IfobSelected Then 
CDC. Rectangle ob. CoordinatesX(0).ob.CoordinaresY(0),ob.Coord~atesX( 1 )ab-Coordinates Y( 1)  

End If 

For Each cp I n  ob.ConnectionPoints 
Ifcp.cqpe = COurpw And cp.RelationsTo.Counr>O Then 

CDC. ChangeFillCo for RGB(255.0,O) 
Else 

CDC- Change FillCoZor - I 
End If 

CDC. Circ cpx, cp. Y. cp.rolerance 
I f  cp. crype=CInput Then 

CDC- TerrOur cp-r-3, cp. Y- 19. cp. ReIationïTo ( 1 )Modeling Elementt "Mun") 



Else 
CDC. TexrOur cp.x-3. cp. Y+ 5, cp. Relations From( I ). ModelingElemem( "Num ") 

End If 
N a t  

End Sub 

Public Function CEM- EMS- Placement-On Relation Validf srcCP As CFCSim-Connection Point, dsr CP As 
CFCSint-Connecrion Point) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Placement-On Rela [ion Valid= True 

if srcCP. RelationsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePronlpt "Onk one relation is allowedfiom ihis connection point " 
CEM-EMS-Placement-OnRelution Valid= False 
Exit Function 

End I /  

ffdstcp. ModelingElenterrr. ElemenrTvpe= "CEM-Placement-Source " Then 
MessagePrompr "Placement elenient cannot be connected ro other Placenient eleme~its " 
CEM-EMS-Placement-On Relation Valid= False 

End I f  
E~td  F~oicrion 

Public Sub CE~~~EMS,Placement~OnSint~1ationInitraliteRun(ob As CFCSint-ModelingElementlnstance. 
RunNunl As Inreger) 

ab( "ArriountDunrpede* )=O 
End Srtb 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Truck-OnCreare(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElen~erlrinsrance. x As Single, As 
Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Truck-OnCreate= True 

ob.SctNumCoordinates 2 
06. CoordinatesX(O)=x 
06. Coordinates Y(O)=y 
ob.CoordinaresX( I )=x+80 
ob.CoordinaresY( 1 )=y+SO 

ob.AddAmibure "Type", "Truck Tvpe", CFC-Test, CFCCtisrBox. CFC-ReadWrite 
ob.AddAnribute "Quaniiry". "Nwnber of Trucks". CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single, CFC-ReadWrire. 1.100 
obAddArtribure "Capacity ': "Truck Capaciry in Cubic Metres", CFC-Numeric. CFC-S~ngle, 

CFC-Read Write.5. ZOO 
ob.AddAn+ibute '*Dumping;llme". 'Truck Dwnping Duration". CFC-Distriburion. CFC-Single. 

CFC-Red Write 
obAddAttribute "IPrioriry ", "Truck Priorùy ar Inrersectionîw, CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single. 

CFC-Reud Write, 1 
ob.A&iArtribute "LPriority ". Truck Luading Prioriry ", CFC-Nmerïc, CFC-Single. 

CFC-ReadWrite, 1 
06-AaWnribute "Path", "Path N u d e r  to Follow on Brcmches". CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single. 

CFC-ReadWrite. I 



ob( "Type"). kmitL,ist=Tme 

With obf "Dumping Tinte"). Distribution 
. Distfipc= CFC-Constanr 
. ParameterValue(O)= I 

End With 

ob.AddConnectiorr Point "cl ", ob. CoordinatesX{O)+ 90,ob. CoordinatesYfO)+2S. COutprrtS 

ob.AddhrLstic "CycleTinte ", "Truck Cycle Erne ". False, True 

End Function 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Tritck-OnDra,vfob As CFCSim-ModelingEiementtn.rtatice! 

CDC. RenderPicture " EMS-Truck ", o b . C o o r d i n a t e s X ( O ) . o b . C C  1 )- 
06. CoordinatesX(0). o h  Coordinates Y( 1 )-ob. CoordinatesY(0) 

if ob.Selecred Then 
CDC. Rectangle ob. Coordi~zaresX(O)-2,ob. Coordinates Y@)- 

2. ob. CoordinatesX{ I )+t.ob.Coordinates Y( ])+? 
End ff 
ob. Dra ~Connection Points 

End Sub 

Public Su6 CEM-EMS-Truck-OnListBo.rlnirialire(ob As CFCSint-ModelingElementlnsrance. anr As 
CFCSim-Anribute, lsrîisr As Objecr) 

lfanr.Narne="Type" Then 
Dim myser As Recordset 

Ser mysrt = Simphon_vConnection.OpenRecordier("selecr * From EMS-Truck fipes". 
dbOpenStrapsftot) 

myset. Mo veFirst 
Wlttle Nor myset. EO F 
Isrlist-iiddltem myset! Description 
myset. Mo veNext 

Wend 
End I f  

End Sub 

Public Function CEM-EMS-Truck-OnRelarion Valid(srcCP As CFCSim-Connection Point, h t C P  As 
CFCSimimConnectionPo~r) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Truck-On Relation Valid= True 

if srcCP. RelationsTo. CounmO Then 
MessagePrompt "Only one relation is allowedfiom ihis connecrion poUlt " 
CEMEME~MSSTmckk0nRelation Val id= False 

End I f  
End Funcrion 



Public Su& CEM-EMS-Truck-OnSintularion Inirictli:eRun(ob As CFCSint-Modeling Element/nstance1 
RunNum As Integer) 

Dim truck As CFCSim-Entity 
Dim i As Integer 

Dim niyser i ls  Recordset 

Set myset = SimphonyConnection.OpenRecordset("select * Front EMS-Truckïypes where description 
= "' & ob( "Tvpe") & " "'. dbOpenSnapshor) 

For i= 1 To obf "Quatitity ") 
Set truck= ob.AddEntiry 
truck('*capaci~")=ob('*capacity") 
Set truck(" Dumping Time ")=ob( "Dumping Time"). Disrribution 
Set Truck( "CycleStatW)= ob.stat( "CycleTime") 
truck( " PuyLaad")= O 
Truck( "StanTime") = -1 
Truck("tPrioriry")=ob("LPriorin,") 
Truck ( "IPriori~")=ob("IPriority") 
rrtickf "P arh ")=ob( "Parla ") 

'set specd paranterers 
rrucikl ",MeanL")=ttryser!Mean L 
truck( "StDev L")=myset!StDevL 
truck, "Scale FactorLw) =rnyser!Scale FactorL 
truck( " YFactorf ")=tnyser! YFactorL 

Tracer. Trace "Truck entiry creared and transferred: " & rruckJD , "Simidariota" 

ab. TransferOut truck 
Nerc 

End Sub 

Public Function CEM-EMSSRoadOnCreareto6 As CFCSim_ModelingElementInstance, x As Single. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

CEMEMS-RoaàOnCreate=Tme 

O b.SetNumCoordinares 2 
06. CoordînatesX(O)=x 
06. CoordinatesY(O)=y 
06. CoordinatesX(I)=x+SO 
ob. CoordinatesY( l)=y+JO 

ob4ddArrribute "Lengrh ", "Road k n g t h  in Merres". CFC-Nwneric. CFC-Single. CFC-ReadWrire.5 
obAddtlrrribure "Grade': "Percent Grade Resisrwtce". CFC-Nmeric. CFC'Single. CFC-ReadWrite,- 

30.30 



ob.AdàAttnbute "RR", "Percent Rolling Resistance", CFC-Nwneric. CFC-Single, 
CFC-Read Write.0.30 

ob. Attri "Lengrh ")= 1000 
ob.And"Gradew)=2 
o6.A ttr("RRW)=2 

06. AddConnection Point "c 1 ", ob. CoordinatesX(O), ob. CoordinutesY(O), Clnput.5 
06.AddConnection Point "c2". O&. CoordinatesX( I ) ,  ob. Coordinates Y ( )  ), Courput, 5 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Road_OnDragDraw(ob As CFCSim,ModelingElementins~ance) 
ob.01l Draw 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Road-OnDrawfob As CFCSint,ModelingElementInsrance) 
Dirn ratio As Double 

Dim Length As Inreger 
Dirn xoffset As Integer 
Dim !ofset As Inreger 
Dirn x As Single 
Dir~r As Single 

06. Dra wConnecrion Points 

With CDC 
Length = Sqrl f 06. CoordinatesXf 1 ) - ob. CoordinatesXf 0))  A 2 + (ob. Coordinates Y( 1 )  - 

ab. Coordinates Y(0)) A 2) 
If lengtk5 Then Erit Sub 
ratio = Length / 5 

If 06. Selecred Then 
CDC. Chang eLneSryle CFC-SOLID, 1, RGB(255.0.0) 

End If 

xoffset = (ob. Coordinates Y( I ) - 06. Coordinates Y(0)) / ratio 
!offset = f ob. CoordinaresX( f ) - ob. CoordinaresX(0) )/ ratio 

. MoveTo ob. CoordinaresXf 0 )  - xoffser. ob.CoordinatesY(O)+ yoffset 

. L ineTo ob.CooràinaresX( I ) - xoffset* ob.CoordinatesY( I )  + yoffset 

.MoveTo ob.Coordinates,Y(O) + xoffset. ob.CoordutatesY(0) - yofset 
.LineTo ob.CoordinatesX( I )  + xoffser. ob.CoordinaresY(I) - &set 

End With 

Public Funcrian CEMEMSRoadOnHitTesl(ob As CFCSun,ModelingElememI~ance. x As Single. y A s  
Single) As Boolean 

' we need to figure out the distance to the central line 
Dirn dope As Double 
Dirn Tenlpl As Double 



Dint TempS As Double 

Dint nt Rect As New CFCGraphics-Rect 
Dint ln Rect As Boolean 

CEM-EMS,Road,OnHitTesr= Faise 

'flrst check if point is inside the bounding rectangle 
ob. OnGerBounding Rect rn Recr 
I/ Nor (x>mrect.lefi And xcmrect.righr And y>mrect. top And y cmrect. bottom) Then 

Exit Function 
End if 

' Then check some specrai cases 

IJ(Abs((o6. CoordinatesX( 1 )-oh CoordinaresX(O)))<O. I )  Or (~bs((o6.  CoordinaresY( 1 )- 
06. Coordinates Y(O)))cO. I ) Then 

CEM-EMS-Roud-On HitTesr= True 
Exit Function 

End if 

siope-f 06. Coordinates Y( I )-ob.CoordinatesY(O)t/(ob. CoordinatesX( 1)-ob.CoordinaresX(0)) 

ternp 1 = (.r/slope+ y-O&. CoordinaresY(O)tslope*ob. CoordinatesX(O)Y(slope+ I/slope) 
tenip2 = slope *(rempl -oh CoordinaresX(O))+ob. Coordinates Y(0) 

If i Sqd f temp 1 -xP2 )+ (tenip2-y PZ) c 20 Then 
CEM-EMS-Roud-On Hit Tesr= True 

Etid if 

End Function 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-RoadOnMove f 06 As CFCSint-Modeling Eiemenrlnstance, By Val x I As Single. 
ByVal y1 As Single. By Val xt As Single. By Val u,i As Single) 

Wirh ob 
if Sqrf (. CoordinatesX(0) - X I )  A 2 + (.Coordinates Y(0) - Y I )  A 2) c= 10 Then 
. CoordinatesXf O) = .CoordinatesX(O) + (XZ - XI )  
. Coordinates Y(0) = .CoordinaresY(O) + f Y2 - YI ) 

.ConnectionPoints( "c 1 ").x = . ConnectionPoinrs( "c lW).x + ( X 2  - X I  ) 
. Connecrion Poults("ci "1. Y = . ConnectionPoints ( ' T l  "). Y + ( Y2 - YI ) 

EiselfSqr((. Coord i~ !esX( i )  - XI )  A 2 + (. CoordinaresYf 1 )  - Yl) A 2)  C= 1 O Then 
.CoordinatesX( 1 )  = .CoordinatesX(I) + (X2 - XI )  
. CoordinatesY( 1 )  = .CoordinaresY(I) + ( Y2 - YI )  

.ConnectionPoinrs('*c2")x = .ConnectionPoints("c2").x + (X3 - X1 ) 
. Connection Points( "cZ "). Y = . ConnectionPoinrs( "cZ "). Y + ( Y2 - YI ) 

Else 
.CoordinaresX(O) = .CoordinaresX(O) + (X2 - X I )  
.CoordinatesY(O) = .CoordinaresY(O) + ( Y2 - YI )  
. CoordinatesX( I ) = . CoordinaresXt 1) + (X2 - XI )  
. CoordinaresY( 1 )  = .CoordinatesY(I) + ( Y3 - YI)  



. Connecrion Poinrs( "c l  "). Y = .ConnecrionPoinrs( "cl "1. Y + ( Y2 - YI )  

. Connection Poinrs("c2 ").x = . ConnectionPoints("c2 "1.x + (X2 - X I )  

. Connection Points( "c2 "). Y = . ConnecrionPoinrs( "c2 "). Y + ( Y2 - YI ) 
End I f  

End Wirh 

End Sub 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Road-OnRelarion Valid(srcCP As CFCSini-ConnecrionPoint, dsrCP As 
CFCSim-Connecrion Point) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Road-OnRefation Valid=True 

I f  srcCP. RelationsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePrompt "Only one relation is allowed from rhis connection point " 
CEM-EMS-Road-On Relation Valid= False 

End If 

End Funcrion 

Picblic Sicb CEM-EMS-Road-OnSimularionInitiali:e(ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnsrmce) 
06.AddEvenr "StartTravel ", True 
ob.AddEvenr "Finish Travel " 

Etid Sub 

Public Sub CEM~EMS~Road~OnSimulationProcessEvenr(ob As CFCSini-ModelingElentenrlnsrance, 
MyEvent As String. Enrity As CFCSim-Enrip) 

Dim duration As Double 
Dim TotalResisrarice As Double 
Dirri Specd As Double 

Select Case MyEvent 
Case "StartTravel" 

' calculare durarion 
ToralResistance=Abs( ob ( "Grade ")+ ob( "RR ")) 

I fent i~t~PayLoad")  >O Then 
Speed = enriry('Tca1efacrorL") * Ekp(-((TotalResistance - entiry("meunL")) A 2)  / 

enri@( "srdevL " )) + enri@( "yfacrorL ") 
Else 

Speed = enriq("sca1efacrorE") * Erp( -{( TotalResisrance - enfiil("meanE")) A 2) / 
entrc('itdevE")) + entls(':vfacrorE") 

End If 

duration = (obi "lengrh "Y speed) * 60/1000 

Tracer-Trace 'Truck " & entily.iD & " will travel wirh a speed of" & speed & " fo r  a durarion of *' 

& durarion, "Simulation" 
Care "FinkhTravel" 

Tracer-Trace "Truck enrio complered rravel: " & entity.lD . 'SUnularion" 

ob.Tran$erOut entity 
End Select 

End Su6 



Pitblic Function CEM-EMS_Road,On ValidateParameters(o6 As CFCSim-Modeling Elemednsrance, 
Parameters As Object) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Road-On Validate Parameters=o6. On ValidateParameters(Parameters. True) 

I f  CEM,EMS-RO~~,O~I ValidareParameters= False Then Ekir Function 

I f A  bs(Parameters( "Grade ")+ Paramerers("RR"))>55 Thcn 
MessagePrompt "Total Resismnce 'RR + Grade resistance'cannor exceedfifivjïve*' 
CEM_EMS_Road-On ValidatePa ramerers= False 

End if 
End Function 

Public Function CEM-EMSSlntersecrion,OnCreate(ob As CFCSinr,ModelingElernentInstance, x As 
Single. y As Single) As Booletln 

Dint cp As CFCSinr-ConnecrionPoint 
CEM-EMS-Intersection-OnCreater True 
Wtfll ob 

. OnCreate .r. y. True 

.AddArtribute "Delay". " fipecred Delay", CFC-Distribution. CFC-Single, CFC-Read Wrire 
Wirh ob("De1ay"). Distribution 

.DisrType=CFC-Norntal 

. Parameter Value( O)= I 
End With 

.AddConnection Point "IN1 ",xy-25. Clnput.S 

.AddConnectronPoirrr "Out l "..r,y+25, C0titput.S 

.AddConnection Point "IM w..r-25.y.CInpict.5 

.AddConnectionPoinr "Out2",.r+25,~ COutpur.5 

.AddResource "lnrersection ". l 
End With 

€nd Function 

Public Sub CE~fIE,.MSSInrersection~0nDragDr~(o6 As CFCSUn_ModelingElernentInstan~e) 
0b.OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Intersection-OnDraw(ob A s  CFCSirnm~Mode1ingElementInstance) 

ob. DrawConnecrionPoints 

If ob-Selecred Then 
CDC- ChungetineSqie CFC-SOLID. I ,  RGB(255.0.0) 

End If 

CDC. MoveTo 06. Connectïon Points( " ln I "1.-r, ob. Connecti~nPoïnrs("In 1 "). Y 
CDC. LineTo ob. ConnectionPoints( "Our1 ").x . ob.ConnectionPo~ts("Ourl"). Y 
CDC. MoveTo O&. Connecrion Points( "Id").x, ob. Connecrion PoUus("In2 "). Y 
CDC.L.izzTo ob.ConriecrionPoUits("Out2")-r . ob.ConnecrionPoUrrs("Out2"). Y 



CDC. A rrowffead ob.CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coorditiates Yf O). ob. Connecrion Poinrs( "Our1 ").x , 
ob. Connecrion Points( "Ourl "). Y, 20 

CDC-A rrowHead ob. CoordinatesXf O),ob. Coordinates Y(O), ob. Connection Poinu("Our2").s, 
ob. Connecrion Points("Out2"). Y, 20 

CDC. ChangeFillColor O 
CDC. Circ ab. CoordinatesXIO), ob. CoordinaresYfO),S 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM~EMS,lntersection~OnMovefob As CFCSim,ModelingElementlnstance, By Val XI As 
Single. BjVal y l As Single, ByVal .r2 As Single, By Val y2 As Single) 

Dim a As Double 
Dini b As Double 
Dinl c As Double 
Dirn X As Double 
Ditri Ang As Double 
Dirn xo As Double 
Dirn JO As Doirble 
Dirri cp As CFCSirn-Connection Pourr 

IfSqr(fob.CoordinatesX(0) - X I )  A 3 + (ob.CoordinaresY(0) - Y I )  A 2 )  > 20 fheti 
a= Sqr f fob.CoordinaresXf O)-2)  A 2 + fob.CoordinatesY(0)-!?,PZ ) 

b= Sqr ( (ob.CoordinatesX(0)-.rl) A 2 + fob.CoordinaresY(OI-y1 ) 
c= Sqr( fxl-x3) A 2 + fyl-y2)2 ) 

'figure out erpression 
.Y= tc"2-uA2-PZ I /(-2*acb) 

IfSqrl -X ' X + 1 )=O Then &rit Sub 
' calculate Inverse cosine 
Ang=Artl( -X / Sqr( -X * X + 1 ) )  

lfang=O Then Erir Sub 

ang =ang 

For Each cp In ob.ConnecttonPoinn 
xo=cp-r - ob. CoordinaresX(0) 
!O=- f cp. Y - ob.CoordinatesY(0)) 
cp-i  = .ru *Cos(ang)+yo *Sin fang) +ob. CoordinutesX(0) 
cp. Y = 4-xo*Sin(ang)+yu*Cos(ong)) + ob.CoordUuiresY(0) 

N a  
Else 

' cal1 default on move 
ob.OnMove x1.y 1 ~ 2 . 9 .  True 

End if 

End Sub 



Public Sub CEM~EMSSInrersection~OnSimulationInirialize(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElernentlnstance) 
ob. AddEvenr "Delay1 ", True 
ob.A&iEvent "Requesr" 
ob.A&iEvenr "Release " 
ob.AddEvent "DeluyS " 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM~EMS~In~ersection~OnSirnularionProcessEvenrb As 
CFCSim,ModelingElemenrlnstance, MyEvent As String, Entiry As CFCSim-Enrie) 

Dinr durarion As Double 

Select Case MyEvent 
Case "Delay1 " 

ob.SchedtrleEvenr enriry."Request",ob("Delay"fl 
Case " Request " 

Ifob.RequesrResource( "lntersecrion", enrie, 1. enfiry("IPrioriry")) Then 

06. Schedrile Evenr entiq, "Release ", 1j6.O 

Tracer. Trace "entiry obrained inrersecrion: " & enriry.lD , "Simularion" 
Else 

Tracer.Trace  mi^ waiting for a inrersecrion " & enrip.1D . "Simulation" 
End If 

Case "Release" 
ob. ReleaseResource "lntersecrion ", enriry 

Tracer. Trace "eritie Crossed Intersection: " & entity.lD . "Simulation" 
ob.SclreduleEr.ent entiry, "Deluvt".ob( "DeluyW)/2 

Case "Delay2" 
If eniityf "InCP").Name= "NI " Tlren 

ob. TransferOur enriry,ob.ConnecrionPoinrs( "Out1 ") 
Else 

ob. TramferOur enti~.ob.ConnectionPoinrsf "Our2") 
End If 

End Select 
End Sub 

Public Sub CEM_EMS~Intersecrion_OnSimularionTronsferIn(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElernentlnstance, 
Enri- As CFCSim-Enrity SrcCp As CFCSUn-ConnecrionPoinr, DsrCp As CFCSim-Connecrion Point) 

Set entity("lnCp")=&cp 
06. OnSimularion TramfierIn enrtty, srccp, dncp, Tme 

End Sub 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Splir-OnCreate f ob As CFCSùn-Modeiing Elemenrlnsrance, x As Single. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

Dùn cp As CFCSïm-Connection Poinr 
CEM-EMS-Splir-OnCreare= True 
Wirh ob 

.OnCreute x y, True 



.AddAnribute "Forkl ". "Path number for Fork 1 '1 CFC-Nurneric.CFC_Single, CFC-Read Write. I 

.AddAnribute " ForkZ", "Path number for Fork 2", CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single,CFC-Read Write. I 

ob( "Fork l ")= 1 
ob("ForkZV)=2 

.AddConnection Point "IN ",x-2S,y, CInput.5 

. Addcortnection Point " Forkl ",x+Z5, y-25. COutput.5 

. AddCannection Point "Fork2':x+2S1 y +S, COutput,S 
End With 

End Function 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Split-On Drag Drawîob As CFCSini-Modeling EIementInstance) 
ob.OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM- EMS-Split-Un Dra wtob As CFCSitn-Modeling Efemenhstance) 
Dirn x As Single 
Dim y As Single 

06. DrawConnection Points 

If ob. Selected Then 
CDC. ChangeLineSty le CFC-SOLID. 1. RGBî255.0.0) 

End if 

CDC.MoveTo o6.Connecti0nPoints("ln")..r,ob.ConnecrionPoints("In"). Y 
CDC. trneTo 06. CoordinatesX(O).ob. Coordinates Y(O) 
CDCArrow ob. CoordinatesX(O),ob.Coordinates Y( O) 

ob.CunnectionPotnts( "Forkl ")..r.ob.ConnectionPoints~ "Forkl "). Y, 17 
CDC.A rro w 06. CoordinatesX(O), ob. Coordinates Y( O), 06. Connection Pointsi "Fork2").x . 

ob.ConnectionPoints("Fork2"). Y. 17 

CDC-ChangeTexrColor RGB(255,O.O) 
if O&( "Forkl ").Calculation = CFC-Simple ïhen 

x= ob.CoordinaresX(0) + (ob.ConnectionPoints( "Forkl ").x - ob.CoordinatesX(0) ) /2 
y = O 6. Coordinares Y(0) + (ob.Connecrion Points( "Forkl "). Y - ob.Coordinares Y(0) ) 12 
CDC. TextOut x,y.obf"Fork 1")  

End if 

Ifob("Fork2"). Caiculation = CFC-Simple Then 
x= 06-CoordinaresX(O)+ (06. ConnectionPoints("Fork2"Lr - ob.CoordinatesX(0) f2 
y= ob.CoordinatesY(O)+ (ob. CunnecrionPoults(" Fork2"). Y - 06. Coordinates Y(0) ) /2 
CDC-TixtOut x.y.ob("Fork2 ") 

End If 

E d  Sub 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Split-UnMove(ob As CFCSim-ModelingEiemenrlnrrance. &Val .rl As Single, 
By Val y I As Single. By Val xZ As Single. By Val y2 A s  Single) 

Dim a As Double 
Dint b As Double 
Dim c As Double 
Dîm X As Double 
Dün Ang As Double 



Dim .ru As Double 
Dint yo As Double 
Dirn cp As CFCSim-Connecrion Point 

IfSqri(ob.CoordinazesX(0) - X i )  A t 4 (ob.CoordinatesY(0) - Y I )  A 2) > 20 Then 
a= Sqr ( (06. CoordinatesX(0)--3) A 2 + lob. Coordinates Y(0)-y2pZ ) 
b= Sqr ( (06. CoordinaresX(0)-x I )  A 2 + (ob. Coordinates Y(0)-y l p2 ) 

c= Sqr( (XI-x2) A 2 + ( y i - s r 2  ) 

'fig ii re out expression 
X= (F2-aA2-P2 ) / (-2*a*b) 

/fSqd-X * X + I )=O Then Ei i t  Su6 
'calculate inverse cosine 
Ang=Atnf -X / Sqtf-X * X + 1))  

/fatig=O Tiwn Fri t  Sub 

For Each cp In ob.ConnectionPoints 
.ro=cp.x - 06. CoordinatesX(0) 
yo=- f cp. Y - ob.Coordinates Y(0)) 
cp-x = .ro *Cos(ang) +y *Sin( ang) + ob. CoordinatesX( O) 
cp. Y = -(-.ro*Sin(ang)+yo*Cosiang)) + ob.CoordinatesY(0) 

Ncrt 
Else 

' cal1 default on mave 
ob. OttMove .ri.! I.sZ.?2. True 

End if 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Splir,OnSirnulationTransfrlri(ob As CFCSint-ModefingEfementImtance. Entin; 
As CFCSinr-Enriry, SrcCp As CFCSim-ConnectionPoinr, DstCp As CFCSini-Connection Point) 

If entity( "Path " )= ob( "Forkl ") lhen 
06. T rade rou t  enrity, 06. Connection Points(" Forkl ") 

Tracer-Trace "Routing entity " &entity.lD & " to the fork 1" ."Simulation" 
Efse 

06. TramferOur enrity. ob.ConnectionPotnts( "Fork2") 

Tracer. Trace "Routing entity " &entity. ID & " to fork 3"."Sitnularion" 
End If 

End Sub 

Public Funclion CEM-EMSS&-Trafic-OnCreare(o6 A s  CFCSim-Mudefing Elemen tInstance. x As 
Single. As Single) As Boolean 



ob.SetNumCoordinares 2 
ob. CoordinatesX(O)=x 
ob. Coordinates Y(O)=y 
06. CoordinatesXf I)=x+2ûû 
06. Coordinares Y( I)= y +#O 

ob.AddAnribute "First ", "Time of First Arrival1*. CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single, 
CFC- Read Write. O. 1 OOOOOO 

ob.AdàAttribute '"Benveen ", "Time Between Arrivals",CFC-Disrribution, CFC-Single, CFC-ReadWrite 
ob.Aakhîttribure "IPriori~y ", " Prioriry ", CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single, CFC-ReadWrire, 1 

ab( "First ")=O 
ob( "IPriority ")= l 
With ab( "Berween ").Distribution 

. DisrType=CFC-Erponential 

. ParamererValue(O)=5 
End With 

ob-AddConnectionPoint "Our ':.r+ lOO,y+45, COutprtr,S 
Ettd Functiori 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Ex-Trafic-Odra w(ob As CFCSim-Modeling Elenrentlnstance) 

If 06. Selected Then 
CDC. ChangeLinestyle CFC-SOUD, 1, RGB(255.0.0) 

End if 

CDC. Ellipse ob.CoordînatesX(O).ob. Coordinates Y(O), ob. CoordinaresX( I ).ob. Coordinates Y( I  ) 

CDC-ChangeFont "Courier New". II. True, False. False. False 
CDC. Tertout ob. CoordinaresX( O) .t 2 0.06. Coordinates YiO) + 20, 

ob("6eween"). Disrriburion. GerString Represenrarion 

06. DrawConnecrion Points 
End Su6 

Public Funcrion CEMEMSE;nTraffTcOnRelarion Validf srcCP As CFCSinz-Connection Poinr, dst CP As 
CFCSUnunConnecrionPoinr) As Boolean 

CEM-EMSSErrSTrafic-OnRelarion Valid= True 
if drtc p. ModelingElemenr. ElemenrType<> "CEM-EMS-Intersection " Then 

MessagePrompr "This elemenr can on- be connected ro an intersection" 
CEM-EMS-Err- T r a ~ ~ ~ O n R e l a r i o n  Valid= False 

End if 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM~EMS~EnnTra~~COnSimuIationInüiaIkeo6 As CFCSim_ModelingElementin~fance) 
o 6.AddEvenr " FireEntity " 

End Su6 

Public Sub CEMEMSEuTra~cOnSimuIarioninirialüeRun(o6 As CFCSim-ModelingElementlrisrance, 
R d w n  As Integer) 

06.ScheduleEvent o6.AddEntiry "FireEntisy".ob( "Firsr ") 
End Su6 



Public Sub CEM~EMS~Ert_Tra~c~OnSimulationProcessEvenob As 
CFCSim-ModelingElementInstance, MyEvent As String, Enriry As CFCSim-Entity) 

Ditri newEntiry As CFCSim-Enriy 

Set newEntiry = ob.AddEnriry 
newEntiry( "IPriority ")=ob( "IPrioriry ") 
ob. TransferOur NewEnriq 

ob. ScheduleEven t entiry, "FireEnriry ". o b( "Between ") 

Tracer. Trace "Entip: " & new Entity. ID & " Created". "Simulation " 
End Sub 

Public Funcrion CEM,EMS,Pile,OnCreate(ob As CFCSim,ModelingElementInsrance. .r As Single, y As 
Single) As Boolean 

ab. On Create .r.y, True 
CEM-EMS-Pile-On Create= nue 

if ab. Parent. ElementTvpc c > "CEM-EMS,Source " And ob. Parent. Elentenrnpe 
"CEM-EMS, Placenient " Then 

MessagePrompr "Pile elemenr can onlv be defined as a child of a source or a placement elernenr" 

C m  EMS- Pile-On Creare= False 
Erit Fun ct ion 

End If 

o6..4ddAttribure "StaningAmounr". "Staning Amounr in Cubic 
Metres ", CFC-Nunieric. CFC-Single. CFC-Read Write,O 

ob.AddAttribute "CurrentAniount ". "Currenr Amounr in Cu bic 
:Verres". CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single, CFC-ReadOnb.0 

ob.AddConnection Point "Gerln'ix+35. y +45,CInput,5 
ob.AddConnectionPoint "GetOur",x+ IO.y+5.COutpur.5 

ob.AddFile "Queue". QUEUE 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Pile-OnDruw(o6 As CFCSùn,ModelingElementl~tmce) 
Dim mRect As New CFCGraphtcs-Recr 

CDC. ChangeFont "Courier New". 12. True, Falie. Folse, Foise 



CDC. Rectangle mRect.lefi,mrect. top,mrect. rightmrect. bonom 
End If 

If ob( "StartingAmounr "). Calcularion=CFC-Simple Then 
CDC. Textour 06. CoordinaresX(0)- 

16.0 6. Coordinates Y(O)+42, Format(ob( "StarringAmount "),"O.#") 
Else 

CDC. 'Tertout 06. CoordinatesX(0)- 16,ob.Coordinates Y(O)+42,"Fonnula" 
End If 
ob. Draw Connection Points 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM,EMS,Pile,OnSimulationlnifializeRun(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElemenrImtance, 
RunNum As fnreger) 

ob("CurrenrAntount")=ob("StaningAmounr") 

End Su6 

Public Su6 CEM-EMS-Pile,OnSimulationTransferln(ob As CFCSini-ModelingEkmenrf~~stance. Elid- As 
CFCSini-Enti'y, SrcCp As CFCSitn-Cutinecrion Point, DstCp As CFCSim-Connecrion Point) 

Dim Wniting En r i 8  As CFCSim-En tint 

Ifdsrcp.Nume= "Addln" Then 
ob("Curren~Amoun~")=ob("CurrentArnount")+ entiry("Capaciry") 
Tracer. Trace "Incoming Entity " & enrip. ID & " Increased Amounr 6y " & enricf "Capacify ") 

' check wairing enriries 
With O&. Filef "Queue") 

If .&ngth>O Then 
Do 

M o  ve First 
Ifob("Curren~Amount") > . enfitv("Capacity") Then 
Set Wairing Entiry = .Pop 
ob("CurrentAnzounr") = obl"CurrenrAmounrW) - WaitingEntiryf "Capacity ") 
06. TransferOur Waiting Enriry, ob. ConnectionPoints("Ger0ut") 
Tracer-Trace "Queued Enriry Freed " & WaitingEnrity-lD 
Else 
Erir Do 
End If 

b o p  While . Lengrh > O 
End If 

End Wirh 
0 6 . T r a ~ e r O t  entiq, ob.ConnecrionPoinrs('XAddOur") 

ELse 
Ifob("CurrentAmowtt")< entity("Capciry") Then 

ob. File( "Queue ").A& eririry 
Tracer- Trace "Incoming E n t e  Queued " & entity-ID 

Else 
ob( "CurrenrAmount") = ob("CurrentAmount") - enriry("Capacity") 
06. TramferOur enrie. ob.Connectiu~oulrs( "GerOurW ) 
Tracer- Trace "Incoming Enfin, Served " & emity,lD 

End if 
End If 

End Su6 



Public Funcrion CEM-&MS,Trucksln-OnCreare(ob As CFCSini,ModelingElernentIll~rance, x As Single, y 
As Single) As Booleati 

Dirn y l As Single 
Dim XI As Single 
Dint mitecr As New CFCGraphics-Recr 
Dirn i As lnreger 
Dirn cp As CFCSim-ConnecrionPoint 

If 06. Parent. Elemenr Type < > "CEM-EMS,SourceW And 06. Parent. ElementTvpe o 
"CEM-EMS-Placement" Then 

MessageProntpt "Truckln elemenr can only be defined as a child of a source or a placement 
elernent " 

CEM- EMS-Trucksln-OnCreute= False 
Erir Functton 

Esd If 

Wirli ob 
. On Creare .r. y, True 

.rtddAtrribure "Nuni","", CFC-Numeric. CFC-Single. CFC-Hidden 

.AddConnection Poinr "IN".x-10. y +25.Clnput.O 

.AddCottnection Pottir "Oitr".x+60.~+25, COutputS 

i= l 
06. Pnrent.OtiGetBounding Recr nrRect 

xl  =niRecr.lefi+JO 
If 06. Parent. ElettrenrType= "CEM-EMS-Source " Then 

Y l =tnRecr.rop- 16 
Ëise 
vl=niRect.bonom+ 10 

Énd If 

For Each cp In O&. Parent. Connecrion Poinrs 
Ifcp.cppe=CInpur Then 

i=i+ 1 
I fcps>xl  Then 

x i  =cp-x 
VI =cp.Y 

~ n d  If 
End If 

Nert 
xl=xl+ 15 
ob.ParentAddCume~rwnPou1t "In" & i, xi. Y I .  CInput. 5 
ob. Parent. AddRelarion 06. Parent. ConnecrionPoinrs("IN" % i). ob. ConnecrionPoinrsl "IN") 
ob( "Nunt ")=i 

Elrd With 
End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Tmckrln-OnDeleteW As CFCSimimModelingEIen~entImtance) 
ob- Parent- DeleteConnecrionPoinr ob.ConnectionPoints( "IN"). RelatiomFrom( 1) 



End Sub 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Trucksln-On Drag Drawlob As CFCSirn-Modeling Elenrentinstance) 
ob.OnDraw 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM- EMS-Trucksln-On Draw (06 As CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance) 
ob. Draw Connection Points 

If ob.Seiecred Thet1 
CDC. ChangeLÀneStyle CFC-SOLID, 1, RGB(25S.O.O) 

End If 

CDC. MoveTo ob. CoordinatesX(0). ob. Coordinates Y ( 0 )  
CDC. LineTo ob. CoordinaresX(0). ob. Coordinates Y(0)+5û 
CDC.L.ineTo ob.CoordinaresX(0)+50,ob.Coordinates Y(@+> 
CDC. LineTo ob. CoordinatesXIO), ob. CoordinatesY(0) 

CDC. Te-rrOur ob. CoordînatesX(O)+ 20.06. CoordinaresY(0)+20, CSrr(ob( "Num ")) 
End Su6 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Truchout-OnCrearefob As CFCSim-rModelingElerrientI~tstartce. x As Single. 
,y As Single) As Boolean 

Dim y 1  As Single 
Dint x l  As Single 
Dim niRect As New CFCGraphics-Rect 
Dini i As Integer 
Dini cp As CFCSim-ConnecrionPoint 

If 06. Parent- ElemenrT'pe o "CEM-EMS-Source " And ob, Parent. ElementTvpe C> 

"CEMEMEIMSSPlacernenr" Then 
MessagePrompr "TnccksOur eiement can on& be demed us a child of a source or a placement 

elemenr " 

CEMMEMSSTmcksOut-OnCreate= False 
Exit Function 

End If 

With ob 
.OnCreare x. y, True 

AddConnecrion Point "IN",x- 7. y +X, ClnpurS 
.AddConnecrionPoint "Ow"j+57,y+25,COuput. O 

i=I 
06. Parent- OnGerBounding Rect mRect 

.ri =mRect. lef+30 

tf ab. Parenr-&lementType= "CEM-EMSSPlocemenr" Then 



For Each cp In ob. Parent.ConnecrionPoinrs 
If cp.crype=COutput Then 

i=i+ 1 
ifcp..r>xl Then 

x l =cp.x 
v I =cp. Y 

~ n d  
End if  

Ne-rr 
.rl=.rI+l5 

0b.P urenr.AddCotiriecriot1 Point "Our" di i. XI. y 1. Courput, 5 
ob.AddRc!arion ob. Connecrion Poitlts( "Our"), 06. Purent. Connecrion Pointst "Our" & i )  
ob("tVuni") = i 

End Wirfi 

Pirblic Siib CEM-EMS-TrticksOut-OnDelere(o6 As CFCSim,ModelingElemenrlnsrancei 
ob. Parenr. DekereConnecrion Point ob. Connecrion Points("OüT"). ReluriorisTot 1 ) 

End Siib 

Public Sub C&M,EMS,TrucksOur-On Dra w (06 As CFCSint -ModelingElementInsrance) 
ab. DrawConnecrtonPoinrs 

if 06. Selecred Thert 
CDC- CktngeheStyle CFCCSOUD, 1. RGBf 255,U. 0 )  

End If 

CDC. iMoveTo 06. CoordinatesXf 0)  +SO -06. Coordinares Y(0) 
CDC- LrneTo O&- CoordinaresX(0) +JO, ob. Coordinares Y(0)  +XI 
CDC. LneTo ob. CoordinaresX(O), 06. CoordinaresY(O)+Z5 
CDC. LineTo ob.CoordUtatesX(O)+50. ob.CoordinaresY(0) 

CDC. TaOur 06- CoordinatesX(O)+ZO,ob-CuordUtatesY(O)+20, CStrtob( "Num ")) 

End Sub 

Public Funcrion CM-EMS-Doser-OnCreme(ob As CFCSünunModelingElementinstance. x As Single. y As 
Single) ttr Boolean 

C m  EMS-Dozer-On Creare= True 

if  06. Parenr. Elemenr Tvpe o "CEM-EMSSSource" And ob. Parenr- EhenrTvpe o 
"CLCiiEMSsPlacemenrN Thers 



MessagePrompr "Dorers can only be defined as a child of a source or a placement elemenr" 

CEM- EMS-Dozer-OnCreate= Fulse 
Erit Function 

End If 

06. SetNumCoo rdinates 2 
ob. CoordrnaresXf O)=x 
06. Coordinates Y(0) = y 
ob. CoordinaresXf I)=x+80 
06. Coordinates Y( 1 )=y +5O 

06. AddA nrlbure "Quantip ", "Number of Dozers ': CFC-Numeric, CFC_Single, CFC-ReadWrire. 1.100 
ob. Addiirtribure "Capacity ", "Capaciry in Cubic Metres ", CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single, 

CFC-Read Write.O.1.200 
ob.AddAttribute "Pruductivity", "Producrivity in Cubic Metres per Hr", CFC-Disrributcon. 

CFC-Single, CFC-Read Wrire 

ob( "Quantin,")= 1 
ob( "Capacity ")=5 

Witlt ob("Producrivity"). Distriburion 
. DistType=CFC-Constant 
. ParameterValuefO)=500 

End With 

ob.AddCortrrection Point "cl". 06. CoordinatesX(0)+90,ob. CoordinatesY(0~+35. COutpur.5 
End Function 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Dozer-OnDrawf ob As CFCSinl-ModelingElementImtance) 

CDC. RenderPicture " EMS-Do:er ".ob. Coordinate.sX(O),ob. Coordinates Y(O).ob. CoordinatesXi I )- 
ob. CoordinatesXt O).ob. Coordinares Y( 1)-ob. Coordinares Y(0) 

If obSelected Then 
CDC. Rectangle ob. CoordinatesX(0)-2,ob. Coordinares Y(0)- 

Zob.CoordinaresX( 1 )+Z,ob. CoordinatesYf 1 )  +2 
End If 
ob. DrawContiecrion Points 

Ettd S~ib 

Public Function CEM-EMS-Dozer-OnRelatioi: Yalid((srcCP As CFCSùn-ConnecrionPoint. &CF As 
CFCSim-ConnecrionPoint) As Boolem 

CEM-EMSSDo:erDOnRelation Valid=True 

If srcCP. RelationsTo. Count>0 i%en 
MessagePrompt "Oniy one relurion is allowedfiom rhis connection point " 
CEM-EMS-Dozer-OnRelarion Valid= FaLre 
Exir Funcrian 

End If 

If h C P -  Modeling Elemem. EIemenrTypec >"CElM-EMSSPrepararion w And 
&rCP.ModelingElemenr. EtementTypec> "CM-EMS-Pile " lhen 

MessagePrompt "Dosers c m  only be connected ro preparation or Pile elemenrs" 
CEMEMEMSSDozerSOnRelation Vatid= Fatse 
Erir Funcrion 

MIf 



if dstCP. Modeling Elernent. Elemenr Tvpe = "CEM-EMS-Pile " And dstcp. Name <> "Gerh " Then 
MessagePrompt "Dorers must be aàüed to the input connection on the side of the pile" 
CEM-EMS-Dozer-On Relation Valid= False 
Exit Function 

End if 
End Function 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Dozer-OnSimula~ionfni~ialkeRun(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementInsta~ice, 
RunNum As Integer) 

Dim dozer As CFCSim-Enriry 
Dim i As lnteger 

For i= l To ob("Quantity") 
Set do;er= ob.AddEntity 
do;er( " capac i~  ") =ab( "capacity ") 
Set do:er("Productiviry")=ob("Prod~~crivity").Distriburion 
doce r( "Pa! Load ")=O 

Tracer. Trace "dorer entin, created and transferred: " & doser. ID , "Si~riukation " 
06. TransferOur dozer 

Ne.U 
End Su6 

Public Functiori CEM-EMS-Preparation-OnCreatef ob As CFCSinl-ModelirigEletnentlnstartce. ...r As 
Single. y As Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Prepa ration-On Crea!e= True 

t'fob. Parent. EIentenrTvpe o "CEnil_EMS_SourceW Then 
MessageProntpt "Preparation elemenr can only 6e defrrted as a child of a source elentent" 

CEM-EMS-Prepararion-OnCreute= False 
Exit Funcrion 

End if 

06. SetNurn Coo rdinares 2 
06. CoordinatesXt OI=x 
06. Coordinates Y( O)= y 
06. Coo rdinatesX( I )=x+80 
ob.CoordinatesY( 1 )=?+#O 

06.AddAnribute "AmounrToPrepare. "Amount of Eartit To Prepare", CFC-Nwneric, CFC-Single. 
CFC-ReadWrite, 1 Oûû 

06.AddAmibute "AmountPreparedl', wAmount of Eanh Prepared so Far", CFC-Nmeric, CFC-Single, 
CFCCFC,ReadOn-ReadOn~ 

Dim 06 l A s  CFCSim-Modeling ElementInstance 
Ser obl = ob 
Dim obZ As CFCSim-ModelüzgElementIrt~fance 
Dim 0&3 As CFCSununModelingElementf~ance 



Dim O 64 As CFCSim-Modeling Elementlnsrance 
Dint 065 As CFCSini,ModelingElementInstance 
Dint066 As CFCSint,ModelingElementInsrance 
Dim 067 As CFCSim,Modeling&lenientIn~lance 
Dim ob8 As CFCSim,ModelingElenientInsrance 

Se; 062 = 06 I.AddElement( "InPon", 76.0.134.0) 
062. Coordinares.X(O)= 76 
062. Coordinates Y{O)= I34 
062. Connecrion Points("IN").x=66 
062. Connection Points( "IN"). Y= 159 
o ~ Z . C O ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~ P O ~ ~ ~ S ( " O U ~ " ) . X =  136 
062. ConnectionPoints("0ur"). Y= 159 

Ser 063 = 06 l.AddElement( "OurPorr", 71 7.0.195.0) 
063. CoordinatesX(O)= 71 7 
063.Coordinares Y(0) = 1 95 
063. Connecrion Poinrs( "1NN).x= 710 
063. ConnectionPoints('*!N"). Y=220 
063.ConnecrionPoinrs("Oüt").x= 774 
06.3. ConnectionPointsf "Out"). Y=220 

Set 064 = 06 I.AddElemenr("Branch ", 1 63.0.16 1 .O) 
ob4("ProbW). Calcularion=CFC-Forntula 
oM("Pro6"). Fomula.SetEXpression "" di ChrS( 13) & ChrSf IO)  & "" & Ch$( 13) & ChrSf ?O) & " " & 

ChrS(13) & CiwSflO) & " ifob.Parenr(""AnrounrPrepared"") < o&.Parent("fXmounrToPrepre"") 
Then" & Ch& 13) & Chr$( I O )  & " FXXXX-  0" %CltrS(l3) &Chr$(IO) & " Else" & ChrS(I3) 
& ChrS( I O )  & " FXXXX=  l"&Chr$f13) & ChrSflO) & "  EndIJ "&Chr$(l3) & CizrS(I01 
& "" & ChrS(l3) & ChrS(l0) & "" & Cltr$(I3) & ChrStIO) & "" 

ob4,CoordinatesX(O) = 163 
064.CoordinatesY(O)=16 I 
ob4Connection Poinrsf "IN).x= 138.02 18 
064.Connecrion Points( "IN"). Y= 159.957 
ob4.ConnectionPoinrsi"Top").~r=189.G213 
064. Connecrion Points( "Top "). Y= 13 7.064 7 
064. Connecrion Points( "Bottom ").x= 186-9327 
ob4.Connec~ionPoinrs("Bottom"). Y= 187.02 12 

Set 065 = 06 1 .AddElement("Destroyl', 6Oû. 0.29.0) 
065. CoordinatesXf O)=6# 
065.Coordinares Y(O)=29 
065. Connecrion Poinrs("IN").x=593 
ob5.ConnectionPoints("IN"). Y=54 

Set 066 = ob 1 AddElement("&ectite",263.0,20 1 .O) 
066('%spression ").Calculation=CFC,Fonnula 
ob6("&pression")- FonnulaSetEkpression"" & ChrS(l3) & Chrw l O )  & "" ci Chr$( 13) & Chr%( 1 O) & "" 

& Chrs(13) & Chr%( IO)  & " 
ob.Parenr(""AmounrPrepared"")=~b.Parent("~AmowttPrepared~")+o&.CurrenrEntiry(""Capaciry"")" & 
ChrS(l3) & Chr$(lO) & "" & Chr.$(I3) & Ch& IO) & "" & Chr$(l3) & Chr8 IO) & "'* 

O M. Coordinatesxf O)=263 
obd.CoordinnresY(O)=~OI 
ob6.Connection Points( "ln"),r=253 
066.ConnecrionPoints~ "ln"). Y=226 
ob6. Connection Points("Our").x=3Z3 
066.ConnectionPoùlu("Our"). Y=226 



Set 067 = ob I.AddElernent("Tark".385.0,203.0) 
ob7("DurationM). Calculation=CFC-Formula 
067("Durarion"). Formula.SetErpression "" & Chr$( 13) B Chr$( IO) & " " & ChrSt 131 & Chr$( I O)  & "" 

& Chr$( I 3 )  & Chr$( l O) & " FXXXX = (ob.CurrenrEnti~(""Capaciry""V 
06. CurrentEnti~( ""Product iv i~ ""). Value) * 60" & Ch& 1.3) & Chr$(lO) & "" & Chr$( l3)  & Chr$( IO) & 
"** & Ch$(  13) & Chr$( IO) & "" 

067. CoordinaresXf O)=38S 
ob 7. Coordinates Y(0) = 203 
ob7. ConnectionPoints("/n").x=3 75 
067. Connection Points( "In "). Y=228 
067. Connec tion Points("Out").x=5OO 
067. Connection Points("0ut"). Y=228 

Set 068 = 06 1 .AddElement(1E~ecute",562.0e202.0) 
ob8("ExpressionW). Calcularion= CFC-Fomula 
ob8("EXpressionw). Formttla.SetErpression "" & Chr$( 13) 8 ChrS( l O) & "" & Ch& 13) & Ch& 10) & "" 

& Chr$( 13) & Chr$( l O) & " ob. CurrenrEntiry(""Payioad"")=ob. CurrentEntiq(""Cupaciq"")" & 
ChrS(I3) & Clir$(IO) & " " &  Chr$(I3)& Chr$(IO) & ' O " &  ChrS(I3)&ChrS(IO) & " "& ChrS(I3) & 
Chr%f 10) & " " 

068. CoordinatesX(O)=563 
ob8.Coordinares Y(O)=202 
068. Connection Poinrs("In").x=552 
ob8.ConnrcrionPoint_r("In")- Y=2S 7 
068. Conrtectron Poinrs("OutW)..r=622 
068. Connection Poinrs("0iit"). Y=Z27 

062. DelereCliildren 
063. DeleteChildren 
064. DeleteChildren 
O 65. Delete Children 
O 66. DeleteChildren 
O 6 7. DelereChildren 
068. DelereChildren 

062.AddRrlarion( 062. Connection Points( "OurW).o#. ConnectionPoinrs( "IN")) 
063.AddReLation( ob4. Connectron Points( "Top").ob5. ConnecrionPoinrst "IN")) 
ob#.AddRelarion( ob4. Connecrion Points("Botram").o66. ConnectionPoinrsf "In")) 
066A&lRelation(ob6.Connection Points("Out").ob7. ComectionPohts("In")) 
ob7.AddRelation(ob7. Connecrion Points("Out").ob8. Connection Poutts("1n")) 
ob8.AddRelarion(ob8.Connection Points("Our'~ob3.ComectionPoùits("IN")) 

Public Sub CEMEMEMSSPreparationPOnDraw(ob A s  CFCSun_ModelhgElemenrInstance) 

CDC. ChangeFunt "Courier New': I3. Tme, Faise. F&e. False 

CDC- Rectangle 06. CoordinatesX(O).ob. Coordinates Y(O).ob.CoorduiaresX( l ).ob-CoordùraresY( I ) 



CDC. TexrOur 06. CoordinatesXf O)+S,ob. Coordinates Y(O)+ 15, "Preparation " 

ob. DrawConnection Points 

End Su6 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS,Prepararion,OnRehion Valid(srcCP As CFCSim-ConnectionP oinr, &CP As 
CFCSim-Connecrion Point) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Preparation-On Relation Valid= True 

if srcCP. RelationsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePrompt "Only one relation is allowed fiom this connecrion point " 
CEM,EMS_Preparation-On Relation Valid= False 
Erir Funcrion 

End If 

End Funcrion 

Public Su6 CEM-EMS-Prepararion-OnSi~~tulationInitialiteRun(o& As 
CFCSint-ModelingElemen~fnstance, RunNum As fnteger) 

ob("Antoun~Prepared")=O 
End Su& 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Spreadi~~g,OnCreate(ob As CFCSim-~ModelingElernenrInstance~ .r As Sirigte. 
-; As Sitigle) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Spreadirtg-On Create= True 

Ifob. Parenr. ElementTvpe o "CEM-EMS-Placentent" Then 
MessagePrompt "Spreading element c m  on@ be defUted as a child of a placement elentent" 

CEM-EMS-Spreading-OnCreate= Fatse 
Exir Funcrion 

End If 
ob.AddA nribure "AmountSpread. "Anwunt of Earrh Spread su Far". CFC-lVlt meric. CFC-Singie, 

CFC-ReadOn fy 

Dirn ob 1 As CFCSim-Modehg Elernentfnrta~ice 
Ser 001 = ob 
Dim 062 As CFCSUn-Mode1 ingElementIns tance 
Dim 063 As CFCSim_ModelingElemenrIltSfance 
Dim 064 As CFCSim,ModeiingElementInstance 
Dim 065 As CFCSUn,ModelùigElemenrInstmce 

Set 062 = 06 I.AddElemenr( vï.nPort".62.0.82-0) 
obZ. CoordinatesX(0)=62 
ob2,Coordinares Y( 0) =8t 
ob2. ConnectionPoUlts("'IN")~r=52 
ob2.Co~ectionPoïnts('IN"). Y= 107 
062. ConnecrionPouIrs("Out")r- 122 
062. Connecrion Points( "Out "1. Y= IO7 

Set ab3 = 06 IAddElerneru( "OurPon".50 1.0.83',L 



ob.3. CoordinaresX(O)=5OI 
063. Coordinares Y(O)=82 
ob3. Connection Potnts("IN~.x=494 
ob3. Connection Points( "IN"). Y= 107 
063. Connecrion P oinrs("Out").x=558 
ob3. ConnectionPoints( "Our "). Y= 1 O7 

Set 064 = 06 1 .AddElement( "T'k ", 1 W.O,85.O) 
064f1'Duration"). Calculation =CFC-Formula 
064("Durarion").Fonnula.SetEnpression"" & C h 4  1.3) & Chr.S(lO) & "" & ChrS(l3) & ChrS(10) & "" 

& Ch& 1.3) & Chr$( IO) & " FXXXX = (ob.CurrenrEnriq(""Capaciry""Y 
ob.CurrenrEntity(""Produc~ivity"").Value) * 60" & ChrS(I3) & ChrS(1O) & '"' & ChrSî13) & Chr$(lO) & 
"'* & Ch& 13) & Ch& 1 O) & "" 

ob4. CoordtnaresX(0) = 1 97 
064. Coordinares Y(O)=85 
O&. Connecrion Points( "ln ").x= 187 
064. ConnectionPointst "In "). Y= 1 10 
064. Connection Pointst"Our").x=31? 
O M. Connection Poinn("0ur"). Y= 1 I O  

Set 065 = 06 l.AddElement("Execure",387.0.83.0) 
065("Erpression"). Calculation=CFC-Forntula 
ob5f"fipression"). Formula.Ser&rpression "" & ChrS( 13) & C'trS( IO) & "" & C M (  13) & ChrSt 10) & "" 

% ChrS(l3) & ChrS(I0) & " 
06. Parenif " "AmountSpread" ")=oh Parent(""AmounrSpread"")+ob.Curren~Enri~(""Pa y toad " " ) " & 
CilrS(13) & ChrS(10) & "" & ChrSfl3) & ChrS(l0) & "" & ChrS(13) & ChrS(I0) & '"' 

065. CoordtnaresX(0) =387 
065. Coordinates Y(O)=83 
065. ConnecrionPoints("In").x=377 
06.5. Cont~ectlonPoinrs f "In"). Y= 108 
ob5. Connection Poinrsf "Oiir").x=447 
065. ConnectioriPoittrsf "Out"). Y= IO8 

062AddRelarion(062. Connecrion Poinrs f "Out"), ob4.Conttecrion Poinrs ( "In")) 
oMAddRelation f 064- ConnecrionPoinrs("Our").ob5. ConnecrionPoirits("In")) 
ob5.AddKelarton(ob5.ConnectionPoints("Our"~,ob3. ConnecrionPoùusf "IN")) 

End Funcrion 

Public Su6 CEM-EMSSSpreadùtgPOnDraw~ O b As CFCSim,Modeling ElementInsrance) 

CDC.ChungeFonr "Courier New". 13. Tme. False. FaLre. Fake 

If ob.Selected Then 
CDC. ChangeLinestyle CFC-SOUD. 1. RGB(t55.0.0) 

End I f  

CDC- Rectangle 06. CuordinotesX(O),ob.Coordinares Y ( 0 ) . o b . C o  I ). ob. Coordinares Y( 1 )  



CDC. Tenout 06. CoordiriaresX(O)+S, ob. CoordinatesY(0) + 15. "spreading " 

ob. Dra~~Corlnecrion Points 

End Su6 

Public Funciion CEM-EMS-Spreading-OnRela fion Valid(srcCP As CFCSim-Connection Point, htCP As 
CFCSim-Connection Point) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Spreading-On Relation Valid=True 

ifsrcCP.RelationsTo.Count>O Then 
MessagePrornpt "Only one relation is allowed fiom rhis connecrion point " 
CEM-EMS_Spreading-On Relarion Valid= False 
Erit Function 

End if 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Spreading-OnSimtdationhitiali=eRun(ob As CFCSinr-ModelingElenienrlmtence, 
RunNum As Integer) 

ob( "AmountSpread")=O 
End Su6 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Excavator-OnCreate(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementlnstance, x As Single. 
y As Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Etca vator-OnCreate= True 

If ob. Pareni. Element~pe <> "CEM-EMS-Source " Then 
MessagePronzpi "Eircavator ekement can only be defined as a clrild of a source elentent" 

CEM-EMS- Ercavaror-On Create= False 
Erir Function 

End I f  

o b.SetNtunCoordinutes 2 
06. CoordinatesX(O)=.r 
ob. CoordinatesYf 0)- 
ab. CoordinatesX( I)=.r+8O 
06. CoordinatesY( 1)= y +JO 

o b . A ~ n r i b u t e  "Quanti@ ". "Number of Ercavators". CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single, 
CFC-Read Write? 1.20 

obAddAnribure "Product iv~  ", "Ideal Producrivig in Cubic Merres per Hour", CFC-Distribution, 
CFC-Single. CFC-Read Wrïre 

ob( "Quunti'y ")= I 
With ob("Productivi~'*) Dis~rîbutjon 

. Di~tTvpe=CFC~Commf 

. ParwnererValue(O)= I000 
End Witft 

O&. AddConnection Pomt "ci ': o h  CoordinatesX( O)- lO,ob. Coordinates Y(0) +25,CInpur,5 



06. AddConnecrion Point "c2 ". ob.CoordinatesX(O)+ 90.06. CoordinotesY(0 J + X ,  COutput,5 

End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Excavator-OnDraw(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElementlnstance) 
CDC. RenderPicturc! "EMS,Excavator",ob, CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coordinates Y@), O&. CoordinaresX( 1)- 

o h  CoordinatesX(O),ob. Coordinates Y( 1 )-ob.CoordinatesY(0) 

If O b.Selected Then 
CDC. Rectangle ob. CoordinatesX(0)-2.06. Coordinates l'(O)- 

Z,ob.CoordinatesX( 1)+2,0b. Coordinates Y( 1)+2 
End if 

06. Dra wConnectionPoints 

End Sub 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Excavator-OnRefation Valid(srcCP As CFCSini-connecrion Point, dstCP As 
CFCSinr-Connecrion Point) As Boolean 

CEMJMS_Ercavaror-onRe fation Va lid=True 

if srcCP.RelarionsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePrompr "Onl_v one relation is allowed from this connection point " 
CEM-EMS-Etcavator-Uti Relation Valid= False 

End l'f 

End Functiort 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Ercavator-OnSimularionIniriali:e(ob As CFCSint-Modeling Eiemenrhstance) 
ob.res("Excavator").Nun~Resources=ob("Quanti~y") 
06.AddEvent " Request '*, True 
ob.AddEvent " Release " 

End Su& 

Public Sub CEM~E.MSSErcavator~OnSin~ulationProcessEventob As CFCSim-ModelingElentenrlnstance, 
MyEvenr As Smng, Entiry As CFCSim-Entitv) 

Dim durarion As Double 

Select Care MyEvenr 
Case "Request" 

Ifob.Parentf"Amouritbaded)cob.Parent('XmounrToHaul") Then 
Ifob.Reque~Resource("ficavator".enriry, 1, entiry("LPrioriry")) Zhen 

' calculare loading duration 
durarion= ( enriry("Capaciry") / ob("Productivin,") ) -60 

Tracer-Trace 'Truck entity obtained a loudec " & enziry.ID . "Simulation" 
Else 

Tracer-Trace "Truck enrie waüing for a ioder: " & enrityJD . "Simularion" 
End if 

End if 
Case "Release" 

06. Reledesource  "Ercovator'*, eîuiry 
enrie( " PayLoad")=enti-('*Cupaciry") 



ob. Parent( "AmountLoaded")=ob. Parent("AmounrLoaded")+entiry("Capaci~") 

Tracer. Trace "Truck entiv completed loading: " & entity.!D , "Simulation" 

ab. TransferOur entiry 
End Select 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM,EMS~Ercavazor~OnSimdationTransferln(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElententlnstance. 
Entiry As CFCSim-Entiry, SrcCp As CFCSh-Connection Point, Dst Cp As CFCSim-Connection Point) 

if enri-( "SranTime ")> - I Then 
enriry ( "CycleSmt "1. Collect SimTime-enrio( "SranTime ") 

End if 

ob. OnSitnulationTransferln enti~.SrcCp, Dstcp, True 
End Sub 

Public Funcrion CEM-EMS-Dump-OnCreatefob As CFCSirn-ModelingElentenrlnstunce, x As Sitigle. y As 
Single) As Boolean 

CEM-EMS-Dump-OnCreate= Truc 

If 06. Parent.Elenrentfipe < > "CEM-EMS-Placement " Then 
MessagePronipt "Duntp elemenr can on- be defitied as a c ldd  of a placement elenient" 

C E K  EMS, Dump-On Create = False 
Erit Function 

End if 

ob.SetNumCoordinates 2 
ob. CuordinatesX(O)=x 
ub. Coordinates Y(O)= y 
ob. CourditiatesX( 1 J =x+8O 
ob. Coordinates Y( l )=y+jU 

obAddtlnribute "Qumtiry ". "Nwnber of Available Locations". CFC-Numeric, CFC-Single. 
CFC-Readwrite, 1.20 

ob( "Quantiry " )= 1 

obAddConnection Point "c 1 ". ob. CoordÙtatesX(0)- l0,ob. CoordUratesY(O)+ZS. CInpur.5 
ob.AddConnection Poinr "2 ) ob.CoordinaresX(0)+ 90.06- C o o r d i n a t e s Y ( O 5  

End Funcrion 

Public Sub CEM-EMS-Dump-OnDraw(ab A s  CFCSirn-ModelingElernentfnszance) 

CDC. RenderPicture "EMSSDump",ob. CoordinatesX(O).ob. Coordinotes Y(O).ob. CoordinatesX( 1 )- 
O&-CoordinatesX(O).ob. Coordinares Y( 1)-06. CoordinatesY(0) 



if ob.Selected Then 
CDC. Rectangle ob. CoordinatesX(0)-2.06. CoordinatesY(0)- 

2,ob. CoordinatesX( I )+t,ob. Coordinates Y( 1)+2 
End if 

ob. Dra wConnection Points 

End Sub 

Public Function CEM-EMS-Dump-onRe fation Validf srcCP As CFCSint-Connection Poirrr, &zCP As 
CFCSim-ConnectionPoinr) As Boolean 

CEM_EMS,Dump,On Relation Valid=True 

ff srcCP. RelarionsTo. Count>O Then 
MessagePrompt "Only one relation is allowed from rhis connection point " 
CEM-EMS-Dunip,OnRelution Valid= False 

End if 
End Frcnction 

Ptrblic Sub CEM-EMS-Dump-OnSiniu~ationInitialise(ob As CFCSim-ModelingElenrentlnstartce) 
ob. res( "Durnp "). NurriResources=ob( "Quuntiry ") 
06. Add Evenr "Request ", True 
06.AddEvent "Release " 

End Sub 

Public Sub CEM~EMS,Duntp~OnSinrulat~onProcessEvent(ob As CFCSirrr-~ModelirtgEfer~tentInstance, 
MyEvcrnt As String, Ent ig As CFCSim-Enriry) 

Dirn duration As Double 

Select Case MyEvent 
Case "Requesr" 

lf 06. RequestResource( "Dump".ent i~) Then 

ob.ScheduleEvent enr i3  "Release ", enti~("Dwnping Time "1. Value 

Tracer. Trace 'Truck en tiq obtained a dumping location: " & entiry. I D  . "Simulation' 

Else 
Tracer. Trace "Truck entiry waiting for a dumping location: " & enrie. ID  . "Simulation" 

End If 
Case "Release" 

06. RcleaseResource "Dump ", entin, 
06. Parent( "AmountDurnped")=ob. Parenr("AmountDwnped")+enti~("Payload") 
entiry('*PaylÀod")=O 

Tracer-Trace "Truck entity completed dumping: " & entity.lD . "Sünularion" 

06. TransferOur entio 
End Select 

End Su6 




